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FOREWORD
Although the Wilmington & Western Railroad is mentioned in passing in most
Delaware histories, its story has never before been told in detail. In many ways, it was
representative of the many small railroads that sprang up in America following the Civil
War, and what might be termed its “rise and fall” finds parallel in other rail enterprises
solidly constructed to withstand sun, wind, and snow, but which could not weather
financial storms on their modest budgets. Although the Wilmington & Western had less
than 20 miles of track, it served a vital need not only in providing public transportation for
rural New Castle County families, but in making the first rail freight service available to
the milling industries in the valley of the Red Clay. Its story, in fact, is an integral part of
the economic history of the Red Clay Valley, and it is fitting that it should be published
by Historic Red Clay Valley, Inc., whose membership includes so many railroad
enthusiasts intent upon reviving the Wilmington & Western as a non-profit enterprise to
bring visitors to the scenic, historic Red Clay Valley.
No one is better qualified to tell the story of the Wilmington & Western than Arthur G.
Volkman. Born in Wilmington and educated at the old Willard Hall Grammar School and
at Goldey College, he has a native-born sensitivity for early Delaware. In 1915, he got his
first job as a messenger boy on the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington R.R., and he
has been a railroader ever since. He has held various positions with the Pennsylvania
Railroad in all departments. He has ridden engines, cabooses, and freight trains. He has
lived through the exciting drama of keeping trains moving during hurricanes, floods, snow
storms, and wrecks. For almost 50 years he has worked and been in daily association with
railroad men. He saw coal-burning locomotives replaced by diesel and electric trains. He
witnessed railroads at their peak as common carriers and watched them trying to meet
the competition of the motor truck, bus, and airplane. His younger brother, John, also a
railroader, retired recently from the Pennsylvania Railroad after 43 years of service.
Throughout the account the reader can sense the author's experience and confident
knowledge of the many facets of railroading.
To obtain data for his story, Volkman not only tramped along the old right-of-way of
the Wilmington & Western from the site of the first depot in Wilmington to the turntable
at Landenberg, but he sought out many old informants and consulted newspaper accounts
and other documentation. Volkman is versatile in his interests, and he and his late wife
Frieda Hofmann Volkman were active in Delaware archeology, archery, and natural
history for many years. The Archeological Society of Delaware published a number of his
papers relating to early Indians. He is also an admirer of Thoreau, and in 1960 the Peter
Pauper Press published his little book of compilations entitled Thoreau on Man and

Nature.

C. A. WESLAGER
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Ever since the rounded sun and full moon may have suggested to some ancient mind
the idea of a wheel, man has been capitalizing on its invention. However, the greatest
potentialities of the wheel, with its resultant impact on civilization, were not realized until
after the discovery of steam. It was following this development that railroads sprung into
prominence, and this story is an attempt to capture the effect of the stirring industrial
epoch locally. In order to do this, it was necessary for me to solicit the aid of numerous
others.
Among the foremost of these so much assistance was rendered me by Dr. Clinton Alfred
Weslager that it is almost presumptions to style myself the author. Indeed, without his
guidance the story would never have been written at all and I gratefully acknowledge this
debt. Of the others who contributed materially to this story I can mention only a few.
William E. Grant, Sr., furnished many photographs, only a few of which could be used due
to lack of space. The Elwood S. Wilkins' family of Strickersville, Pa., likewise furnished
photographs as well as other information. Clarence T. Crossan and T. Clarence Marshall,
both octogenarians, recalled stories they heard in their youth about the Wilmington &
Western Railroad. The staffs and employees of the Hagley Museum, Chester County
Historical Museum, the Historical Society of Delaware, and especially of the Wilmington
Institute Free Library were extremely helpful. Mrs. Ruth B. Robertson, of the latter
organization, read the semi-finished manuscript and offered valuable suggestions.
For whatever merit there is in the story I can credit my departed wife, Frieda Hofmann
Volkman, whose unseen presence was a constant encouragement.
A. G. Volkman
August 1, 1963
Wilmington, Del.
Editor’s Note – Use of ‘railroad’, ‘railway’ and ‘rail road’
The United States primarily uses the term ‘railroad’, while the rest of the world
generally prefers ‘railway’. In the U.S, ‘rail road’ was first used in the early 19th century
followed by ‘railroad’ by the start of the 20th century. Historic research on the 19th century
Wilmington & Western uncovers both ‘railroad’ and ‘rail road’ in use for the official
corporate name. Delaware legislative acts and the Company’s letterheads and other
corporate documentation employed both forms of the word. As a result, in this document
the reader will find both ‘Wilmington & Western Rail Road’ and ‘Wilmington & Western
Railroad’ in use. Note that the use of ‘Wilmington & Western Railroad’ on trains operated
by Historic Red Clay Valley is not as a legal FRA controlled railroad entity but simply a
historic livery reference to the original organization that built the line in the 1970s. The
Wilmington & Western Railway Corporation however, is a commercial railroad freight
entity handling all freight moves on the former B&O’s Landenberg Branch.
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1.
One hot summer afternoon some fifty years ago {circa 1913}, a group of us ragged,
barefoot boys from the west end of Wilmington, made our way over the fields, down the
hills, and through the woods of what is now known as Cleland Heights and Canby Park.
We were on our way to “cat foot,” an old swimming hole on Richardson's Run, although
none of us knew the stream by that name. To us it was just a nameless creek where we
could wade, swim in the raw, and play tricks on one another, which would have been
frowned upon in the city's public bathhouses.
We crossed “Patty” Forman's farm, passed his quarry (where we had recently seen a
drowned Negro fished out), stumbled over the Reading Railroad's single track a half mile
west of Maryland Avenue, and followed a narrow path in single file, Indian fashion. I have
since learned that it may have, indeed, been a Red Men's trail, but the real mystery was
that alongside the path ran a cinder road about four or five feet wide that certainly was
not of Indian origin.
As we rambled along, we amused ourselves by guessing what this road was doing there
in the shadowy woods. It was grown up with mullein, Jewell and Joe Pie weeds, sumac,
blackberry and raspberry bushes; and elm, ash and maple trees had taken firm root hold
in and nearby. Maybe it had been the wagon road to an ancient farmhouse, or a lumbering
road, or trolley or train roadbed. While no rails were visible, here and there was a rotted
cross tie that seemed to point to the latter.
Years later I was to discover that in reality this obsolete road had been not only a
section of a railroad right-of-way, but its abandoned state was all that remained of what
had once represented the hopes and fears, ambitions and frustrations, yes, sometimes
even the tragedies of human life. It was the remnants of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad, and herein lies a tale.
A half century earlier, October 19, 1872, to be exact, two new shiny locomotives puffed
and snorted along the then gleaming rails. They were pulling a train of 11 passenger cars,
all new, festooned with flags and bunting. Aboard were some 500 happy, laughing excited
passengers, including practically all of the leading politicians, newspaper men, and
industrialists of New Castle County, Delaware and adjacent Chester County in
Pennsylvania. It was a clear, crisp, Saturday and the color of the train was matched only
by the brilliant, autumnal tints of the foliage at that time in the Red Clay Creek Valley.
As a matter of fact, this was the opening run of what was destined to become a number of
excursions, as well as regularly scheduled freight and passenger trains on the Wilmington
& Western Railroad. It extended from what is now called the Christiana1 River, in
Wilmington, to Landenberg, Pennsylvania, a distance of approximately 20 miles.
However, as Joshua T. Heald, President of the Wilmington & Western Railroad,
remarked on July 8, 1871, when he broke ground for the project in the neighborhood of
- For some 250 years the Christina River was known as the Christiana River. However, in 1937 by an
Act of the Delaware State Legislature the spelling was changed to Christina. The Hundred and Town in New
Castle County are still officially spelled Christiana. {In his original publication, Volkman used ‘Christiana’
and we have maintained his practice.}
1
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Brandywine Springs, it was the result of two years' hard work. But in making this
statement he was alluding only to his own and colleagues' efforts, because others had
previously labored for at least a decade before to lay the foundation.
Weslager, in his delightful and informative books, Delaware's Forgotten River – The
Story of the Christina, and Brandywine Springs – The Rise and Fall of a Delaware
Resort,2 tells much of the history of the Red Clay Creek area, which is vital to our story.

However, facts pertaining to its railroad were not an integral part of these books, but we
do learn from them that northern New Castle County was favored by nature with several
swift flowing streams – the Brandywine, Red Clay, Mill, and White Clay Creeks.A Along
all of these creeks at the turn of the 19th century, there were many water-powered mills,
quarries, prosperous farms, and factories manufacturing such diversified goods as snuff
and paper.
A similar condition prevailed in southern Delaware and Chester Counties,
Pennsylvania, and up to the 1830's most of the traffic between these communities was
with Wilmington. With the completion of a good highway into Philadelphia in 1833, and
the Philadelphia & Baltimore Central Railroad to Perryville, Maryland, in the 1850's, this
trade shifted from Wilmington to Philadelphia.
To meet this changed condition, a charter was granted in 1861 to a company known as
The Wilmington and Brandywine Railroad Company.3 Its stated purpose was to “prepare
a surface track, over which the force of gravity will convey the heaviest freight, to an
outlet in Wilmington, on the broad, deep waters of Delaware Bay . . .” And further “. . .
from Birdsboro (Pennsylvania) to Wilmington, there is a continual succession of iron ore
and lime deposits, there are furnaces, forges, rolling-mills, grist-mills, cotton and woolen
factories, lime kilns, quarries of building stone, iron-ore quarries, glass sand quarries, etc.,
etc.,” all in need of rail transportation. Unfortunately, this project died and was not to be
revived until after the Civil War.
With the resurgence of industrial activity that followed the War between the States,
the Wilmington and Brandywine Railroad in 1865, changed its name to the Delaware and
Pennsylvania State Line Railroad, merging the same year with the Berks and Chester
County Railroad, to become the Wilmington and Reading Railroad Company.4 A section of
it still operates for freight under the name of The Reading Railway System.
In 1865 Worley & Bracher in Philadelphia prepared a map showing the route of the
Wilmington & Reading Railroad. The section with which we are concerned is reproduced
in Figure 1. An examination of this map reveals some interesting facts. First, it will be

- C. A. Weslager, Delaware's Forgotten River (Wilmington, 1947); Brandywine Springs (Wilmington,
1949).
3 - The Wilmington and Brandywine Railroad Company was incorporated by an Act passed by the
Delaware State Legislature, March 5, 1861. Laws of the State of Delaware (Dover, Del., 1861), vol. 12, p.
136. {See the Appendices which have been added for a copy of the Act}
4 - The Wilmington and Brandywine Railroad Company merged with The Delaware and Pennsylvania
State Line Railroad Company and changed its name to The Wilmington and Reading Railroad Company by
an Act passed by the Delaware State Legislature, February 25, 1867. Laws of the State of Delaware (Dover,
Del., 1866), volume 13, part 1, p. 207.
2
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Figure 1B

Map lithographed by Worley & Bracher, Philadelphia, 1866, shows by dotted line t h e proposed route
of Wilmington & Reading Railroad along Red Clay Creek, Mill Creek, and the Brandywine Creek.
When completed, however, rails were laid only along the Brandywine Creek. Note the diversity of
water-powered mills along the Red Clay Creek - Marshalls Rolling Mill, Philips Grist Mill, Fells
Spice Mill, Delaware Iron Works, Speakmans Grist and Saw Mill, Sharpes (Sharpless) Grist and
Saw Mill, Garretts Snuff Mills, Clarks (wool and cotton) Factory, Marshalls Homestead Paper Mill
(on the Delaware and Pennsylvania border), as well as lime kilns and kaolin quarries. C

observed the railroad was to reach two points on the Delaware River front, one spur
extending out from the northern section of Wilmington and the other extending out from
the southern city limits of Wilmington. Thus, a marine terminal was visualized for
Wilmington and had the plan materialized, the present Marine Terminal would have been
on the river front, which may have been more advantageous than the present one.
Further, the railroad was to serve the entire Brandywine Valley, including both branches
of the Brandywine, the east one at Downingtown and west one at Coatesville. In addition,
the plans included branches from southern Wilmington, one to be laid in the Red Clay and
the other in the Mill Creek Valley, both converging at Yorklyn.
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Why the original scheme was not carried out is subject to conjecture. However, we do
know the only route constructed was the one that exists today from Wilmington to
Birdsboro, PA. The proposed branches in the Red Clay and Mill Creek Valleys (which were
to become a source of future controversy), simmered down to the area of the Red Clay
Creek Valley but under a different name and company – The DelawareD and Chester
County Railroad Company, later to be known as The Wilmington and Western Railroad
Company.5
Here it may not be remiss to detail some of the abuses that prevailed in the railroad
industry during this period of expansion. Perhaps no industry (except those connected
either directly or indirectly with them) grew more rapidly than the railroads. Every city,
town, village and hamlet wanted a railroad to serve its needs. The Thirteenth Volume of
the Laws of the State of Delaware contains many acts covering the incorporation of
railroads in Delaware alone. As a result, in the score of years following the end of
hostilities, railroads supplanting stage coaches and other horse-drawn vehicles, and boats
tripled their ante bellum mileage. (Such transformation is taking place currently {1963}
with liquid fuel means of transportation replacing steam and electricity.)
Unfortunately, the reinvigorated demand for steam railroads in the {eighteen} -sixties
and -seventies resulted not only in legitimate railroad construction and operation, but
brought in its wake all the evils attendant to a booming industry, offering unlimited
opportunities for wild speculation and corruption. In order to promote the building of a
new railroad, it was first necessary to have an act of incorporation passed by the state
legislature involved. Members of these legislatures were sometimes not immune to
monetary or other persuasion to vote in favor of the act's passage.
After this, the accepted method, condoned by law, established by precedent, and
hallowed by custom was to circulate a rumor that “the railroad is a comin'.” Surveyors,
skilled or otherwise, were much in evidence along the proposed lines to lend credence to
the rumor. Coincidental with this, unscrupulous land manipulators stepped in, thereby
increasing land value along the proposed or alternate routes. The matter was then
permitted to lie dormant, during which time the excitement subsided and property values
returned to normal, while the officers of the company decided on the exact route. Those in
the know beforehand, purchased land along the route finally selected, and after the route
was published, the land bought by them greatly increased in value.
By this, and other devious means, such as the fraudulent sale of stock for railroads
which were never intended to be built, money could easily be obtained from the gullible.
To further the sale of such stock, maps were drawn up and distributed with literature,
which was deceiving to say the least, to the unwary, prospective investor. After work on a
bona fide railroad was actually started, the act of incorporation usually included a section
permitting the promoters to mortgage the property for stipulated amounts, with stated
- The DelawareD and Chester County Railroad Company was incorporated by an Act passed by the
Delaware State Legislature, February 5, 1867. Laws of the State of Delaware (Dover, Del., 1866), vol. 13,
part 1, p. 195. This Act was amended March 10, 1869, and name changed to The Wilmington and Western
Railroad Company. Laws of the State of Delaware (Dover, Del., 1866), vol. 13, part 2, p. 554. I am unable
to account for laws passed in 1867 and 1869 being published in 1866.
5
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interest. This clause, of course, gave the mortgagees or bondholders priority over the
stockholders insofar as payment of profit from the road was concerned.
I have not considered the huge profits realized by contractors in constructing the road,
and suppliers of various necessary equipment and material. Some of these profits
undoubtedly found their way back into the pockets of the railroad's promoters, in the form
of “kick-backs.” All this was at the expense of the stockholders.
It was in this era of railroad expansion that it came to pass that the act was passed by
the Delaware LegislatureE {February 5, 1867} incorporating The Delaware and Chester
County Railroad. The act names the following as commissioners “to do and perform the
several things hereinafter mentioned. . .”: John A. Duncan, Evan C. Stotsenburg, Samuel
Barr, George G. Lobdell, Daniel H. Kent, John G. Jackson, George Capelle, George Z.
Tybout, Anthony Reybold, William Couper, James C. Jackson, William G. Phillips,
Edward Mendenhall, George Springer, and James Springer.
This act was amended on March 10, 1869, when the name of the corporation was
changed to The Wilmington and Western Rail Road Company. This was an astute move on
the part of the directors, for it gave the railroad a wide horizon – the whole West that was
fast becoming populated – rather than a provincial enterprise. By the same amendment
the name of James Bradford was added as a commissioner. However, between the original
act of incorporation and the first amendment to it, very little physically appears to have
been done. This was likely first, to the haggling over the route of the proposed line of The
Delaware and Chester County Railroad, and second, for lack of sufficient money.
The original act of 1867 read, “. . .That the said company be and they are hereby
authorized to locate and construct a railroad beginning at a point on the Christiana River,
at or near to the junction of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad with the
New Castle and Wilmington Railroad, and extending to the lines of this State, in, or
nearly in the direction of Parksburg or Pennington, in the State of Pennsylvania (passing
through the limestone valley of Hockessin), as will be favorable for the transportation of
lime, so important to the agricultural and building interests of this State. . .” As will be
seen this left to the officers of the new railroad the choice of deciding the route, whether it
should follow the course of the Mill Creek or Red Clay Creek.
It must be remembered, at this point, that northern New Castle and southeastern
Chester Counties are very hilly and do not lend themselves readily to steam railroads. The
creek valleys, being more level and freer of grades therefore provide excellent terrain for
railroad beds. That Mill Creek was not unimportant may be deduced from the fact that a
town called Milltown was, and still is, located along it. Industries such as Worrell's Mills,
Mendenhall's Grist and Saw Mills, Jackson's lime quarry and kiln, together with a saw
mill, and the American Kaolin Company quarries, being among the most important,
abounded along Mill Creek.
Both routes had their champions. Residents in the vicinity of Brackinville (since
labeled Brackenville by the state), were strongly in favor of the railroad being located
along Mill Creek, for they entertained fears that if it was not, business would go to a
neighboring community. That their apprehension was not groundless is proven by the fact
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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a thanks for their efforts and to insure our future.
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that when the new railroad was finally routed up the Red Clay Creek, business moved to
Hockessin.
At that time the town of Hockessin was located some half-mile or more northeast of its
present location. However, when the railroad chose the Red Clay Creek valley route, the
town moved to the southwest its businesses and homes down in proximity to it {around
Hockessin Station} and flourished, whereas Brackinville became a ghost town.
It might be of interest to note at this point that limestone was a very important
mineral of the times. In its unmetamorphosed state, limestone was used in agriculture
and industry; metamorphosed, a use was found for it in the construction of buildings,
memorials, roads, etc. Illustration of its adoption for road construction is well supplied by
the road running across the middle of New Castle County, paved with it and known as
“Limestone Road.”
The second reason already mentioned was no doubt encountered due to the inability of
the officers to raise funds other than from the sale of 1000 shares of stock in the new
railroad at $50 each. The solution of this problem eventually provided the answer to the
preceding one, and it was here that Joshua T. HealdF, who has already been referred to,
steps onto the stage.
As early as January 28, 1865, we already find Heald writing an open letter to the
Editor of the West Chester, Pa., Village Record, citing the advantages of connecting
Wilmington, Delaware, and West Chester, Pennsylvania, by rail. In this letter he referred
to The Brandywine Railroad, previously described as The Wilmington and Brandywine
Railroad, to serve as the rail link between the towns. The first Board of Trade of
Wilmington was organized on January 3, 1837, and in 1850, Heald was its secretary. This
Board of Trade, like the Wilmington and Brandywine Railroad, was also a victim of the
Civil War and faded out of the picture, neither the location or time being propitious for
industry.
In 1868, however, the Board of Trade was reactivated under the more ambitious title of
The Board of Trade of the City of Wilmington. Edward Betts was president and Joshua T.
Heald, a member of the Board of Directors. Among its other activities, the Board's plans
included the improvement of the Christiana River in Wilmington, along which,
incidentally, Heald owned – or shortly thereafter purchased – large tracts of land, either
in his own name or that of the Christiana River Improvement Company of which he was
president. In addition, the Board advocated the widening of Water Street on which three
railroads would later have stations located in the vicinity of Market, King and French
Streets. One, the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore, already had a station at Water
and French Streets.
It naturally followed that at a meeting of the Executive Board of the Board of Trade,
Heald introduced a resolution that was adopted to the effect, “. . . That the Board of Trade
of the City of Wilmington deem it proper to investigate the practicability of constructing a
Railroad from Wilmington to Oxford (Pennsylvania), with a view of best developing the
trade in that direction, and at the same time to make the proposed direct connection with
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the West and with the Pacific,” and, “That the president of the Board of Trade appoint a
special committee of three to report upon the whole project at an early date.”
The project, of course, was given impetus by the fact that New Castle County in
general and Wilmington in particular, with its heavy industries and flour milling
business, offered every attraction for railroad development. As has already been stated,
along the creeks in the county there were numerous mills manufacturing various
commodities, all dependent on water for power and horses and wagons for transportation.
These industries were, therefore, in urgent need of coal to provide steam for machinery,
railroads to transport it and provide other freight and passenger service.
Wilmington was already served by the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad,
insofar as rail transportation was concerned, and the Christiana River afforded excellent
wharfage for boats, thereby linking rail and water. But, nevertheless, in these seemingly
far-off days, trade and transportation between Wilmington and rural New Castle County
was a very important factor to both.
As a businessman, Heald was well aware of these conditions. He was born on May 26,
1826, on a farm near Hockessin and grew up within walking distance of the many mills
along the Red Clay Creek, at Yorklyn, Ashland, Mt. Cuba, etc., and he knew the problems
of the folks in these vicinities, as well as the goods and services they had to offer. As an
adult living in Wilmington, he was interested in stationery and book stores and book
binderies. As well as being an author, orator, politician (he ran for Congress on the
Republican ticket in 1870 but was defeated), financier, and real estate operator, Heald
was one of the organizers of the first horse car street railway in Wilmington and its first
president. Heald was a contributor of travel letters and open letters regarding matters of
public interest to editors of local newspapers. In 1859, we find Heald a member of a
committee to solicit funds for erecting a building at the northwest corner of Eighth and
Market Streets in Wilmington, to house the Wilmington or Franklin Institute, later to
become known as the Wilmington Institute Free Library.
And as if all this were not enough, Heald was also one of the founders of the First
National Bank of Wilmington. Small wonder that one of Wilmington's streets (albeit a
shabby one), perpetuates his memory. Heald, at the height of his career, was reputed to be
one of the wealthiest men in Wilmington and variously described in many complimentary
terms. It may also be said to Heald's credit that during the Civil War he was a staunch
Unionist, which it was not always popular to have said of one in Delaware at the time. The
historian Conrad writes that, “The Wilmington and Western Railroad was built largely
through his (Heald's) exertions, but it proved unfortunate for him, and through it he met
with severe financial losses from which he never recovered.”6 Heald died in Wilmington,
July 22, 1887.
Thus, it will be seen that Heald was a man with varied business interests and
experiences, which led to his election as the first president of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad. The Incorporating Act of 1867 (amended March 10, 1869), provided in Section 2
“. . . that as soon as one thousand shares shall be subscribed (at $50 a share), the
6

- H. C. Conrad, History of the State of Delaware (Wilmington, 1908), vol. 1, p. 357.
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subscribers, their successors and assigns, shall and are hereby declared to be incorporated
by the name, style and title of The Wilmington and Western Railroad Company.”
The following section, (3), provided (with the same reservations as was contained in
Section 2 insofar as the sale of 1000 shares was concerned), that the subscribers were “to
meet in Wilmington and organize the said company.” Both of these objects having been
accomplished in June, 1869, there being a certified subscription of over $50,000 to the
capital stock, the company was organized, directors elected, and the following executive
officers chosen: Joshua T. Heald, President, William H. Swift, Treasurer, and Alfred F.
Sears, Chief Engineer. It was in this year that the route of the railroad, which has been
the subject of bitter controversy since its incorporation, was settled once and for all. It
came about in this manner.
The Wilmington Daily Commercial, on August 10, 1869, published an open letter
signed “Wilmington,” marked “Communicated.” This letter read in part as follows: “Two
routes have been surveyed for this road. Which one should be selected? . . . Tens of
thousands of tons of material must roll back to the hills and plains beyond the mountains.
Passengers unnumbered must crowd its cars.” A modest forecast!
The writer then went on to answer the objections of those to the Mill Creek route,
emphasizing in rebuttal that the Red Clay Creek valley route would require three
additional miles of rail to be laid. The writer also stated, “The road is made straight, as
short, and as direct as it possibly can be made.” That, of course, pertains to the Mill Creek
area. “But if you make this road upon the Red Clay with an angle of three miles which
would be avoided on the other route, will there ever be a single rail laid beyond
Chandlersville (Landenberg)?”G “Wilmington,” further called attention to the fact that,
“Local trade on the Red Clay cannot be much increased, and may be greatly lessened by
the death, or removal, or change of business of a few individuals.”
The “few individuals,” referred to were probably John Jackson, William Phillips,
George Springer, and James Springer, all commissioners of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad and owners of land or businesses along the Red Clay Creek. Also included in the
“few individuals,” interested in the Red Clay Creek route would have been Joshua T.
Heald, William E. Garrett, and Alan Wood, members of the Board of Directors of the
Wilmington & Western Railroad in 1872, and all influential men.
This anonymous letter was not answered in kind but rather with a strategic move. We
do not know who engineered the preceding but it is not hard to imagine. Be that as it may,
on September 10, 1869, the Wilmington Daily Commercial devoted practically an entire
column to a meeting under the headline of “Harvest Home and Railroad Meeting in
Hockessin Valley,” held on September 9, 1869.
According to the account this meeting was scheduled to start at 2:00 P.M., in the woods
of Stephen Wilson, and people started to arrive at 11:00 A. M. There is no doubt it had
been well publicized. “Preparations for the meeting were very complete, a stand having
been provided for the speakers, and seats for the people. . . . Back of the speaker's stand
was a large map of the proposed railroad and its connections, prepared by the Company
engineers, and legible from all parts of the ground occupied by the meeting.” The map
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referred to showed the advantage of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, and its
connections for westbound traffic to Pittsburgh, over those afforded by the Philadelphia &
Baltimore Central Railroad.
Prominent residents orated pro and con as to whether the Mill Creek or Red Clay
Creek Valley would be the most desirable, and the revenues to be derived therefrom. It
was at this point that the trap was sprung.
Major Alfred P. Sears, Chief Engineer, of the Wilmington and Western, made a speech
that was printed almost in its entirety, a copy of which must have been previously
furnished the newspaper. Major Sears pointed out the savings that could be affected by
home, mill, and property owners by the construction of the railroad. He called attention to
the fact that while the route along Mill Creek would be three railroad miles shorter to
ChandlersvilleG {Landenberg} than the Red Clay Creek, that the latter area spent $36,000
for transportation whereas in the Mill Creek area only $18,000 a year was expended; that
for these sums about 12,000 tons of freight was moved on the Red Clay but only 6,000 tons
on the Mill Creek; he then compared the existing forms of transportation with rail,
proving the latter to be much more economical.
The Major further mentioned that while the Mill Creek route would be 14 miles long,
and cost about $425,000, the Red Clay would be 17 miles long, costing $500,000, both
figures including rolling equipment. Further, with the introduction of the railroad, farm
values would be enhanced and there would be improved facilities for shipping produce at
lower prices.
At the conclusion of Major Sears' speech, President Heald took the floor and made a
short and snappy address, which in reality was an ultimatum. He demanded to know, by
vote, if the railroad was built through Red Clay Creek Valley, would the people there raise
$150,000, as against $100,000 for the Mill Creek route. To this he received “an
enthusiastic shout of Aye, which fairly shook the little valley. On call for Noes there was
no response.” So, the Red Clay Creek faction carried the day. There is no reference to the
reaction of the Mill Creek adherents.
After the palaver had died away, which must have grown tiresome to them, the young
folks took possession of the ground, and “. . . the broad seats were rapidly transformed into
a smooth platform and musicians gave way to the merry dance, which kept up until
midnight. . . .” They little guessed that the proceedings of the day were eventually to cost
them and their parents considerable loss of money.
Official cognizance of the meeting was reported by the Commercial in its columns on
Tuesday, October 5, 1869. It stated, “The Directors of the Wilmington and Western
Railroad Company held a meeting at the Company's office, in this city, yesterday, and
after a full discussion of the advantages of the proposed routes, resolved with great
unanimity to build the road by way of Red Clay Creek. . . . A committee on publications
was appointed to gather facts and materials for the prospectus of the enterprise, which
shall fairly present its advantages. The meeting was harmonious and satisfactory, and a
very earnest disposition was manifested by all to push the work with the utmost dispatch.”
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From this it may be inferred that the meetings were not always “harmonious and
satisfactory.” In retrospect, the whole program was a well laid plan to win endorsement of
the Red Clay route and secure pledges from those interested to raise money to this end.
On March 10, 1869, previous to the momentous decision to build the DelawareD and
Chester County Railroad in the Red Clay Creek Valley, important amendments were
made to the Act of 1867. We have already seen that one of these covered the change of
name to the Wilmington and Western Railroad Company.
Section 12 of the Act has already been quoted in part to the effect, “. . . That the said
company be and they are hereby authorized to locate and construct a railroad, beginning
at a point on the Christiana, at or near to the junction of the Philadelphia, Wilmington
and Baltimore Railroad with the New Castle and Wilmington Railroad (this was in the
vicinity of what is now West Yard on the Pennsylvania Railroad) and extending to the
lines of this state, etc.,” was amended to read, “. . . That the said company be and they are
hereby authorized to locate and construct a railroad, beginning at or near the Delaware
River, within the limits of the City of Wilmington, and extending to the line of this State
in a westerly direction by such eligible route (passing through the limestone valley of
Hockessin) as will be favorable for connecting with a Railroad or Railroads leading
westward or northwestward in the State of Pennsylvania, together with such turnouts,
switches, wharves or piers, and such other lateral roads. . .” The intent, it will be seen,
was to establish a station in Wilmington including the right to bridge the Christiana River
and also cross the border with a line into Pennsylvania.
Simultaneously, Section 18 of the original Act, reading, “. . . That this act shall be
deemed and taken to be a public act, and the Secretary of State is hereby authorized and
required to publish the same along with the other laws of this State, and the said company
have power to increase its capital stock by additional subscriptions of this act and to
construct the railroad contemplated by it, and from time to time to borrow money for
corporate purposes and uses, and to execute mortgages on all their estate, real and
personal, and to issue bonds to secure the payment of same, Provided That the sum so
borrowed shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum of three hundred thousand dollars.”
On March 10, 1869, this section was amended to read, following the word “same,” “bearing
any rate of interest deemed advisable by said company not exceeding eight percent,
Provided, etc.”
It was further amended, March 24, 1871 {Delaware Legislature, Volume 14, Chapter
145}, to read, “Provided, That the sum so borrowed shall not exceed in the aggregate the
sum of six hundred thousand dollars. . .” and January 30, 1873, to read, “Provided, that
the sum so borrowed shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum of fifteen hundred
thousand dollars. . .”
The provisions of this section were taken advantage of on January 1, 1872, when an
issue of bonds in the amount of $500,000 was delivered to Washington Jones of
Wilmington, Thomas Wood of Philadelphia, and George W. Bush of Wilmington. The
{twenty-year} bonds were of $1,000, $500 and $100 denominations, some payable January
1, 1892, at the First National Bank of Philadelphia, bearing 7.3 percent interest, payable
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quarterly. Payment was secured by a deed of trust or mortgage on the railroad “between
its termini, Wilmington, Delaware, and Landenberg, Pennsylvania.”
In order to further my story, I have skipped Sections 4 to 17 (with the exception of
Section 12), which, for those interested, briefly pertained to the following: Section 4,
meetings of stockholders and method of electing officers; Section 5, to the election of
officers; Section 6, meetings of directors; Section 7, issuance of stock certificates; Section 8,
penalty to subscribers for refusing or failure to pay call within space of thirty days after
call; Section 9, officers and employees to be bonded; Section 10 stated, “That dividends of
so much of the profits of the company as shall appear advisable to the directors shall be
declared at least twice in every year and paid to the stockholders on demand at any time
after the expiration of ten days therefrom . . .”; Section 11 specified, “. . . That at each
annual meeting of the stockholders the directors of the preceding year shall exhibit to
them a complete statement of the affairs and proceedings of the company for the preceding
year.”
Section 13 provided remedy of the railroad company against owners of lands who
refused to permit its officers or employees “to enter in, upon, and occupy (their land), for
the purpose of making said railroad.” Section 14 outlined privileges and responsibilities of
the railroad passing over public road or roads. Section 15 covers suits against the railroad
company for penalties under the act. Section 16, penalty to persons for injury to the works
of the railroad. Section 17 stated that the railroad company was not to use any street in
Wilmington without the consent of City Council. Section 18 has previously been remarked
upon; Section 19 provided that the railroad company “shall erect and maintain, along the
whole line of said railroad, on both sides thereof, before the same shall go into operation, a
good and legal fence wherever the same may be necessary.” This section undoubtedly led
to many controversies with land owners, especially after the railroad company got “hard
up.” Section 20 was to the effect that the Wilmington and Western Railroad Company may
unite with other companies to be chartered in Pennsylvania and later amended {Delaware
Legislature, Volume 14, Chapter 501, March 3, 1873} to include Maryland.
Sections 21, 22, and 23 covered financial transactions eventuating from Section 20.
Section 24 was to the effect, “That in case the Wilmington and Reading Railroad Company
shall construct a railroad on any part of the line contemplated by this act . . . it shall be
lawful for the company hereby incorporated (the Wilmington & Western Railroad) to use
such part of the said Wilmington and Reading Railroad as may be found convenient and
desirable as and for a part of the railroad line contemplated by this act.” This section was
amended March 10, 1869, and March 3, 1873, granting right of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad Company to enter into an agreement with any railroad or corporation in the
States of Pennsylvania or Maryland “ . . . to lease, use, operate, or run such railroad:
Provided, That the companies or corporations entering into such agreement, form a
continuous line of railroad.” Section 25, the final one, added March 3, 1873, “ . . .
authorized and empowered (the Wilmington & Western Railroad) to lease their said
Railroad and to contract and agree for the maintenance and operating of said railroad: . . .”
April 17, 1869, the Legislature of PennsylvaniaE passed, “An Act Authorizing the
Wilmington and Western Railroad Company to Connect Their Railroad with the Delaware
and Pennsylvania Railroad Within This Commonwealth.” This enabled the Wilmington &
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Western Railroad to build a line into Pennsylvania as far as Landenberg. This act was
amended April 13, 1870, authorizing the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company “. . . to
extend a branch from some suitable point on the line of their road to connect with the
Philadelphia and Baltimore Central Railroad, at the borough of Kennett, or other
desirable point: . . .” However, although the subject was often discussed, the Wilmington
and Western Railroad never built the branch to Kennett. The same statement is
applicable to Oxford, Pennsylvania, to which point a branch had been contemplated by the
Wilmington & Western Railroad but its nearest approach to that point was a cut started
through a hill near Landenberg. All the necessary legislation having been thus passed the
promotors of the 'Wilmington and Western Railroad were now ready to lay rail.
Although I have been unable to locate a copy of the prospectus which the directors
ordered printed at their meeting on October 5, 1869, it must have produced results. This is
proven by an item which appeared in a Wilmington evening paper on June 3, 1871, to the
effect that, “At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Wilmington and Western
Railroad Company, today, the last dollar necessary to bring the bona fide subscriptions to
the capital stock of the Company up to the required $250,000 was subscribed, which
makes the building of the road an absolute certainty.”
That Joshua T. Heald was not lacking in showmanship is evidenced by the
groundbreaking ceremonies which followed shortly thereafter. Naturally by the prestige of
his office and efforts to have the railroad built (which, incidentally, was probably the apple
of his eye, providing a vehicle for his many other financial activities), the distinction of
breaking ground, fell to Mr. Heald. Tickets7 were printed for the occasion readingH;

Wilmington and Western Rail Road

GROUND BREAKING
The Bearer is entitled to CONVEYANCE and LUNCH
Guest will please present Tickets Upon entering the Dining Room

LUNCH AT 12:30 P.M.
Unfortunately, the tickets did not specify the date, but a full account of the exercises is
found in the Delaware Gazette for July 11, 1871. The newspaper stated, “On Saturday,
July 8th, about10½ o'clock, in the morning, a number of citizens and invited guests left the
office of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, 7th & Market Streets, in carriages, and were
driven by way of Lancaster turnpike to Brandywine Springs, about five miles to the west,
to participate in a basket picnic and witness the breaking of ground for the Wilmington
and Western Rail Road.”
- Copy in Joshua T. Heald's Scrap Book deposited in the Wilmington Institute Free Library. A portrait
sketch of Heald may be seen opposite p. 569 in The Historical & Biographical Encyclopedia of Delaware,
Aldine Publishing Co. (Wilmington, 1882).
7
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After about an hour ride, the party found itself “under the noble old trees of the
Springs, where parties from the surrounding country also gathered to spend a pleasant
day.” Included in the article was a paragraph on the beauties of the area. There was
present about 250 persons in all, numbering among them practically all of the officials of
the Wilmington & Western Railroad, Mayor J. S. Valentine of Wilmington, and the Clerk
and members of City Council.
“At 2 o'clock about 60 invited guests entered the hotel (Brandywine Springs) and
partook of an excellent lunch. . . . The farmers of the neighborhood, with their families,
had brought lunches which were previously partaken of in picnic style.” About three
o'clock all “repaired” to the point where the ceremony of ground breaking was to be
performed, at the foot of the hill on which the hotel stood and about 300 feet from the
famous chalybeate spring.
After the election of Dr. Swithin Chandler as president, and about 20 vice presidents
plus five secretaries for the day, Dr. Chandler without further preliminaries introduced
Mr. Heald. After the customary opening joke, Heald struck the earth first on the bottom
land, and having loosened a quantity, threw a shovelful to his right and left. Following
this, the meeting was called to order and Joshua T. Heald, Esquire, appeared as orator.
Heald's speech was printed in full (he no doubt furnished the paper the text), the most
important part being that, “I come to you today, with pleasure to announce first we have
raised every cent of $250,000 in bona fide, clear subscriptions,” and also, “We have
contracted good, live earnest men, one for grading and building the smaller bridges, at the
lower end of the road; and with another gentleman we have contracted for the upper part
of the road, and with still another gentleman, of Mill Creek Hundred . . . for building the
larger bridges and trestle work . . .” And further, “We expect very shortly to survey the
mouth of the Christiana, and have it under way – giving us the greatest and best harbor
on the ‘River Delaware’.”
Heald then went on to say that, “Leaving Wilmington for three miles in a very straight
line, it (the Wilmington & Western) extends up the Red Clay Creek through manufactories
. . . then through the Hockessin Valley . . . and up White Clay Creek to Landenberg.'' He
said the whole road was to be completed by April 20, 1872, and that “with the
Pennsylvania and Delaware Rail Road, running from Pomeroy to Delaware City, it makes
a junction at Landenberg.” Heald also referred to the great increase of freight on railroads
during the past decade and the part that the Wilmington & Western Railroad was to play
in this traffic. He concluded with the usual appeal for subscribers to “pay up their
installments without any dunning from beginning to end.”
There were other speeches by prominent Wilmingtonians, including the Mayor and
Secretary of the Wilmington Board of Trade. Also a Mr. Williamson of Newark stated that,
“The Delaware City and Pennsylvania Railroad8 is in the course of construction. . . . The
- Williamson was referring to the Pennsylvania and Delaware Rail Road Company then in the course of
construction between Pomeroy, Pennsylvania, and Delaware City, Delaware. This railroad later became two
railroads – The Pomeroy and Newark Railroad Company and The Newark and Delaware City Railroad. In
the course of time both were absorbed by the Pennsylvania Railroad.G
8
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terms of the contract require it to be ready for trains to run over on April 1, 1872.” He
added that four years had elapsed since the inauguration of the enterprise, and it “had
met many difficulties . . . resulting from the impression in the minds of the people that
capital stock invested in railroad stock is very often lost or non-paid.” Invitations to others
present to speak were declined due to the lateness of the evening and the meeting
adjourned at 5:15 P.M., with three cheers for the success of the Wilmington and Western
Railroad.
The reader may be somewhat puzzled, as was I, on first learning that the groundbreaking ceremonies of July 8, 1871, on what was the Fell property, occurred before the
ground itself was officially recorded as purchased on November 19, 1872. However, as I
later found, Section 13 of the 1867 Act of Incorporation stipulated that if the owners of
land or lands refused to permit officers and employees of the railroad to go upon their
lands for the purpose of building the railroad, either party could appeal to the Superior
Court of New Castle County, to appoint five disinterested men of said county to go upon
the lands to “ . . . assess the damages of such owner or owners fairly and impartially,
taking into consideration all the benefits to be derived from or in consequence of the said
railroad to the said owner or owners . . . whereupon the company, on paying the damages
so assessed, shall become entitled to have, use and enjoy the said lands for the purposes
required by them forever.”
Whether the owner liked it or not the railroad would get possession of such land as it
desired, simply by recourse to law. This virtually amounted to confiscation as the question
of “the benefits to be derived,” by the owner might be highly controversial, and lead to
quite a difference of opinion as to the monetary value. Whether or not this right was ever
evoked is a question, but we do know that the railroad was generally welcomed as it was
in a sense a communal or cooperative project, operated chiefly for the benefit of the
manufactories along the line as well as a convenience for the traveling public.
A study of land deedsI involving the Wilmington & Western Railroad in 1872 and 1873,
was made by Weslager and loaned the writer for this account. It indicates that during
those years at least 28 easements, lots, tracts, pieces of land, etc., on both sides of the
Christiana River and in Christiana and Mill Creek Hundreds, were acquired. At least 11
of the purchases were from the Christiana River Improvement Company, at which time
Joshua T. Heald was president. Prices paid varied greatly from $1.00 for easements, which
usually included a provision “and in consideration of the benefits to be derived from the
railroad,” up to $10,000 for two parcels of land in Christiana Hundred from the Christiana
River Improvement Co.
Some of the more noteworthy purchases were:
April 2, 1872, from Samuel M. GreenJ, for $1.00 “the full right, liberty and privilege at
all times to use the stream of water near the lane on the premises of the said Samuel M.
Green in the hundred aforesaid adjoining the Rail Road of the party of the second part for
a watering station in said Rail Road and for the purpose of supplying the party of the
second part its successors and assigns, their agents, cars, locomotives and stations with
water from said stream with the right and privilege to the party of the second part its
successors and assigns to lay and maintain in good order conduit pipes from the tank
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house now erected near the said railroad track Eastwardly from the said Green's private
road crossing over said Railroad to a cistern about to be constructed at the mouth of spring
drain above and within forty feet of the said Green's gate at the woods, the said pipes and
cistern to be laid and maintained on or about the situation indicated by the following
courses and distances: to wit: Beginning at a point about three feet eastwardly from the
North Westerly corner of said Tank House thence North fifty-four degrees ten minutes
east one-hundred and fifty-one feet to a stake and North forty-one degrees thirty minutes
East fifty feet to the place of the aforesaid cistern. Together with ingress, egress and
regress into and along the same at all times.
“It is hereby understood that trains in said Railroad will not be needlessly stopped at
the said watering station or needlessly obstruct the said Green's private road crossing said
track adjacent to said station.” (N.C. Co. Deed Book W-9-392.)
In passing it may be remarked that the property was just west of Yorklyn and this was
the only watering station, aside from Wilmington, located on the Wilmington & Western
Railroad. The water tank, near the Crowell CorporationK, Yorklyn, has since been torn
down. However, I was fortunate enough to secure a picture of this tank through the
kindness of Mr. W. E. Grant, Sr., who photographed it some years ago (See Figure 2).

Figure 2L

Old wooden water tank along Wilmington & Western
near Yorklyn. A cistern and dam on hill in woods above tank
provided supply of water which was piped to tank by gravity.
This was only tank on tracks above Wilmington, and it is no
longer standing, although the foundations still remain.
(Courtesy W. E. Grant, Sr.)

June 8, 1872, for $10,000 previously mentioned from Christiana River Improvement
Company, for “two lots, pieces or parcels of land in Christiana Hundred.” One of these lots
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comprised 7.491 acres and was probably the ground on which the engine house in
Wilmington and other facilities were located. J. T. Heald signed this with the seal as
president of the Christiana River Improvement Company. M. Child, treasurer of the same
company, signed acknowledgment of full receipt of the consideration money. (Deed Q-9387).
June 12, 1872, five lots for $14,800 and a sixth for $200 in South Wilmington from the
Christiana River Improvement Company. (Deeds Q-9-390; Q-9-393).
April 17, 1873, another lot in Wilmington from Christiana River Improvement
Company. (Deed X-9-373).
September 2, 1872, from Alan Wood and Ann, his wife, of Philadelphia, for $5.00 and
“in consideration of the benefits to accrue from the building of a Station and freight depot
as hereinafter mentioned. . . a lot in Mill Creek Hundred.” The stationM built thereon was
named “Wooddale,” after “Allendale” was considered for it and rejected. (Deed T-9-154).
Another sale on record covering land for an additional station in Mill Creek Hundred,
was September 5, 1872N, from Evan Brown and wife, New Garden Township, Chester
County, Pa., for $1.00. The deed stated, “The said lot of land to be held by the said The
Wilmington and Western Railroad Company for the purpose of erecting and maintaining
thereon a Station House and Siding for the transportation of freight and passenger traffic,
and for a road or way to pass from the said public road to and from the said station, and
for other customary railroad purposes and uses. And if at any time the said lot of land
hereby conveyed should cease to be used for the purpose aforesaid the same shall revert to
the said Evan Brown his heir or assigns. It being the intention of the parties of the first
part (Brown and wife) that in such case the said lot of land above described shall (blank –
probably “revert”) to and revest in the persons who may then be owners of the adjoining
farms to which said lot has heretofore formed a part . . .” (Deed T-9-39).
It was on this lot that Southwood Station was erected (the name of which the Directors
of the Wilmington & Western Railroad congratulated themselves on supplying). Whether
the siding was simply a spur track or passing siding cannot at this time be determined.O
November 19, 1872, a lot in Christiana Hundred from Franklin FellP, for $1.00, “for the
purpose of a passenger Station House and freight Depot and other Rail Road purposes and
uses, and for no other purpose: but if the said Railroad should be abandoned or the said lot
no longer used for said Rail Road purposes, the said lots shall revert to and revest in the
party of the first part (Fell) his heirs and assigns.” (Deed U-9-184) Faulkland Station was
erected on this land and on which, as has already been seen, ground was broken for the
Wilmington & Western Railroad.
These are typical examples of the nature of the land purchasesQ except that it might be
added in some instances the owners gave the railroad releases for any damages resulting
to their premises by reason of constructing or maintaining it. In some of the deeds it was
stipulated that should sparks from a locomotive start any fires that the railroad would
indemnify the property owner.
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Preliminary to ground breaking at Brandywine Springs, another dilemma comparable
to that of selecting the route faced the promoters of the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
Should it be standard gauge, 4 feet, 8½ inches between the inside of the rails, or narrow
gauge, 3 feet between the inside of the rails? Naturally it was necessary to reach a
decision on this question before work was started or rolling equipment purchased.
Parenthetically the gauge of 4 feet, 8½ inches had been established by the Roman
charioteers as the most desirable measurement between the wheels on their chariots.
They found from experience that if the wheels were closer together, the chariot was apt to
tumble over; if they were farther apart the vehicle was found to be too clumsy. Be that as
it may, many of the smaller railroads and at least one larger one (the Denver and Rio
Grande), being constructed during the era, were of the narrow-gauge type.

Harkness Magazine, a monthly of the day published in Wilmington, thought the
subject of narrow-gauge railroads of sufficient public interest, to merit an article in its
pages for June, 1873. It gave the cost to build a mile of narrow-gauge track through the
hilly country of Wyoming County, Pennsylvania, as averaging $10,000 to $12,000. On the
Wilmington & Western Railroad the expense to build bridges, trestles, shorings, make
rock-cuts, etc., was considerable. It was not, however, so much a matter of dollars and
cents that confronted the builders in solving the problem, but rather one of judgment.
We have seen that one of the objectives of the Wilmington & Western Railroad was to
afford a gateway for traffic both to and from Pennsylvania and the West. To accomplish
this purpose two interchanges with foreign railroads were desirable – one at Landenberg
with the Pennsylvania and Delaware Rail Road and the other at Oxford, Pennsylvania,
with the Lancaster, Oxford and Southern Railroad (L.O. & S.R.R.). The latter, of course,
was contingent upon an extension of the Wilmington & Western Railroad being built from
Landenberg to Oxford. But unfortunately, the L.O. & S.R.R., was a narrow-gauge road and
not withstanding its long and impressive name operated only a distance of approximately
ten miles from Peach Bottom, Pennsylvania, on the Columbia and Port Deposit Railroad,
to Oxford, Pennsylvania.
On the other hand, at Wilmington, the Wilmington & Western Railroad tied in with the
Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore; the Wilmington and Reading, and the Delaware
Railroad – all standard gauge. Wisely the directors of the Wilmington & Western Railroad
finally concluded to adopt the wide gauge, thereby enabling it to interchange its
equipment with the more prosperous roads.
Work, both in the field and offices, was assiduously, or as President Heald expressed it,
“energetically,” pushed, following the ground breaking. Road work was started from both
the Wilmington and Landenberg ends, as may be intimated from Heald's remarks at the
ground-breaking ceremonies, mostly with local labor. The Jeffersonian {West Chester, PA}
on November 18, 1871, reported that the contract for the bridge over the Christiana River
in Wilmington would probably be awarded to Messrs. Cranston and Thompson, and the
grading for it to H. H. Crumlish, they being the lowest bidders. The news item stated the
bridge would be on a pivot and have a double water passageway. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3R

Swing bridge across Christiana River originally located about one-quarter mile west of Harlan &
Hollingsworth Corporation in Wilmington. Operated by a hand crank, bridge was turned to permit boats to
pass. After second station of W&W was built, passenger trains entered Wilmington without crossing the
bridge. Reproduced from September 1873 Harkness Magazine. (Courtesy Elwood S. Wilkins, Jr.)

A month later the same paper contained an item to the effect that gratifying work was
being made along the way, only about six or eight miles remaining to be graded, mostly in
Pennsylvania. At the same time, the West Chester, PA Daily Local News reported that
workmen were busy excavating the embankment and filling up the deep hollow at
Landenberg preparatory to erecting the depot for the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
Notwithstanding these optimistic reports, however, other road work proved
unexpectedly slow and likewise expensive due to the character of the terrain. A steam
locomotive, pulling a train, cannot efficiently operate on a grade of more than three or four
percent, and as the railroad was run through uneven country, there were many low places
that had to be filled in as well as cuts through dirt and rocky hills. The rock cuts were
most costly as they sometimes required the use of high explosives and men who knew how
to use them.
In this respect, the rock cut near Wooddale is of particular interest. A hill of solid rock,
conically shaped, roughly about 500 feet around at the bottom, 40 feet high at the apex,
and through it, at the tallest and widest part, it was necessary to cut a path eleven feet
wide to accommodate the trains. Even then it was so narrow that when trains passed
through it at high speed, there was danger of the swaying cars scraping against the sides.
The picture of a passenger train coming through this gorge was frequently used by the
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Company in its advertisements.S It took some time to complete this job alone and folks
came from miles around to watch the work (side-road supervisors!). Rocks and dirt were
blown sky-high from the explosions and the noise must have startled animals and people
living in the nearby area.
There were also numerous trestlesT to be built over brooks, marshes, and raceways,
with bridges over the creeks. It is said the railroad crossed the Red Clay Creek nine times
in the six miles between Phillip's Mill and Garrett's Mills. Shorings, cribbings, and
abutments, were hence required in number. Consequently, the railroad was not completed
by April 20, 1872, as President Heald had predicted when ground was broken for it.
In the offices, besides the usual engineering problems, there were the contracting for
erection of various buildings, purchasing of equipment and material, agreements to be
drawn up covering purchase of land or easements, etc. All of this naturally required a
great deal of money, the acquisition of which added to the burden of the builders. To meet
the demand for cash the Wilmington & Western Railroad, in 1872, had printed
(undoubtedly with the view of obtaining additional stockholders), a leaflet with maps and
descriptive material on both sides. It was approximately 17 inches long and 14 inches
wide, and both sides are reproduced in Figures 4A & 4B,U and 5. Inasmuch as the reader
can study it at leisure to describe it further would be superfluous except to call attention
to the territory from which the promoters hoped to secure patronage. However, thumbnail
biographies of the men whose names appeared on the prospectus may be of interest.
John G. Jackson,V next if not equal in importance to President Heald (already
described), was Engineer in Chief. He was as versatile as Heald, and unlike many railroad
men of the day, Jackson was a scholar and well educated. He was born in the vicinity of
Hockessin, September 8, 1818, and first attended school there. About 1832, Jackson
entered Westtown Boarding School as a student, later to become a teacher there. In
addition, he was also a surveyor, civil engineer, astronomer, author, and farmer.
He quarried limestone and kaolin in the Red Clay Creek area in the 1850's, near
Hockessin. In the operation of this quarry, waste sand and debris were piled up to form a
huge sugar loaf, which was facetiously called Mt. Jackson. Indeed, this mountain did
become profitable to Mr. Jackson; he sold the material to the Wilmington & Western
Railroad to be used as fill and ballast.
Scharf9 states that between 1865 and 1869, Mr. Jackson was in the state legislature
where he “exercised considerable influence in matters of legislation, especially in the line
of various railroad lines, then incipient, but which have since become important factors in
the internal progress of the state.” After the expiration of his senatorial term he interested
himself in the organization of the Wilmington & Western Railroad and was Engineer in
Chief during its construction. It is unlikely that the railroad could have secured a man
better qualified for the position.

9

- J. Thomas Scharf, History of Delaware, 1609-1888 (Philadelphia, 1888), p. 928.
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Figure 4AU

1872 Prospectus of Wilmington & Western Railroad used to solicit stock subscriptions.
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Figure 4BU

Prospectus of Wilmington & Western used to solicit stock subscriptions. Map shows how promoters
originally intended to extend line for westward connections which was never realized. This map, shown
in the railroad’s 1872 prospectus, was likely displayed during the September 9, 1869 Hockessin meeting.
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Figure 5U

Detailed map primed on reverse side of prospectus shows proposed route of Wilmington & Western as well
as industries along the Red Clay Creek in 1872 which the railroad intended to serve.

Of the Secretary, William H. Connell, comparatively little is known. His name appears
in the Wilmington City Directory for 1878 listed as a clerk, and while I have nothing on
which to base it, I am inclined to believe that Mr. Connell was pressed into his position
from one of President Heald's numerous enterprises.
John P. McLear, Treasurer, was president of the Delaware Mutual Life Insurance
Company, as well as a banker and broker, with offices between 6th and 7th Streets on
Market Street in Wilmington. He advertised that he “Bought and Sold at the Brokers'
Boards, Wilmington and Western Railroad, First Mortgage 7.3% bonds . . .”10 Mr. McLear
had the distinction of being the first superintendent of West Presbyterian Sabbath School,
established in 1868.
The Directors, in addition to Messrs. Heald and John G. Jackson, were:
William E. Garrett, snuff manufacturer at Auburn (Yorklyn).
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Alan Wood, a Philadelphia business man, who built a rolling mill at a location,
which, with the advent of the railroad became known as the station of “Wooddale.”
The Alan Wood Steel Company is still in existence in the Philadelphia area.11
Job H. Jackson, organizer in 1863 of the Delaware Car Works, later known as
Jackson and Sharp, builders of steam railroad cars.
James Bradford, worked his way up from apprentice house painter to the
presidency of both the Wilmington & Western Railroad and Wilmington Street
Railway System {horse cars}. Bradford was connected to numerous other
Wilmington businesses.
William H. Swift, a partner in a match manufacturing business in Wilmington.
William G. Phillips, with his brother, operated a grist and saw mill at Greenbank.
This mill is still in operation as a grist mill. The present proprietor {1963} is J. Roy
Magargle.W
George Springer, owned vast acreage in Mill Creek Hundred. He leased some of his
land in the vicinity of Hockessin to Golding Company, to quarry limestone.
George G. Lobdell was president of the Lobdell Car Wheel Company, a very
prosperous manufacturer of patented iron railroad car wheels.

- Harkness Magazine (Wilmington, Del., March, 1873), vol. l, No. 2, p. 242.
- Carroll W. Pursell, J r., Ironworks on Red Clay Creek in the 19th Century – The Wooddale
and Marshallton Mills, New Castle County, Delaware (Wilmington, Del., 1962).
10
11
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Figure A – Wilmington & Western Rail Road Company stock certificate (previous page),
various 1870s letterheads, corporation logo. Hagley Museum & Library Archives
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2.
As mentioned earlier in this story, on January 1, 1872, the railroad had sold bonds in
the amount of $500,000 to Washington Jones, George W. Bush, and Alan Wood, bearing
7.3 percent interest. Thus, financially fortified, temporarily at least, road work as well as
the erection of an engine house and other facilities at Lower Oak Street in Wilmington,
continued doggedly during the early months and Spring of 1872, notwithstanding the
vigorous weather.
As a result, the Coatesville News {Pennsylvania} on June 27, 1872 reported that an
excursion over the Wilmington & Western Railroad would be given the stockholders and a
few invited guests on the Fourth of July. It stated that the party would proceed as far as
Cuba Hill, 8½ miles beyond Wilmington, to which point it was expected the track would be
laid by that time. Arriving at Cuba Hill the party was to disembark and spend the day in
true picnic style.
Further, it stated that this was the first excursion over the completed portion of the
road and then went on to laud the speed with which the road was being constructed,
ending with the words “. . . with so persevering and energetic man for president, as Joshua
T. Heald, Esq., the Wilmington & Western Railroad enterprise is no marvel, for Mr. Heald
never takes hold without a resolve to succeed.”
Strangely enough I can find nothing of this excursion in the Wilmington papers, either
before or after July 4, 1872. It may be possible the track was not laid in time to permit it. I
wondered on first reading why the excursion was going to Cuba Hill, in the vicinity of
which location a station (Mt. Cuba) was later to be established by the railroad. Further
investigation, however, revealed that the territory had been a recreational area and camp
meeting grounds for some years before.
The first excursion to Cuba Hill to be authenticated by Wilmington newspapers,12 was
made on Saturday evening, August 24, 1872. A “select” party of the president of the road,
a number of stockholders, several ladies and children, about 50 persons in all, including
representatives from the press to give the railroad free advertising, was conveyed to the
company's engine house near “Brownsville” (sic)13, where the train consisting of an engine,
one passenger car and one open excursion car,14 left about 5:30 o'clock.
After a 20-minute ride through 6½ miles of beautiful, level country, the train stopped
at Greenbank, where a “handsome and tasty” station house had already been erected, the
first on the line. See Figure 6 below. So, we learn that Greenbank has other distinctions
beside being the location of the New Castle County Correctional Institute, when the jail,
pillory, whipping post and gallows were moved there from New Castle, Delaware.
- Newspaper clippings, Joshua T. Heald's Scrap Book, op. cit.
- The company's engine house referred to was in that section of Wilmington commonly known as
Browntown not Brownsville. According to Weslager (A Brief Account of the Richardson School, Wilmington,
1959, p. 8) it derived its name from Dr. John A. Brown, at the time a resident of the vicinity.
14 - I have never heard of an “Excursion car.” Possibly it resembled an old-time open-air trolley car with
wooden seats extending crosswise from side to side.
12
13
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Figure 6X

Greenbank Station on Wilmington & Western, the first depot to be constructed.
Similar architectural features were used on all the depots which were painted red.
Waiting room contained benches for passengers, but a separate outhouse provided
sanitary facilities. The railroad officials were very proud of their “modern” station.

At Greenbank, the excursionists were joined by William G. Phillips, a director of the
road, who treated them to “luscious grapes and apples.” After the passengers had
inspected the station, the train struck into the rocky and hillier portion of the country
bordering the Red Clay Creek.
It passed “Allendale,” and “Highland,” anticipated stations of the railroad, slowing
down to pass through the deep cut near what became Wooddale Station. It was said that
here (Wooddale) were some of the finest picnic grounds in the state. In fact, the officers of
the company considered making this spot a picnic resort, to be offered excursionists the
next season.
As the train proceeded, President Heald told of other plans of the railroad, ostensibly
for the benefit of the newsmen, giving names of prospective future stations, viz.,
“Ashland,” at Sharpless mill; “Auburn,” at Garrett's mills (see Figure 7); “Hockessin,”
“Kaolin,” “New Garden,” and finally Landenberg at the end of the line. It was stated that
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Figure 7Y

Old Wilmington & Western Station at Yorklyn (formerly Auburn), built in 1872. As the only depot extant
when the monograph was written, the building was still used as a freight station on the B&O. In the
foreground is Clarence T. Crossan, whose father, Theodore Crossan, was an engineer on the line. The station
was purchased by HRCV and relocated to Greenbank in 1968. (Courtesy W. E. Grant, Sr.)

although only one station had as yet been erected, six others were framed and ready to put
up at short notice. Property holders at points where it was desirable to establish stations,
who first gave substantial evidence that they desired to have depots near them, would be
most promptly supplied by the railroad company. Others who didn't show a liberal spirit
in the matter probably would have to wait longer.
The excursion train finally arrived at Cuba Hill, about 10½ miles from the river front
at Wilmington. Here the party strolled through another deep cut, about 30 feet deep, of
solid blue granite rock. The chief attraction was a huge boulder, estimated to weigh 40
tons, which had been blown out from a hill 30 feet into the air, after which it rolled about
200 feet down a slight declivity.Z
After watching the operations of the workmen (from which it may be deduced work
went on night and day), for about half an hour, the passengers boarded the train for the
delightful ride back to Wilmington, the lateness of the hour forbidding an extended walk
through the beautiful woods or tramp to the summit of Cuba Hill.
As the time was now rapidly approaching for the actual operation of the railroad, the
administrative officers probably felt it necessary to add an experienced railroad man to
their staff. Such an official was found in the person of S. A. Hodgeman, at the time
superintendent of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company's Shops
at Wilmington. Hodgeman was a passenger and made himself most conspicuous on the
excursion to Cuba Hill. He was given the title of General Superintendent.
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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With the accession of Hodgeman, progress was further accelerated and on Saturday,
October 5, 1872, the Wilmington Every Evening carried an item to the effect that the track
layers on the Wilmington & Western Railroad had met that day and connected the rails,
so that the road was then completed from Wilmington to Landenberg, though a mile of it
remained to be built in Wilmington, on the south side, from the depot on “C” Street (see
Figure 8) to the wharves near Third Street Bridge. It continued that this would be finished
in a few days and the road formally opened by an excursion on Saturday, October 19, 1872
and for regular trade and travel on Monday, October 21, 1872.

Figure 8A1

First Wilmington station of Wilmington & Western which stood on C Street at Causeway. Evidently there
were separate buildings here for freight and passengers. This station was later moved to Landenberg.
Reproduced from September 1873 Harkness Magazine. (Courtesy Elwood S. Wilkins, Jr.)

The paper stated it was the intention to put on at once three trains between
Wilmington and Landenberg, two passenger trains and one mixed freight and passenger
train. While the official timetable had not yet been prepared it was expected that the
trains would move about as follows:
Leave Landenberg
6:30 A.M. (Accommodation)
12:30 P.M. (Mixed)
4:00 P.M. (Mail)

Arrive Wilmington
8:00 A.M.
3:05 P.M.
5:30 P.M.

Leave Wilmington (3rd Street Depot)
8:15 A.M. (Mixed)
10:30 A.M. (Mail)
6:25 P.M. (Accommodation)

Arrive Landenberg
11:07 A.M.
12:05 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
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One would hardly call these “tight” schedules for a twenty-mile run but considering the
fact that the trains carried practically everything that could be handled manually in the
way of baggage, mail and express, as well as passengers, they were still faster and more
efficient than horses and wagons.
On Monday, October 7, the Every Evening supplemented this story under the
sensational headline, “Across the chasm – not the bloody one but at Broad Run.” The item
read,
“On Saturday evening about 4 o'clock the track layers on the Wilmington
and Western Railroad spiked down and secured the track across the Broad
Run trestle, and then indulged in hearty cheers over the completion of the
job.”
“The construction train loaded with iron and other supplies and sundry
workmen and spectators was immediately passed back and forth over it,
forming a gratifying and novel sight to the inhabitants of the valley. All
parties expressed their pleasure upon noting the smoothness with which the
train passed over, and how solidly the structure stood without a jar or
tremble.”B1
And the workmen were well justified in cheering for as for its day this trestle was a
fine piece of engineering. It was conservatively estimated as being 40 feet or higher in
places and approximately one-third of a mile long, constructed of long leaf yellow pine, so I
am told. It was located just east of Landenberg over marshy meadows and across Broad
Run, a tributary of the White Clay Creek (see Figure 9).

Figure 9C1

Broad Run trestle on Wilmington & Western. Picture was taken in 1941 when line was used by B. & 0.
The trestle crossed a marshy meadow drained by Broad Run, a tributary to White Clay Creek. After
tracks were removed above Hockessin, trestle was razed in 1943. (Courtesy W. E. Grant, Sr.)
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Events were now moving to a climax and 10 days later, October 17, a local paper
reported that the telegraph line to Landenberg, by the Wilmington & Western Railroad,
was completed that day.D1 Messrs. Hodgeman and John G. Jackson accompanied a train
from Wilmington to Landenberg the same day, carrying supplies for the celebration on
Opening Day, as October 19 has been designated. On arrival at Landenberg, Jackson
wired President Heald, “All right at Landenberg. Lunch, etc., fixed first rate. Compliments
of the party to the President.” And General Superintendent Hodgeman wired the
President, “Arrived on time, and leave for Wilmington at four o'clock.”
The value of telegraphy or other means of communication in speeding railroad
transportation, is not usually known by the general public. If, as has been said, the
railroads are the arteries of the country, telegraphy in the 1800's and telephone and radio
today, is the blood that sustains them. By the use of various forms of communication,
railroad employees known as train dispatchers guide the trains over the road, keeping
freight trains moving and passenger trains on time simultaneously. Hence, it will be seen
that in the establishment of a telegraph system the Wilmington & Western Railroad was
placing itself in a position to operate economically and efficiently.
In 1872 Wilmington was a bustling town of some 30,000 inhabitants with 35,000 more
in the suburbs. Its industries were varied including manufacture of paper, cotton, powder,
shoes, morocco, wagons, railroad cars and accessories, with flour and other mills.
Consequently, it was rapidly becoming not only a stopping point for trains but a railroad
center as well.
Two railroads were already located there, the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore,
Railroad (P.W. & B. RR) and the Wilmington and Reading Railroad, and on October 19th, a
third railroad was to be opened. Thus, it will be seen that the railroad industry vitally
touched practically the life of every family in the community and its impact on the
economy of the town was tremendous. As a result, great enthusiasm prevailed in the town
on opening day of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, as another avenue was being
unfolded, creating more jobs and further expansion. And added to this was the fact that
there was going to be a parade, always an attraction in a small town.
We can well imagine the forming on Market Street of a long line of polished carriages,
buggies, surreys, Daytons, barouches, and so forth, with spirited, well-groomed horses.
The vehicles were filled with several hundred joyous persons, including women and
children, all in a holiday mood. On the southwest corner of Seventh and Market Streets,
stood the Exchange Building in which the Wilmington & Western Railroad had its offices,
the starting point of the parade.
At the head of the line was the Independent Cornet Band of Wilmington, closely
followed by a carriage occupied by the bewhiskered Joshua T. Heald, at the height of his
career, wearing a high silk hat of the period. The procession moved down Market Street to
Front where it was joined by other conveyances bearing passengers that had arrived
earlier at Wilmington on the P. W. & B. RR, from points north and south. Crossing South
Market Street Bridge, then on to the new depot (on which the paint was scarcely dry) of
the railroad a few squares below.
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Arriving at the depot, the party found a train of 11 new cars, decorated with flowers,
wreathes and drapes, looking for all the world like the circus wagons of the early
twentieth century. On the head end, with full steam up, were two engines, bright with
gleaming brass, Numbers 2 and 4, proudly displaying on both sides of their cabs the
initials of the new road, “W. & W. R. R.” E1
Formal printed invitations for the excursion had been sent to all prominent personages
and newspaper men to participate in the event, and tickets printed reading:15

Figure B – Opening day invitation and lunch ticket (Courtesy of Mary Simons Collection) F1
At this point, to catch the spirit and atmosphere of the day, I can do no better than to
quote the account that appeared in the Wilmington Every Evening, Monday, October 21,
1872:
“Saturday, October 19th, 1872, will be remembered as a great day in the
annals of Wilmington, as the day when the great iron city broke the last of
the bonds which have too long cramped her and stretched forth a hand after
her proper share of the treasures of the wonderful West, for Saturday saw the
formal opening of the first section of the Wilmington & Western Railroad
which is destined to restore trade to its natural channels and materially help
in realizing the city's magnificent destiny.”
“The day dawned propitiously, and as the crowds of people flocked to the
new depot on South Market Street the sun shone as he only does shine these
glorious October clays, bathing in a rich flood of light the delightful valley
through which the road wends its way.”
15

- Copy in Joshua T. Heald’s Scrap Book, up. cit.F1
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“The train consisted of ten passenger cars and one covered platform car
(flat equipped with benches or seats?) for those who did not mind the crisp
October air.”
“At about 10:20 A. M. (Conductor Baynard pulled the whistle cord), the
train started and at every station on the line of the road, stations by the way,
with such tasteful and appropriate names as Greenbank, Faulkland,
Wooddale, Mt. Cuba, Ashland, Auburn, Hockessin, Southwood, Broad Run,
the train halted to receive accessions to the excursion party from along the
line.”
“Leaving the city, the train swept rapidly through the valley of Little Mill
Creek and across a nearly level tract of fertile country, to the valley of the
Red Clay Creek into which it abruptly turns at Marshall's Rolling Mills to the
beautiful scenery along the delightful valley and busy industry, brightened
by the wondrous autumn hues of the foliage and the bright sunshine, called
forth the heartiest expressions of admiration from all.”
A leisurely schedule for the benefit of the sightseers, both going and returning, had
been prepared as follows:
GOING
(Read down)
10:30 A.M.
11:02 A.M.
11:06 A.M.
11:12 A.M.
11:18 A.M.
11:25 A.M.
11:43 A.M.
11:50 A.M.
11:58 A.M.
12:05 P.M.

STATION
Wilmington
Greenbank
Faulkland
Wooddale
Mt. Cuba
Ashland
Hockessin
Southwood
Broad Run
Landenberg

RETURNING
(Read up)
5:30 P.M.
5:03 P.M.
4:59 P.M.
4:53 P.M.
4:47 P.M.
4:40 P.M.
4:22 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:07 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

As the train cruised along at 13 miles an hour, President Heald settled himself
comfortably back on one of the red plush seat cushions, and described the railroad to his
out-of-town guests. While his following imaginary remarks are not enclosed in quotation
marks, they might well have been for I have lifted them practically verbatim from a
booklet entitled Westward by Rail from Wilmington,16 published by the railroad in 1872. If
Heald was not actually the author of this booklet he doubtless furnished the facts and
information on which it is based. After a few remarks concerning the founding of the
railroad we can imagine him saying:
- Copy on file in the library of the Historical Society of Delaware, Wilmington, Del. On opening this
booklet, one's attention is immediately attracted by an advertisement inside the front cover of The
Christiana River Improvement Company offering for sale 200 acres with wharf frontage along the
Christiana River. Application to be made to J. T. Heald, President, M. M. Child, Secretary.
16
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This road is now about 19 miles long. You will have noticed after leaving
Wilmington it strikes at once across the flat lands bordering Little Mill
Creek.G1 A few miles farther on we reach the Red Clay Creek which is a
rapid, strong and unfailing stream which comes down to us from the
perennial springs in the meadows of Chester County. The road follows the
curve of the Red Clay because of its industrial operations.
We reach this valley near Marshall's Rolling Mill with its fiery furnaces
and revolving rolls, and at this point is to be located the first station, a “flag”
stop after leaving Wilmington. It is called Kiamensi,17 after the manufactory
Kiamensi Woolen Mills nearby. Above Marshalls is Phillips Spoke and
Carriage Stuff Factory and here is the next station, Greenbank.
It is our theory that stations should be attractive, not naked, unpainted,
repulsive sheds, which are too often provided as the temporary shelter of the
traveler waiting by the rail side. Leaving Greenbank, we presently come to
the spice mills of C. J. Fell & Brother at Faulkland. Nearby is Brandywine
Springs, the place of summer resort of visitors for health and pleasure from
all parts of the country.
Above Faulkland is the sheet iron rolling mill of Alan Wood & Company of
Philadelphia, who conduct similar operations at Conshohocken on the
Schuylkill. At present, it is run by water power from the Red Clay but we
have been assured by Mr. Wood that if he can procure coal over the railroad,
he will convert his mills to steam and triple his output. Here is located the
station of Wooddale.
At this point there was one of the heaviest rock-cutting on the line, though
less expensive, owing to the nature of the rock, than that at Mt. Cuba, which
we shall presently reach. It (Mt. Cuba) is in the neighborhood of a delightful
spot which has been, for many years, the popular place of resort for picnics,
basket meetings, and the like, and the scenery near the locality warrants us
in expecting that its attractions will still be popular in the future.
Leaving Mount Cuba, we presently reach Ashland, near Sharpless flouring
and saw mills, where there is also a very pretty station house. We next reach
the extensive mills, which are being considerably enlarged of William Garrett
and Sons, and near the Upper Mill is Auburn Station. From this point, we
speedily leave the valley of the Red Clay and pass into the valley of
Hockessin. However, before entering the Hockessin Valley we pass the large
works of Kaolin (or fire-clay) belonging to the Diamond State Kaolin
Company. Their big factories at Trenton, NJ., consume a large share of that
produced here.

- A. R. Dunlap & C. A. Wcslager, Indian Place Names in Delaware (Wilmington, Del. 1950), p. 22,
write, “Kiamensi appears to be a shortening of (the Indian word) HWISKAKIMENSI.”
17
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The station here is Hockessin and near at hand are the lime quarries of
John G. Jackson; at present the works are not in operation, and also those of
Springer and Thompson. Leaving the Hockessin Valley, we are reaching
away now for the White Clay Creek, and here our next station is Southwood.
Here is a cut through “Brown's Summit,” where there is a rich deposit of
soapstone, on the Pennsylvania border.
Just beyond this station we cross an extensive trestlework over Broad
Run, a branch of the White Clay which reaches the main stream a short
distance below our road. Upon crossing the trestle, we reach the next station,
Broad Run. Rising by moderate grade, we now approach Landenberg, the
present terminus of our road.
During this discourse Mr. Heald had been frequently interrupted to answer questions
about the railroad, being introduced to strangers on the train and receiving
congratulations from them as well as friends on the completion of the road. Thus, about
the end of his conversations the excursion train reached its destination – Landenburg.H1
Here a glorious sight met the eyes of the passengers. If it was a “great day,” in
Wilmington the demonstration in this country town far eclipsed it. Probably never before
in its history or since, for that matter, has Landenberg experienced such a thrill. Business
had been suspended for the day, and houses, factories, and the street (or road?) were
decked with American and German flags; stretched across the highway were several great
muslin streamers with “Welcome to Landenberg,” printed on them in large letters.
Alighting from the train the passengers formed into another parade, this time on foot,
and marched down the hillside from the station, again led by the Independent Cornet
Band of Wilmington. The procession moved on to the home of Charles Weiler, where
assembled guests were already being entertained by the Unionville Cornet Band
{Pennsylvania}.
A partner in the flourishing mills of Martin Landenberger, Mr. Weiler was also
President of the Pennsylvania and Delaware Rail Road CompanyI1, with which the
Wilmington & Western Railroad made connection at Landenberg. On his shady lawn a
platform had been erected, covered with more flags, flowers and evergreens, and not far
distant, “near Weiler's elegant mansion, several long tables awaited the hour for lunch
when the substantial food with which they were laden would relieve many an aching void
which a craving appetite rendered ravenous.”
However, the company had to endure an ordeal before this “craving” was to be
satisfied. A number of young men and women, operatives in the factories, neatly attired,
under the leadership of a Mrs. Watt and accompanied by the band, sang a song of
welcome, especially prepared for the occasion. The words of it were –
Welcome! Welcome! Welcome!
Welcome! Welcome! Welcome!
We welcome you, dear friends, on this our opening day.
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It was received with great applause.
Samuel M. Harrington, of Wilmington, counsel for the Wilmington & Western
Railroad, then organized the meeting. Washington Jones, the Wilmington banker, was
nominated for president and elected by acclamation, together with a number of vice
presidents and secretaries. There is no reference to what the duties of the latter consisted
of. Mr. Jones made an impromptu speech on taking the chair, offering his congratulations
to those who had made the road possible, especially Mr. Heald.
The Reverend Jacob Todd of Grace Methodist Episodical Church, Wilmington offered a
prayer, asking God's blessing on the enterprise and His protection for it hereafter. Short
speeches were then made by Mr. Weiler, who welcomed the visitors to Landenberg, and
Col. J. W. Forney, editor of the Philadelphia Press, who greeted them in the name of
Pennsylvania. President Heald was then introduced and gave, what is known in political
circles, the “keynote speech.”
President Heald lost no time in preliminaries but got right down to the business of the
day, making a lengthy speech. He commenced by mentioning that more than a year had
elapsed since the groundbreaking, at which he had the pleasure of making a few remarks,
but it was even more pleasant for him to do this at the celebration of the opening of the
line to Landenberg. He spoke of the ambitions of the road's promoters, their successes and
their failures.
Addressing himself to the skeptics, Heald said they first declared it would be
impossible to raise the stock subscription of $250,000, and later the sale of $500,000 in
bonds, both of which had been done, the latter on the most advantageous terms to the
interest of the road. Others said that the road would not be running in less than two years,
but it was now running in about 15 months. He admitted that the rock cut at Mt. Cuba
had almost defeated their objective.
He answered the arguments of those who said, “Railroads don't pay,” by giving
statistics showing that the average earnings of the railroads in the United States during
1869 made a clear profit of 7½ per cent, per annum.
To those who questioned the feasibility of the Wilmington & Western Railroad to do the
same on account of low mileage, Heald cited the shortest railroad line in the country,
between Hanover Junction and the town of Hanover in Pennsylvania, a distance of 12
miles, that regularly paid ten per cent dividends. Applying this comparison to the
Wilmington & Western, Heald described its excellent prospects due to the factories,
industries, and farms along its route, and plans for expansion by connecting with other
railroads, predicting that it would be an important link in a great system to the West.
Cynics had asked, “What is the use of railroads? Do they make men wiser, happier and
better?” (Questions that a few men are still asking today concerning our so-called modern
“progress.”) His reply was that to discuss this question in the light of the 19th century
would be an insult to the intelligent, progressive people which he would forebear
answering. Nevertheless, he went on at length to retort in the affirmative.
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He further described the benefits that accrue to farmers; that the railroads enabled
them to get their perishable products to otherwise inaccessible markets, cheaper and
faster, and backed up his contention with figures to prove it.
To this Heald added a general history of the railroads of the country, starting with the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad's first venture with horse car railroads in 1829. After thanking
the directors, engineers, officers, and employees of the Company for cooperating with him
in the building of the road, Heald spoke sentimentally about being “born in a farm house
in view of the line of this road,” of the struggles of his Mother on the farm after his Father
died when Heald was only two years old. How at the age of 16 he went over and taught
school in nearby Chester County for a year, after which he came to Wilmington and
thereafter made it his home. Heald concluded with a burst of oratory which I cannot resist
quoting:
“And now, my hearers, after a very busy subsequent life with its cares and
responsibilities, with its strugglings and its yearnings, and 35 years from the
time I left my boyhood home, I return today with the goodly company of
interested and sympathizing friends. Passing through and among the scenes
of my early days, and of the enterprises of my Father, swiftly transported in
this rumbling train, and following this grand, noble, inspiring, roaring and
almost seemingly living iron horse – a monument as it is to the genius of man
– heralding and echoing and re-echoing our approach among the hills of my
native Red Clay, and the valleys of my old Hockessin home. My neighbors
and friends, is it not inspiring, and am I not entitled, without infringing upon
the proprieties and in humble thankfulness to feel this day I am a satisfied
and happy man, ready to exchange congratulations with you one and all.”
At 2:00 P.M., Heald sent a telegram which appeared in the Wilmington Every Evening
that date, reading: “Landenberg, Pennsylvania, October 19 – To the Citizens of
Wilmington: The Citizens of Landenberg and along the way have received us with
demonstrations as I trust will bind us together hereafter in business and friendship as we
are already bound in iron and lightning. J. T. Heald.”
The Reverend George A. Latimer then read a historical sketch of the life of Oliver
Evans, who was born at Newport, Delaware and for a time lived in the vicinity of
Faulkland. John G. Jackson, was the next speaker and he offered credit to the people who
lived along the line for raising money to help build the road.
Short addresses were made by Colonel Joseph W. Tatum of Bedford, Pennsylvania,
regarding railroad progress and the need for it in southeastern Pennsylvania. Colonel S.
G. Boyd and Samuel Dickey, officers of the Peach Bottom Railroad, spoke of its
construction and relation to the Wilmington and Western Railroad.
S. M. Harrington then came forth and said that at the request of the president and
directors he wished to formally recognize the eminent services of John G. Jackson,V
Engineer in Chief, of the Wilmington & Western and then led three cheers for Mr.
Jackson.
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The company was then invited to partake “of the bounteous collation spread upon the
tables, which invitation was promptly accepted.” They were all probably very happy by
this time that the bombast was over, and hungry, too.
At the call of President Heald, “three cheers were given for Charles Weiler and these
were followed by three cheers for Wilmington, and for the growth of Landenberg.
The Wilmington Commercial of October 21, 1872, completed its account of the
celebration with the following:
“At 3:15 the first train left for Wilmington, conveying a number of persons
who desired to return, in time for the trains bound south and north at 5:20
and 5:42. The train came directly through, only stopping for water, with the
exception of one other slight detention near Brandywine Springs, where an
unfortunate cow being unwary that an extra was to come down was standing
on the track, inspecting the quality of the fish plates.J1 The locomotive struck
her into an astonished pile, by the road side, and upon further examination
after the train stopped, she proved to be substantially uninjured, one horn
having been knocked off. This was picked up as a trophy and may be seen in
the Commercial office. The second train with the great majority of the
excursionists left Landenberg about 4 o'clock, stopping at the various stations
to let off passengers and reached Wilmington, without accident or delay,
about 5:30.”

Figure C – A companion article
from the October 21, 1872 issue of
the Wilmington Every Evening,
provide insight into the operation
and fares charged by the
Wilmington & Western Railroad.
(courtesy of Tom Gears Collection)
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3.
At the Fourth Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad on January 13, 1873, three months after the inaugural run, President Heald
reported that the rolling stock of the Company consisted of four locomotives, three firstclass passenger cars, two mail cars, two smoking cars, ten house (box?) cars, ten gondolas,
and ten flat cars. We may safely assume this was its original rolling stock. According to
Poor18 the railroad was 20 miles long with two miles of sidings and other tracks, gauge 4
feet, 8½ inches, and rail 56 pounds to the yard. Modern railroads use rail of 140 to 180
pounds to the yard.K1
The engines were evidently purchased from Baird & Company, for in 1877 this firm
sued the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company for payment of them. Although I have
been unable to obtain an actual photograph of a Wilmington & Western engine,
information gathered from informants, leads me to believe they were similar to that
shown in the illustration, Figure 10. By 1872, the smoke box had been extended on steam
locomotives and the “balloon,” type smoke stack (commonly pictured on Civil War
locomotives), had been replaced by the straight stack. They burned soft coal. The cylinder
dimensions were 14 inches by 24 inches and the driving wheels 56¾ inches in diameter.

Figure 10L1

B&O Class G-3 at Landenberg Station circa 1895. Most likely #638 is an M. Baird & Company locomotive
purchased during the initial building of the Wilmington & Western Rail Road Company in 1872. #638
appears nearly identical to the Division I Class 16½ C locomotive pictured in the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Illustrated Catalogue of Locomotives by the M. Baird & Company of Philadelphia Originally
numbered 2, or 3 according to Baldwin records, it was probably renumbered to #638 by the B&O
in 1886. Note the Link & Pin coupler in use and the steam line for coach heating along with the
train brake system hose above the cow catcher. Photographer may have been Charles S. Philips.
18

- Henry V. Poor, Ma nual of the Railroads of the United States (New York, 1872), vol. 4 , p . 523.
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Train and engine crews worked 12 hours a day or more, including time for layovers at
terminals. During the course of this period the engine consumed about 20 tons of coal, all
of which was hand-shoveled by the fireman with the occasional and grudging help of a
brakeman. The amount of water used was based on the fuel burned, usually about 1,000
gallons of water for every ton of coal, or approximately 20,000 gallons of water a day. A
large amount of water in the boiler required the fireman to work harder to keep up steam;
if the water got too low, there was danger of burning out the fire box if the engine crew did
not draw the fire in time to prevent it. This provoked endless argument between the
engineer and fireman.
The water gauge or “bottle,” had not yet been invented to indicate the depth of water in
the boiler, and to overcome the possibility of damaging the fire box, three cocks were
within reach of the engineer. These cocks were one on top of the other. If water came out of
the top cock when opened, the boiler was full. If the top cock was dry the second cock was
tried, and if it failed to produce water, the third and last cock was opened. If no water was
then ejected, the fire was immediately quenched.M1
The headlights, huge box-like affairs, burned a grade of oil known as “Signal oil,” which
lasted longer than kerosene. The headlight was the fireman's responsibility, and if night
overtook the train enroute, or the flame went out, the fireman had to take a torch, ignite it
in the engine's fire box, and crawl to the front of the engine to relight it.N1
The fireman also had to ring the bell at road crossings and approaching stations. This
was done manually by a rope extending from the engine cab to the top of the bell.
However, if the rope was given an unusually hard tug, the bell would flop completely over,
wrapping the rope around it. The fireman would then have to get out on top of the
locomotive and untangle it.
The passenger cars were bought from the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation and
Jackson and Sharp Company, Wilmington. Undoubtedly, they are truly represented in the
one shown in the Harlan & Hollingsworth advertisement19 (see Figure 11). They had a
seating capacity of about 60 passengers. A pot-bellied stove in one end, burning soft coal
and tended by a brakeman, furnished heat. Oil lamps, suspended by brackets from the
ceiling, provided light. Additional lamps were fastened to the wall inside of the cars. Like
the headlight, these lamps as well as lanterns, were fueled with “Signal oil.”
Freight cars were about 38 to 40 feet in length with a load capacity of about 40,000
pounds. Present day freight cars have as much as 250,000-pounds capacity {1963
reference; cars are now higher capacity} for ordinary freight. Although George
WestinghouseO1 had invented air brakes by this time, it was not entirely dependable and
the Wilmington & Western Railroad continued to utilize man power for applying brakes.
For this purpose, sprocket wheels were installed at each end of both passenger and
freight cars and it was the brakeman's duty to apply or release the brakes. The signal to
operate the brake was given by the engineer who blew two blasts on the whistle when
standing to release the brakes. This allowed him to proceed (the engine but not the tender
19

- The illustration of the advertisement was taken from Poor, ibid., p. 14 of the advertising section.
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Figure 11P1

Advertisement illustrates type of wooden passenger cars built for use on Wilmington & Western
which seated approximately 60 passengers. Car was lighted with oil lamps and heated by coalburning, pot-bellied stove. Wilmington & Western name was lettered on either side of the cars.
(Courtesy Eleutherian Mill., Historical Library; from Poor's Manual, 1872.)

was provided with brakes actuated by steam). When the train was running, one blast on
the whistle sent the brakemen located at strategic locations on the train, scampering to
their posts to apply the brakes by winding the chains attached to the sprocket wheels.
Brakemen were furnished heavy cudgels known as “brake clubs,” Q1 to give them leverage
for this job. Passenger trains usually had one brakeman to every two or three cars, and
freight trains averaged one to every six cars.
So far as freight trains were concerned, the brakeman's occupation was a very
hazardous one. In winter weather with ice and snow on the roofs of box cars and in the
bottom of open top cars, he was required to reach the cars assigned to him and apply or
release the brakes. As a result, there was constant danger of falling, a possibility that was
also present in clear weather and increased at night or during inclement weather. Imagine
running in the dark over the top of a jolting box car, covered with sleet, with less light
than a hand lantern affords!
Further, a brakeman on top of a box car was liable to be struck in the head or knocked
off while the train was passing under a low overhead bridge or other structure. Later, to
overcome this hazard, approaches to such obstacles were equipped with “telltales.”Q1 This
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device consisted of a row of heavy rope strands, stretched across the track, dangling from a
crossbeam. When the loose ropes struck a man standing on top of a car it reminded him to
duck.
The murderous “Link and Pin”Q1 (etymologized to Lincoln Pin) couplings, were also in
use by the Wilmington & Western Railroad. Figure 12 illustrates this device. There was a
common saying among the railroad men of the day that, “When you lose the link you break
the chain,” referring to the chain of cars in the train. Extra links were usually kept on a
train for cases of emergency when a link broke. The pin was supposed to fall through the
link and holes provided in the drawbar, but when it failed to do so it was necessary for the

Figure 12

Improved type (of which there were many) of “Link and Pin” to
couple cars. Man is holding link, and pin is in slanting
position on next car. When cars were bumped together, the jar
caused pin to fall into place completing the coupling. (Courtesy
Railway Service & Supply Corp., Indianapolis.)

railroad men to go between the cars and adjust it with their hands. If there was a sudden
movement of the cars, fingers and hands were liable to be caught and mashed. And, as
also sometimes happened, bodies were crushed between the cars. An account of such an
accident was contained in the Wilmington Every Evening for January 14, 1876. It read
that Elwood Cooper, a brakeman on the Wilmington & Western Railroad, was squeezed
between two cars while coupling them that morning at Faulkland. He was considerably
injured, but no bones were broken. Such occurrences were not uncommon.
Brakemen assigned to passenger baggage cars were known as baggage masters, and,
as the title denotes, handled mail, express, and baggage. The baggage consisted of suit
cases, trunks of all sizes, and heavy fiber sample cases so greatly favored by the traveling
salesmen of the era. Besides their other duties of attending brakes and stove fires, the
brakemen on mixed trains (combination local freight and passenger cars) loaded and
unloaded various commodities ranging in size and weight from small packages to pianos.
As a result, this service was known as “piggy back,” as much of the freight was handled on
the brakeman’s backs.
Passenger conductors' duties were about the same as they are today, collecting fares,
helping passengers, and calling out the names of station stops. They were respectfully
addressed by other members of the crew as “Captain.” Conductors were in full charge and
assumed responsibility for the safety of the train and passengers. On local lines, certain
trains were known by the conductor's name. The Wilmington & Western Railroad had
such a conductor in the person of Alfred Hughes. He came to work when the Wilmington &
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Western was first opened and continued on this section of the railroad for over 25 years.
The train of which he was conductor was commonly known as “Hughes,” or “Hughes'
train.”
Duties of the engineers have not changed drastically in the last hundred years except
that diesel and electric locomotives have supplanted steam. On the whole, even though
trains are longer and heavier, the lot of the engineer at present is far easier than it was 75
or even 25 years ago. For instance, engine cabs are now warmed by heaters in winter in
contrast to the steam locomotive which was only partially enclosed and very cold in
winter. In addition, on steam locomotives the engineer was obliged to lean out of the cab
window, regardless of weather, to watch the track and signals ahead. This is now done
from behind the glass window of a comfortable cab, and cab signals within the engineer's
glance, indicate the position of the roadside signals under which the train is running.
The station agent was almost as indispensable to the railroad as the engineer. His
duties and responsibilities were varied and endless, especially if he was assigned to a oneman station. It was the agent's duty to have the station open long before the departure of
the first passenger train in the morning in order to sell tickets, check baggage and
transact any other business that might be necessary, and, on arrival of the train, to help
load and unload mail, baggage and express, etc. He remained at the station until after the
arrival of the last passenger train in the evening to perform similar duties, no matter how
late the train might be.
Between passenger trains it was the duty of the agent to keep the station and grounds
clean, tend the stove in the building during winter months, and handle both carload and
less than carload freight, inbound and outbound. In addition, the station agent was
frequently the town's postmaster, and although this added to his income it likewise added
to his duties.
Beside his railroad salary, commissions were paid the agent by the express company
for looking after its business. As far as the railroad was concerned the agent was usually a
telegrapherD1, thus enabling him to keep in constant touch with the main office. As a
telegrapher, he also handled commercial messages for which he received a bonus. In short,
the station agent was an arm of the United States Government, the railroad company,
express and telegraph companies, and practically a 24-hour a day man, at least six days a
week, and sometimes part time on Sunday.
In the 1880's (and I assume it was the same in the early 'seventies'), freight was
transported over the railroad at a cost of 3.45¢ per ton per mile, and passengers at 2.5¢
per mile.
For an idea of the Company's propertiesQ in 1872 we must again turn to the
Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Stockholders on January 13, 1873,
previously noted.
“Your Company,” President Heald reported, “have at this time 19.92 miles
of main track, mostly well ballasted, and in good, smooth running order; 2.30
miles of sidings and turnouts; thirty-six one-hundredths of mile in the
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direction of the Christiana Harbor graded ready for the track; a line of
telegraph from Wilmington to Landenberg for the immediate use of the
Company, and liberal arrangements with the Western Union Telegraph
Company to dispatch to and from all parts of the United States; a Freight
House; Building for offices and Station House at Market Street, Wilmington,
an enginehouse, a blacksmith and Repair Shop, a storehouse, with the
Brandywine water introduced thereto in West Wilmington; seven neat and
convenient Station Houses with lots on the line of the road, all but two
completed; two shed stations (he did not state location),R1 an excellent Tank
House with superior water facilities; an enginehouse and turntable at
Landenberg, bridge and watch houses; about 27 acres of land in Wilmington
(including 1000 feet on Christiana River at Third Street Bridge).”
I do not know whether Wilmington and Landenberg were included in the “seven neat
and convenient Station Houses . . . all but two completed.” Otherwise it seems likely that
the five completed station houses were at Greenbank, Faulkland, Wooddale, Auburn
(Yorklyn) and Hockessin. The uncompleted ones might have been Kiamensi, Ashland or
Mt. Cuba. To dispose of the question, I might add that from available information there
were shelter sheds at SouthwoodS1 and Broad Run,R1 but not station houses. There was a
long wooden platform at Mt. Cuba, along Red Clay Creek, but the railroad's office was
located in a house some quarter of a mile distant purchased by the officials. (N. C. Co.,
Deed Book M-26-421)T1. The station buildings were all of the same architecture except at
Wilmington, which according to the print, was more imposing than the others. See Figure
8. All station buildings and shelter sheds were painted red.
With the inception of train service, in accordance with a request made to the
Postmaster General, post offices were established at Faulkland, November 22, 1872,
Wooddale, November 27, 1872, and Auburn (Yorklyn)20 on June 13, 1873. A post office was
established at Ashland November 8, 1872, but it was in the offices of Sharpless' mills.
There had been a post office at Hockessin since December 26, 1863.21 These were the only
post offices with the exception of Landenberg (which was established November 17, 1848),
on the Wilmington & Western Railroad while operating under that name.U1
The original route of the railroad in Wilmington is shown in Figure 15,V1 and hardly
needs further explanation. At present {1963} a visit to the site of the original depot reveals
the track is still across the South Heald Street {Route 13} at “C” Street. It is used by the
Reading System in serving the Delaware Compressed Steel Company at that location.
This track continues eastward about 200 yards and then turns south.
However, as can be seen in Figure 13, when it was used by the Wilmington & Western
Railroad it ran due east to Christiana Avenue. While the rail and ties have been torn up
along this portion, a straight line of telephone poles testify to the former existence of the
railroad. Homes and a school have been built in the vicinity, and the section is surrounded
- Auburn was name given to milling community where the Marshall Brothers Division, National
Vulcanized Fibre Company, is now located. However, the Wilmington & Western Railroad erected its
station, later called Yorklyn, further down the highway and the village moved to it.
21 - Henry C. Bounds, A Postal History of Delaware (Newark, Del., 1938), p. 55 et. seq.
20
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Figure 13V1

First Wilmington station of W&W was on present C Street at Causeway (cf. Figure 8). Track continued east
on C Street to Bradford, and thence to terminal off Christiana Avenue. The WYE at Bradford Street
permitted turning engine without a turntable. The trestle over the Christiana was actually a
drawbridge (See Figure 3). The G. A. Hopkins Atlas of Wilmington (1876) shows the
above route in full detail in relation to the streets.

by junk yards, industries, gasoline service stations, etc. In some parts, the area is covered
with trash and weeds. Though serving no useful purpose, the old rails are still in the bed
of “C” Street where it crosses Townsend and Heald Streets. I can find no trace of the WYE,
which was located near New Castle Avenue. This WYE enabled trains coming to
Wilmington to turn their engines without a turntable or going to the Company
enginehouse on Lower Oak Street.
The turntable at Landenberg was 60 feet in diameter with an inside diameter of about
54 feet and no doubt the one at Wilmington was of similar size. They were turned by two
men on opposite sides, each pushing
a six-foot pole for leverage,
protruding from the table, which
rotated on wheels with rail beneath.
Figure 14

Remains of W&W turntable on property of
T. C. Beach, Jr., at Landenberg. Inner circle
consisted of wooden ties on which rail was
laid. Table was revolved manually to turn
engines for return trip to Wilmington. A
man, center, is standing on the pivot stone.
(Courtesy of Elwood Wilkins, Jr.)
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Westward, on leaving the South Market Street depot, trains crossed the Christiana
River on a swing drawbridge which has since been torn down. See Figure 3. The river at
this point is about 400 to 500 feet wide. A clearance of 80 feet existed on either side of the
central pier for boats to pass through when the draw was off. The draw was hand operated
by a tender winding a crank connected to a succession of gears that greatly reduced the
manual labor incident to revolving the bridge.W1
After passing the bridge, trains continued to West Junction, now West Yard, thence
cross country about half a mile passing across Maryland Avenue near Richardson's Run
{Little Mill Creek} where it turned north another half mile, crossing DuPont Road
paralleling Little Mill Creek almost to the Wilmington & Reading Railroad where it
curved west to Elsmere. The westward route after leaving Elsmere has already been
described and is graphically shown in Figure 15.X1 The distances between stations, as
given in A Dictionary Altitudes of the U. S. compiled by Henry Gannett in 1906, is shown
below:Y1
Station
Wilmington
Kiamensi
Marshallton
Greenbank
Brandywine Springs
Faulkland
Wooddale
Mt. Cuba
Ashland
Auburn (Yorklyn)
Hockessin
Southwood
Broad Run/Eden, PA
Landenberg, PA

Approximate Wilmington Distance
0.00 miles
6.32 miles
7.25 miles
7.42 miles
7.54 miles
7.72 miles
9.12 miles
10.72 miles
12.32 miles
13.42 miles
15.42 miles
16.92 miles
18.22 miles
19.92 miles

Station Elevation
PB&W
8 feet
B&O
66 feet
B&O
75 feet
B&O
64 feet
B&O
71 feet
B&O
78 feet
B&O 109 feet
B&O 126 feet
B&O 155 feet
B&O 182 feet
B&O 259 feet
B&O 327 feet
B&O 287 feet
B&O 215 feet

At West Junction, where the Wilmington & Western trains passed over the main line
tracks of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad, a highball signal was
encountered. This was a ball about 18 or 20 inches in diameter, painted red. While a
Wilmington & Western train was passing over the P. W. & B. tracks, the ball on a pulley
rope was hoisted to the top of the pole, a height of about 20 feet, and remained there until
the crossover movement was completed. It was then lowered into a receptacle at the base.
A real lantern was substituted for the ball at night. See Figure 16.
Undoubtedly a similar type of signal was in use on other railroads throughout the
country and from which the phrase, “Give him a high ball,” was derived. In railroad
vernacular, this is an order from the train dispatcher to the signal tower man to give a
train a clear–proceed signal. Other than this there were no mast signals.
However, there were what presently are termed “pot signals,” on top of short stems.
The signal was hooked up with a movable switch and if the track was set up for the siding
the standard showed red; when the track was set for straight through movement, the
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FIGURE 15X1

Route of Wilmington & Western through the Red Clay Valley. Circles mark the former mills. The track still
runs as far as Hockessin – but was removed from Hockessin to Landenberg. (Drawing by Brandon Hu)
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standard showed white, which was the normal position. Both trailing and facing point
switches were of the “stub,” type, that is the ends of the rail on the main track and siding
were cut square instead of the siding switch point tapering as at present, with the main
track solid.
Figure 16Z1

“High Ball” signal, one of two still in use in July 1965,
standing at the foot of 5th Avenue and Duncan Street.
A similar signal was used in West Yard to govern
movement of W&W trains over PW&B tracks.
Illuminated ball was raised and lowered (into box at
bottom of pole) by hand signaling approaching train
whether it was safe to cross over. Note crossover
diamond at lower right of photograph. PRR tracks
(former PW&B) are on stone bridge at right.
(Courtesy Ronald Foreman Collection)

Figure D (below) – Article from the Wilmington
Evening Journal on October 21, 1872. B2

(Courtesy of Tom Gears Collection)

As previously announced in the Wilmington

Every Evening on October 5, 1872, regular service

was instituted on the road Monday, October 21,
1872A2, with three trains in each direction between
Wilmington, Landenberg and intermediate stations.
The Jeffersonian, of West Chester, Pennsylvania,
October 26, 1872, reported the first freight
shipment over the line was 10 kegs of nails by D. H.
Kent & Company of Wilmington, Del., to G. N.
Caleb, at Greenbank.
The first letter by mail over the road was sent by
Messrs. Pusey & Rice, dealers in ice in Wilmington,
to Mr. Henry Thompson, Broad Run. However,
there was no post office at Broad Run, and the letter
was taken to Landenberg where Mr. Thompson got
it. It was endorsed, “This is the first letter over the
W. & W. R. R. by mail, S. Hersey, Mail Agent.”
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The Wilmington Evening Journal on October 21, 1872 (See Figure D)B2 carried an
article informing readers of the railroad’s station personnel and conductor appointments
and that a time table would be forthcoming. Some of the information in this article was
repeated in the West Chester Jeffersonian on October 26, 1872.
In comparison with the earnings of other railroads, those of the Wilmington & Western
seem very meager. An article in the Delaware State Journal, November 23, 1872, under
the heading “Wilmington & Western Railroad,” read:
“We learn, on inquiry that the business over this new road shows a steady and
gratifying increase, as will be shown from the following figures from the Secretary's report
of receipts:

Week ending October 26 (first week)
Passenger
Freight

$167.22
$ 58.72 – $225.94

Passenger
Freight

$264.95
$103.63 – $368.58

Passenger
Freight

$254.97
$185.31 – $440.28

Passenger
Freight

$340.40
$272.42 – $612.82

Week ending November 2
Week ending November 9
Week ending November 16

“This shows a most gratifying increase . . . by a new road . . . less than 20 miles in
length . . . within four weeks of its opening,” the article stated.
Notwithstanding this enthusiastic account, the panic year of 1873C2 was just around
the corner, spelling doom for the Wilmington & Western Railroad

Figure E – Article from the Wilmington
Evening Journal on October 3, 1872.

(Courtesy of Tom Gears Collection)
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4.
On January 13, at the beginning of the momentous year 1873, President Heald made
his glowing report at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the stockholders, much of which has
already been quoted. Then, and it must have fallen like the explosion of an atom bomb, at
the meeting of the Board of Directors on April 22, 1873, Heald tendered his resignation,
which was accepted. He gave for his reason, the time-honored excuse of “ill health,” but it
is significant to note that Heald continued in the real estate business at 602 Market
Street, Wilmington.
More than likely Heald saw the handwriting on the wall, for at the same meeting, it
was reported, measures were taken to secure prompt payment of the arrears of wages
(between two and three months), due to the employees and train hands! Or perhaps his
position as president of both the Christiana River Improvement Company and the
Wilmington & Western Railroad Company, was no longer tenable. At a subsequent
election George G. Lobdell was chosen president. But the loss of Heald as president was
not the only calamity suffered that year.
The first of a series of major accidents that plagued the Company occurred when the
mail train that left Landenberg at 4 o'clock the afternoon of Monday, March 24, 1873, ran
into a rock slide about a mile north of Wooddale. One of the rocks weighed several tons,
and the engine on hitting it was hurled against the projecting bank, and badly damaged.
The telegraph operator at Ashland was away from home at the time and the conductor
had to walk seven and a half miles to Wilmington to report the wreck.D2 The passengers
on the train finally arrived in Wilmington at 10:00 P.M. The evening train from
Wilmington, due to arrive in Landenberg at seven o'clock, did not reach its destination
until six o'clock the next morning.
This was followed by a less serious accident on Tuesday, August 20th, when train
service was disarranged and delayed by 20 tons of embankment and schist caved in at
Ashland. On this occasion no trains were directly involved, but it was necessary for the
eastbound train and westbound train to transfer passengers and ladings around the slide,
after which the trains backed to their terminals.
The worst wreck of the year happened on Wednesday, September 3rd. Trackmen, who
were engaged in repairing and raising the track at Wooddale, left such an abrupt elevation
that the mail car of the westbound train leaving Wilmington at 10:40 A.M., in passing over
it, hoisted the front end of the rear passenger car so far above the track that in coming
down the truck struck the ties. The front truck immediately slued around and slid back,
knocking the rear truck off the track and the cars telescoped. There were about fifteen
passengers on the train, but only one lady was injured. Both the conductor and brakeman
had a narrow escape from being caught between the cars.
To climax the previous 12-month period, on February 14, 1874, William Calhoun, a
citizen of the State of New York and a bondholder of the Wilmington & Western Railroad,
instituted a suit in the Circuit Court of the United States for the State of Delaware, for the
railroad's failure to pay the quarterly interest due October 1, 1873.E2 A notice was served
on James Bradford, who, by that time had succeeded George G. Lobdell as president.
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Notwithstanding its financial and other difficulties, the officers of the railroad doggedly
attempted to carry on its functions. The company advertised in the Wilmington Every
Evening that the Spring ArrangementA2 would be in effect commencing April 7 {1873},
with trains leaving Wilmington 7:00 A.M., 10:40 A.M., and 5:35 P.M.; arriving Landenberg
9:10 A.M., 11:57 A.M., and 7:01 P.M. Leaving Landenberg 6:45 A.M., 10:55 A.M., and 3:50
P.M.; arriving Wilmington 7:55 A.M., 1:00 P.M., and 5:00 P.M. The schedule is followed by
the times of trains arriving at Wilmington from Philadelphia on the PW&B RR, making
connections with the Wilmington & Western trains also connections for north and
southbound trains at Wilmington. The last paragraph amusingly reads, “Omnibus
connections between W&W and PW&B depots and cars of Wilmington City Railway.”
The management also tried to attract passenger business by encouraging private
excursions as well as company enterprises. An excursion to Mount Cuba was advertised in
the Wilmington Every Evening for Thursday, June 19, 1873, by St Paul's Methodist
Episcopal Church’s Sunday School; train to leave the Wilmington & Western depot at 8:00
A.M. Tickets, adults: 50¢, Children: 30¢.
On Thursday, August 14, l873, St. Mary's Total Abstinence Beneficial Society gave its
Second Grand Excursion and Picnic to Mount Cuba, on the line of the Wilmington &
Western Railroad. Ritchie's String Band was engaged for the occasion. Train left the depot
over Market Street Bridge at 8:30 A.M. Tickets, adults: 75¢.
Concerning its own excursions, the Wilmington & Western Railroad advertised in
Every Evening, July 22, 1873, that there were three round-trip passenger trains between
Wilmington and Landenberg daily and two on Sundays, with excursions to and from
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. The advertisement was signed by David
Connell, Superintendent. There were also Company excursions from Wilmington and
Landenberg to Mt. Cuba.
Meanwhile, in May, 1873, the Pennsylvania & Delaware Railroad had been completed
between Pomeroy, PA, and Delaware City, DE. As a result, coal rolled down from
Pennsylvania mines to Delaware City for fueling the trans-Atlantic steamers of the
American Steamship Company, and perhaps others, from Philadelphia, for the crossing.
Steamship companies probably found this more economical than refueling at Philadelphia.
A few months later, an article in the Every Evening for October 29, 1873, stated that
immediately after the financial panicC2 began, it was found that arrangements previously
in progress by the Wilmington & Western to prepare for payment of the October interest,
would fail. Before interest became due, the directors called a meeting of the bondholders to
consider the matter. A committee was appointed to study the situation leading to a pair of
reports which were subsequently combined into one.E2
The substance of this report was that the line would not be a paying proposition unless
it was extended westward from what was then its terminal at Landenberg. To this end,
the committee submitted a plan for reorganization of the road, which included raising the
capital stock to $600,000 with a bond issue of a similar amount “to cover the line from the
Delaware River to Oxford, or such other point as may hereafter be settled upon.”
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Provision was also made for the redistribution of the existing stocks and bonds. It may
be deduced from this that the officers of the Wilmington & Western were anxious to secure
the lucrative coal traffic moving over the Pennsylvania & Delaware Railroad to Delaware
City, believing that with expanded facilities this business could be attracted over their
road to some point on the Delaware River near Wilmington.
That the plan of the directors for the redistribution of the existing stock did not meet
with the approval of the stockholders is apparent from two open letters, one appearing in
the Every Evening, January 24 and the other January 30, 1874. Both letters were
addressed, “To Lewis Thompson, Esq., a Bondholder,” and purportedly written by a
stockholder. They were quite long, consisting of two wide full-length columns.
The first letter outlined the purpose of the railroad, its construction, future prospects
and competent management, and the belief that it was of great value. The writer stated
that nearly $250,000 had been realized from stock subscriptions and that later a $500,000
bond issue still being found insufficient to complete and equip the road, a floating debt of
$90,000 was necessarily raised by the directors and others for this purpose. Further, after
getting into operation, the lack of sufficient earnings and the financial panic combined,
occasioned a default in the payment of installments of interest due October 1, 1873 and
January 1, 1874, giving the bondholders cause for complaint.
According to the stockholder's letter the plan submitted for redistribution of the stock
would give the stockholders $62,000 in place of the $249,000 originally invested and the
floating debt creditors $22,000 worth of stock in payment for the $90,000 advanced the
company for material furnished for finishing and equipping the road.
The second letter contained a mass of figures to support the writer's contention that
the Wilmington & Western was inexpensively constructed, per mile, compared with other
railroads and, therefore, its officers were not inefficient or extravagant as had been
surreptitiously charged. This letter implied that the big bondholders were anxious to come
into possession of the road at a low cost. However, the writer did agree that the railroad
should be extended to Oxford, Pa., but expressed the opinion that this required only
$200,000 to be borrowed instead of the amounts in the suggested plan.
Although both letters were anonymous, they were written by a person well informed on
the subject, which, as will be later learned, was John G. Jackson. Stockholders must have
been further discouraged when it was announced that the United States District Court for
Delaware declared the brokerage firm of John McLear & Son, bankrupt on November 14,
1873. The son in this partnership was none other than John P. McLear, the Treasurer of
the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
We now come to an act of comedy in this history of the Wilmington & Western, with a
grave ending. The Every Evening, March 12, 1874, reported a grand reception and dinner
given Colonel Henry Simpson McComb,F2 a Wilmingtonian, residing in New Orleans, as a
testimonial of his work as President of the New Orleans, Jackson & Great Northern
Railroad. The paper’s one and a half columns described the affair in detail, as well as
Colonel McComb's activities in creating a railroad system extending from New Orleans to
Chicago. It quoted in full the story from the New Orleans Picayune of March 11, 1874.
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The next day {March 13} local residents were attracted by the headline in the Every
Evening, “GOBBLING A RAILROAD – The pretended fear that Colonel McComb would
swallow the Wilmington & Western – Some curious inner history.” Under this fascinating
heading, the article went on to state that there were rumors around town of dissatisfaction
on the part of the railroad's bondholders as to its operation, expenses and profits. Further,
as a result at the October 1, 1873, meeting, a committee had been formed with Colonel
Henry S. McComb chosen as one of the members “to investigate the affairs of the road and
report to a future meeting.”
Following this was a copy of a letter said to have been written by John G. Jackson,
Engineer in Chief, W. & W. R.R., from his home in Hockessin, Delaware, dated January
20, to one, C. Van Houten of New Orleans. In this letter Jackson inquired of Van Houten
(whom he apparently did not know) the facts concerning McComb's activities and relations
with the New Orleans, Jackson & Great Northern Railroad (NOJ&GN RR), and that
Colonel McComb wanted to “play the same grab game with a little railroad in Delaware,”
whereupon the said Van Houten gave Jackson, what the Editor of the Every Evening was
pleased to call a “peppery reply.” It was the effect that he {Van Houten} “knew nothing
detrimental to that gentleman.”
In reply to this allegation, Jackson addressed a letter to Messrs. Croasdale and
Cameron, Editors of the Every Evening, which appeared in the paper March 17, 1874. He
stated that inasmuch as his name had been freely used in the news article, he felt
compelled to defend himself. Jackson wrote that he was not the originator of the report
that Colonel McComb was trying to “gobble” the WWRR, although that was the impression
that had been gained from several prominent men around town.
He then went on to say that his efforts in the matter were to protect the rights and
interest of the railroad and its creditors “myself in a very small degree being one of them. I
had my say in two letters published in your columns and which are believed to have
presented the true features of the case.”
Mr. Jackson criticized the Editors for bringing up the issue long after the events had
occurred and further challenged them to produce the alleged letter to Mr. Van Houten,
bearing his signature. Thus, after first inferentially admitting that he had questioned
Colonel McComb's actions, Mr. Jackson intimated that he was not the author of the letter
published in the Every Evening.
The finale of the act was printed in the Every Evening on March 26, 1874, under the
headline, “W. & W. R.R. – Reduction of Expense – The office of Chief Engineer abolished.”
The item was brief – “At a meeting of the Directors of the Wilmington & Western Railroad,
held at their offices on the 24th instant, Mr. David Connell was reappointed General
Superintendent. The office of the Engineer in Chief was abolished and duties thereof
transferred to the Superintendent.” From this the reader can draw his own conclusions.
The following month, April, 1874, the secretary and treasurer, W. H. Connell, resigned,
and no successor was elected, it being assumed that his duties would be divided among the
officers of the company.22
22 Daily Local News West Chester, Pa., April 30, 1874.
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Early in the same month and year, President Frazer of the Wilmington & Reading
Railroad, and James Bradford, who by this time had succeeded Lobdell as president of the
Wilmington & Western, petitioned the City Council of Wilmington for permission to
extend the track of their respective roads along Water Sheet from the western boundary of
the city. This permission was granted by City Council at a meeting held April 23, 1874,
with a rental set at one dollar per year.23
Accordingly, the Sunday train on the Wilmington & Western, July 12, 1874, left from
the foot of West Street, to which point the additional track had been laid, and on July 24,
of the same year, the passenger trains left from Market and Water Streets, instead of from
the first station at “C” Street. See Figure 17 which shows the second and third locations of
the Wilmington stations.

Figure 17G2

(1) – Second location of Wilmington & Western Railroad Station, July 13, 1874.
(2) – Third and final location of Wilmington & Western Railroad station, July 24, 1874.
(1960s era B. & 0. Freight Office built on this site.)
(3) – Location of Wilmington & Reading Railroad Station, circa 1872.
(4) – Location of Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore R.R. Station, circa 1872.
(Map section from G. W. Baist, Atlas of New Castle County, Delaware, 1893)

Following this advantage in gaining a foothold in Wilmington proper, the Wilmington
City Council was petitioned on July 9, 1874, by the Wilmington & Western Railroad, for
permission to extend its track along Water Sheet to French, and down the latter street to
the Christiana River, and for authority to erect temporary sheds on the eastern side of the
last named street.24 It was evidently the idea of the officers of the company to eventually
locate a permanent station in place of the temporary sheds. At this time, of course, the
area involved was bustling with activity.25
- Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., April 24, 1874.
- Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., July 10, 1874.
25 - See C. A. Weslager, Delaware's Forgotten River (Wilmington, Del., 1947), p. 70.
23
24
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However, a week later City Council received a petition from G. H. Ruddie, George W.
Bush & Son, Pusey & Jones, the PW&B RR, and others, remonstrating against the
Wilmington & Western Railroad being given the privilege of laying tracks and erecting
sheds on French Street between Water Street and the Christiana.26 The PW&B RR was
probably the strongest objector, no doubt fearing the competition of the Wilmington &
Western Railroad. Thus, apparently the effort to build a permanent station at the foot of
French Street was unsuccessful and the plan abandoned for when the Wilmington &
Western built its new station in Wilmington, it was at Water and Market Street.
Commencing May 25, 1874, the railroad advertised four round-trip passenger trains
between Wilmington and Landenberg, weekdays.27 On Sundays there was one round-trip
beginning in the first part of June, mostly for the accommodation of church services at Mt.
Cuba. From later advertisements, it would appear this train left Wilmington at 2:00 P.M.,
and returning, left Landenberg at 4:30 P.M.
There seems to have been a popular demand for this service as the Every Evening on
June 8, 1874, reported that the Sunday train on the Wilmington & Western began running
again the previous day, for the summer. It carried a large number of passengers, a
considerable number of them stopping at Cuba Hill, where religious services were held by
the Reverend Israel Fielder, Minister of the First Unitarian Church. A number of people
also attended the meeting from the country around Mt. Cuba. At Wilmington, there was
such a crowd that another car was attached to the train.
A few days later, through the liberality of the directors of the railroad, 21 inmates and
managers of the Home for Aged Women, had a delightful trip from Wilmington to
Landenberg, and after remaining there 30 minutes, returned to Mt. Cuba to spend the
day. One of the ladies, 78 years of age, had never been on a train before, and was highly
pleased with her ride on the railroad.28
Also, in the spring and summer of 1874 excursions were resumed from Wilmington to
Mt. Cuba by various lodge and church organizations. The company ran daily newspaper
advertisements of its regular schedules as well as of these excursions and to reciprocate (I
imagine), there appeared a “plug,” in the Every Evening dated June 22, 1874, under the
headline, “Excursions – Mt. Cuba by Moonshine.” It stated a large number of people took
passage the previous day over the Wilmington & Western Railroad to Mt. Cuba “to seek
from the scorching heat of the summer's sun, a short respite beneath the cooling shade of
that charming rustic retreat, and this evening another large party will leave here with the
excursion of the Eastern Star Counsel.”
It went on to say that the pavilion's floor at Mt. Cuba had been refitted for dancing and
the platform was “large and commodious.” The anticipated beauty of the weather was
described in flowery language and concluded, “The beautiful grounds at Mt. Cuba will be
bathed in a sea of suffused and softened splendor of silvery light, making the scene a
- Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., July 17, 1874.
- Delaware Gazette, Wilmington, Del., April 17, 1874A2.
28 - Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., June 12, 1874.
26
27
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paradise of delight in which none should fail to participate. For the accommodation of
those not having them, tickets will be for sale at the depot this evening.”
As was not uncommon on the railroads of the day (and still is for that matter), two
serious accidents or what may be considered one as both resulted from the same cause,
marred the summer of 1874. The train west from Wilmington on the evening of August 21,
carried a freight car loaded with ice for Brandywine Springs, to be set off at Faulkland. At
the latter point this car was put off on the siding and “was rushed down with such
momentum that it struck the platform of the depot, breaking and crashing it to a
considerable extent, and moving it some three or four feet. Dr. Swithin Chandler, Mr.
James Newlin and two ladies were standing on the platform at the time of the accident,
but escaped uninjured, though their position was for a moment a dangerous one, and had
the floor doubled up they would probably have been hurt.
This morning {August 22}, just as the morning train came up, the platform suddenly
swayed again and the raised portion of it came down to the ground. Several persons were
on it at the time, but were not hurt. The freight car was thrown partly off the track at the
time of the accident. The siding was slightly down grade, but it seemed to those who
witnessed the affair that the accident was due to carelessness.”29
In the meantime, the country was in the midst of a financial depression and
newspapers contained numerous accounts of short rail lines failing, merging with more
successful larger ones, or going into the hands of receivers. The employees of the
Wilmington & Reading Railroad, for instance, it was noted in the Every Evening for
September 12, 1874, would go on half time, the men working two weeks out of the month
at eight hours a day (normal workday was 12 hours), on account of reduced business.
However, there is no account of the Wilmington & Western Railroad taking any drastic
action at the time, either in reducing its force or leasing the line, which both the
Pennsylvania, and the Baltimore & Philadelphia {Baltimore & Ohio} Railroad Companies
were anxious to secure.
On the contrary, the Daily Commercial (Wilmington's Wall Street Journal of the
period), on November 19, 1874, reported;
“It will be encouraging to those interested in the Wilmington & Western
Railroad to know that its freights have been steadily on the increase. This is
true, both as to through and local freight. The through traffic is mostly
bituminous coal from Western Pennsylvania, and used in our manufactories.
Sometimes the train from the P. & D. Railroad is so long that the engines of
the W. & W., which are not calculated for heavy freight, cannot bring it
without dividing and a part is brought down the following morning with the
passenger train.”
“To say nothing of the steady increase of marketing, the other local
freights have increased in a large ratio. The kaolin quarries, though not run
29

- Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., August 22, 1874.
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to their full capacity, have been very active and huge quantities of clay have
been shipped to Trenton and other points.”
“From Ashland the flour shipments have been heavy, and the same may
be said of snuff from York Lynn (sic), spices from Faulkland, and spokes,
sleigh runners, fellows (wooden wheel parts), handles, and other wood work
from Greenbank.”
“In addition to the freights mentioned, the rolling mills at Wooddale and
the lime and marble quarries at Hockessin will soon be in operation, and
Hamilton Graham has several hundred tons of clay quarried for winter
shipment when the weather will be too bad to work in the pits. The present
outlook of the road, so far as freight is concerned, is certainly favorable, and
should have the effect of reviving the effort to complete the road to Oxford, as
early as possible.”
About a week earlier than the second anniversary of the opening run on the
Wilmington & Western, there was another celebration, almost as elaborate. However, this
celebration was to honor a literary man rather than the completion of a railroad. The
Every Evening on Monday, October 12, 1874, devoted six columns to what was headlined,
“HOCKESSIN'S WELCOME TO BAYARD TAYLOR. A POET'S WELCOME. Fame won at
home is of fame the best.”H2
Previous to this a leaflet30 had been printed for the occasion, reading “HOCKESSIN'S
GREETING TO BAYARD TAYLOR. The friends and admirers of Bayard Taylor as
Traveler, Author and Poet, will meet him in Social Basket Pic–Nic at Mt. CUBA, on the
W. & W. Railroad, on Saturday, October 10th, the trains running as follows:
From Wilmington ..................................................... 10:30 A.M.
From Wilmington ............................. (special train) 1:30 P.M.
Leave Landenberg .................................................... 1:30 P.M.
Leave Mt Cuba, both ways .............................About 6:00 P.M.”
Then followed the names of the Committee of Arrangements, “COMPOSED OF
PRESENT AND FORMER RESIDENTS OF HOCKESSIN” They were John G. Jackson,
Emma Worrell, Joseph S. Heald, Lewis Thompson, Thomas L. J. Baldwin, John Mitchell,
Spencer Chandler, J. T. Heald and wife, Leo Pusey and wife, S. Irwin Gause and wife.
The newspaper article stated that it had been announced in the Wilmington papers
some days previous that “the Hockessin friends and neighbors of Bayard Taylor, proposed
giving expression to their pleasure at their distinguished neighbor's return and their
thanks for his loving mention of their pleasant valley in his poem Lars, by giving him a
reception upon the grounds over which he took his hero in that story.”
It further reported that, “The only public notice was that thus given and such
invitation as could pass around by word, where it was understood that all who care to
30

- Joshua T. Heald's Scrap Book, op. cit.
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come were invited, and yet this was enough to secure at Cuba Hill (in this county but near
Cedar Croft, Bayard Taylor's home), the place selected on Saturday, what we may without
exaggeration call an ovation to our Poet, and such an ovation has as rarely been given to
author or bard since the days when the grateful Greeks crowned their noblest singers with
consecrated laurel.”
In the morning Mr. Taylor's friends from Hockessin, Kennett, and a few from
Wilmington, met at Cuba Hill and there spread a long table with “an ample supply of good
things for a picnic dinner.” The pavilion was decorated with evergreens and red, yellow,
and other variegated colored leaves of autumn, and “in one place the flags of America and
Germany were festooned together in compliment to the well-beloved wife the Poet brought
with him from her German home, which has also been a second home to him. Taylor
arrived in Wilmington accompanied by Mrs. Taylor, on the noon train from New York, and
a special train in waiting on the Wilmington & Western road soon took them and a
number of others to their destination. The platform was crowded with people when the
train arrived, who greeted Taylor with cheers when he stepped from the cars.”
Taylor was “escorted to the seat of honor at the table, and for the time justice was done
to the ample substantial feast which preceded that which it is our pleasant duty to report.”
Then after the clatter of knives and forks died away, an impromptu choir sang Taylor's
translation of Der Wacht am Rhein; John G. Jackson, former Engineer in Chief, of the
Wilmington & Western Railroad, made the first address of welcome, and was followed by
greetings of Benjamin Nields, H. W. Jenkins, the Reverend Israel Fielder and Dr. Frank
Taylor of West Chester, a cousin of Bayard Taylor.
Most of the addresses contained apt quotations from Taylor's poems. The speeches
were interspersed with two original poems of greeting read by their authors, Mrs. M. C.
Pyle and Samuel Bancroft. Both of the poems were printed in full, and practically all of
the speeches in their entirety. Another lengthy poem composed and read by Emma
Worrell, prominent Wilmington teacher and a leader in the city's intellectual life, was
later reprinted in a 19-page pamphlet entitled Reunion of Old Friends and Associates at

Mount Cuba, Del.

On completion of the formal program Taylor made an extemporaneous speech in
response to the many encomiums that had been heaped upon him. During the course of his
talk Taylor described the circumstances and associations that inspired him to write the
poem Lars, and led to his selection of the Hockessin Valley as its locale. That Taylor was
deeply touched by the testimonial dinner there can be no doubt, for several days later he
had printed in the New York Tribune a poem entitled “Ad Amicos,” with his Hockessin
greeting as the theme.
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5.
The sixth annual meeting of the stockholders of the Wilmington & Western was held
on January 11, 1875, and the report was printed on that date in the Every Evening.
President James Bradford reported in substance that the number of miles of main line
remained the same; that changes had been made in the rock cuts thereby reducing the
risk of slides, from which the company had escaped that year; that the roadbed had been
improved, as well as the bridge over Mill Creek and the other bridges and masonry were
in good order; that during the year sidings had been increased as follows: Christiana River
Improvement Company near Third Street Bridge, one at Faulkland, private siding of Alan
Wood with coal dump at Wooddale, siding at Yorklyn with coal dump, private siding of S.
M. Brown at his quarries near Broad Run.
The stations along the road, being new and well built, were in good condition. “The
local traffic,” Bradford reported, “has suffered to a considerable extent from the causes
arising from the financial troubles of the past year, the shipments of kaolin alone showing
a decrease from 8,112 tons in 1873 to 4,002 in 1874.” In conclusion he wrote, “The
roadway, rolling stock, machinery, depots, etc., have been well maintained and are in good
condition. The morals (sic) of the employees are excellent, and the road is capable of doing
a largely increased business when a general revival from the present stagnation shall
come.”
The treasurer then submitted his report, giving comparison with the previous year,
summarized briefly as follows:
Receipts
Expenses
Freight carried (tons)
Passengers carried

1873
$35,319.24
$37,858.55
20,030
39,308

1874
$31,871.15
$30,008.39
33,144
24,142

The figures shown were for the company's fiscal year ending October 31.I2
Following the treasurer's report James L. Devou thanked President Bradford for his
fine services to the company, adding, “We learn with pleasure that the business of the
Wilmington & Western R.R., under the management of President Bradford, gives general
satisfaction to all parties interested; therefore, Be it Resolved, That James Bradford, Esq.,
be invited to remain president of the road, and, if agreeable, on the same liberal terms.”
The newspapers, going to print before the meeting adjourned, predicted the following
would be elected directors: James Bradford, John Jones, James L. Devou, H. M. Jenkins,
George M. Bates, William M. Canby, William G. Phillips, George Springer and Martin
Landenberger.
As recounted earlier, the terrain of creek and river valleys lends itself readily to
railroad construction. However, there is one disadvantage to a railroad bed along any
stream regardless of size. That is the danger from floods, especially quick thaws in winter
or early spring.
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Such a condition was experienced on February 3, 1875, when the water level rose six
feet above normal in both the Brandywine and Red Clay Creeks.31 The torrent on the Red
Clay Creek weakened the supports of the two railroad bridges between Faulkland and
AshlandJ2 rendering them unsafe to pass over. The engines were on the Landenberg side
of the creek, but the resourceful Superintendent Connell procured a train from the
Reading Road and went up to meet the down train from Landenberg. The passengers each
way then walked across the bridges and boarded the trains on opposite sides. The
following day trains were again crossing the bridges and running on time.
By 1875, the Wilmington & Western had discontinued advertising its passenger
schedules in the daily papers, no doubt due to lack of business, and apparently the
excursions to Mt. Cuba had also lost their popularity. The only excursions I can find
advertised for that year was of the Cecilian Cornet Band of Wilmington on June 10, and
the Union Church Sunday School to Faulkland Grove on July 9, the latter attracting some
1,000 persons, for many of whom the railroad ran three special trains. Other organizations
advertised holding excursions, but they were on the Delaware River to such points as
Penns Grove and Collins Beach. However, on Sunday, June 6, the Sunday train again
commenced running, leaving Wilmington at 2 o'clock and returning leaving Landenberg
4.30 P.M.
The biggest event on the Wilmington & Western during 1875 was a scandal, which
received scant attention in the Wilmington papers. The West Chester {Pennsylvania}
Daily Local News on July 10, 1875, carried an item to the effect that F. R. Devou had
resigned his position as Secretary of the Wilmington & Western Railroad to accept a
position with H. H. Crumlish on the latter's road in western Virginia. (H. H. Crumlish, by
the way, was one of the contractors engaged in construction of the railroad. He afterwards
sued the railroad alleging breach of contract.) The Daily Local News further stated that
Joseph C. Hamlet, agent at Wilmington, had also resigned.
The same paper on July 31, 1875, contained an article to the effect that during the
previous week officers of the company had examined the accounts of the late secretary and
further evidences of fraud detected; that the selling of tickets and pocketing of the money
obtained was not the only way in which the company suffered, this proved to have been
but little profit to the speculators. A large sum was taken by means of false entries on the
books and by abstractions from the returns of the station agents along the line of the road.
It was believed that the partnership of Devou and Hamlet or Hammett (his name is
variously spelled), did not extend back beyond the first of the preceding month, but the
precise date of its beginning could not be determined. The paper stated that while the
theft was probably the work of Devou alone, Hamlet may have known what was going on.
The full extent of the loss was about $3,000 {roughly $70,000 in 2019}. It again repeated
that Devou did not get so much from stealing tickets as from money sent in by agents,
especially on Sundays. On one such occasion over $17.00 was abstracted.
The Wilmington Every Evening, on the other hand, did not publish news of the
defalcation until July 29, 1875, when it ran a story to that effect that apparently a wellfounded rumor was in circulation that an ex-officer of the Wilmington & Western Railroad
31

- Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., February 4, 1875.
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– it did not mention his name – was a defaulter to that concern. “The amount of the
defalcation is not stated,” the paper read, “but it has probably been running for some time
and has reached a considerable sum. The books of the company are now being examined
with a view of ascertaining the facts regarding the case. We understand that the alleged
defaulter yesterday executed a judgment note in favor of the company for $1,000.” There is
no indication that Devou was ever brought to justice.
On Monday, August 9, it was announced in the Every Evening of August 6, 1875, that
the business then being transacted at the depot of the Wilmington & Western Railroad at
Market and Water Streets, would be temporarily transferred to a building on the opposite
corner while various improvements were being made at its present location, including
rearrangement of the waiting rooms, introduction of gas, etc. The first floor of the building
was to be lowered and the garret floor raised, to give more space to the intervening
apartments, and a flat roof was being placed on the building, all work to be completed
about the middle of September.
According to the Every Evening of September 4, 1875: freight business had increased
on the Wilmington & Western Railroad during the past few days and on one occasion two
extra freight trains came down the road; that the Sunday passenger excursion trains from
Wilmington would cease in a few weeks and they had been well patronized. Also, workmen
were engaged at Landenberg filling the ground on which the station house, to be moved
from Wilmington was to be placed.
So far as the station house at Landenberg was concerned, the same paper on November
1, 1875 contained the following item;
“The village of Landenberg, the picturesque terminus of the W. & W.
Railroad, has been greatly improved by a new and handsome station house
which the Company has erected there in the place of the old shed which
formerly laid claim to that title. The new building has just been completed;
the painting only remaining to be done. It is built from the material of the
former depot of the Company on the south side of this city (the first depot on
“C” Street), the removal and reconstruction having taken place within the
month. The building is of one story, with two waiting rooms, one for ladies
and the other for gentlemen, an agent's room and ticket office and a freight
department.”
See Figure 18 for the location of the Landenberg Station and further detail on the P. &
D. connection. Concerning the Sunday excursion trains, the Every Evening on Saturday,
October 1, 1875, contained a paragraph which read;
“A delightful ride for a small sum can be enjoyed tomorrow by going up
the Wilmington & Western on the Sunday excursion train which leaves at 2
o'clock in the afternoon. The train goes to Landenberg, the western terminus
of the road, and returns. A more pleasant ride, especially at this season of the
year, cannot be taken, the scenery along the road being, in many instances, of
rare beauty. Persons who have not been over the W.& W., should go
tomorrow.”
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Figure 18A K2

Topographic detail of the Wilmington & Western Rail Road from Hockessin west (Route 41 is upper right)
to Landenberg, the 1872 terminus. Connections in Landenberg were with the north-south running
Pennsylvania & Delaware Railroad (future Pomeroy & Newark Railroad and eventually the Pennsylvania
Railroad). The white circles are the two points of abandonment; August 1942 (left); January 1957 (right).

Figure 18B K2

Detail of Landenberg area from the Right-of-Way and Track Map, V-8.3, page 2, dated June 30, 1918. Map
by the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad Company, owned by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,
Office of the Valuation Engineer)

Another disaster visited the line in 1875. The story is told in the Every Evening of
Saturday, November 13, 1875. It read,
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“The store house and blacksmith shop of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad, in West Wilmington, was destroyed by fire last night. The building
was of frame and immediately adjoined the engine house at its western end.”
“The fire was discovered by the watchman at about 10 minutes before 6
o'clock, on the opening of the door of the oil room, and the flames had then
gained too much headway to be subdued without the assistance of the fire
department, which, of course, owing to the long run (the Weccacoe Volunteer
Fire Company of Wilmington responded to the call) and the difficult ground
to be passed over in the western suburbs of the city, did not get into service
until 15 or 20 minutes past 6, when the flames had taken possession of the
building. “
“The locomotive and three cars were in the engine house adjoining, and
were at once run out. The only damages sustained by them being reported
the slight burning of the side of one of the cars. The ground to the building
was very unfavorable for the steamers, which drew their water from a point
alongside of the engine house, and considering the length of the run and
unevenness of the ground, the streams were got on the fire in a very short
time. Another fact, which, under the circumstances, redounds to the credit of
the department, is that not a single accident occurred. . . . “
“By 7 o'clock the fire was subdued, but only a portion of the walls of the
house remains. A large amount of coal, stored in the building, had fed the
flames, as did three barrels of oil in the oil room. The engine house was
saved, the walls at one corner being slightly charred by fire. After the fire
great difficulty was experienced getting the (fire) engines out of the soft
ground, where most of them had taken position, close to the rear.”
“The loss on the material, which was not insured, will reach $500 or $600.
The building itself was insured for full value, $1,000, in the Delaware
Mutual, which covers the loss. The origin of the fire is unknown.”
A few days later the same paper reported that the debris had been cleared away and
the company expected to put up another building on the same site, the erection of which
would probably start at an early date.
With this fire, it might be imagined, the Wilmington & Western Railroad had been
subjected to every catastrophe to which railroads are liable, but one still remained – a
receivership. We learn of it from the Every Evening, December 7, 1875:
“In the U. S. Circuit Court, this morning Judge Bradford presiding, a bill was
filed by William Calhouse,32 of New York State, a bondholder of the
Wilmington & Western R.R. Co., against the Company and the trustees
named in the mortgage.”
32

- The grounds for Mr. Calhoun's suit was previously mentioned in this bookletE2
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“George H. Bates appeared as counsel for the complainants; Samuel M.
Harrington for the company and E. G. Bradford, Jr., for the trustees.”
“Mr. Bates moved for the appointment of a receiver for the road, and the
order was made by the Judge without objection.”
''William M. Canby Jr.,33 was then proposed by Mr. Bates, to the
bondholders, as receiver and James Bradford34 was proposed by Victor du
Pont, counsel for certain bondholders.”
“After arguments, in which Messrs. Bates, Harrington, Spruance and
DuPont participated, the Judge appointed William M. Canby, stating that he
recognized Mr. Bradford's services as president of the road, but that, by
reason of the office he holds he considered that he could not be appointed.”
“Mr. Canby subsequently appeared in the court and entered into bond
with the sureties for the faithful performance of his duties.”
“The object of the proceeding is to protect the property of the road for
proper administration by the court for the benefit of the parties properly
entitled.”
Considering the fact that the Company was thrown into the hands of a receiver on
December 7, 1875, it might be thought that the next annual report, if published at all,
would be a gloomy one. Therefore, I was surprised to find the annual report for 1875
rather an encouraging one.
The annual meeting of the stockholders was held on Monday, January 10, 1876, in the
office of Charles Warner & Co., on Market Street below Water.35 On behalf of the
directors, James Bradford, President, of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, presented
his annual report to the directors and stockholders, and following is a condensed version:
The condition of the main line had been well maintained at the present
(emergency); the cuts have been widened; special attention paid to the track,
cleanliness of the roadway and drainage, the masonry had been improved by
new piers and abutments; the bridges, damaged by the ice freshets of
previous winter, all completely repaired and in good condition; the stations
along the line of the road have been kept in repair, and the enginehouse and
water tank at Landenberg painted.
The building on the south side of Wilmington, formerly used as a
passenger station, had been removed to Landenberg and placed on the
company's grounds. It is now occupied as a freight and passenger depot and
being used jointly with the Pennsylvania Railroad, and fills a want long felt
at that place. Obtaining a lease of five years on the building at Water and
- William M. Canby was a director of the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
- James Bradford was president of the Wilmington & Western Railroad at the time.
35 - Every Evening, Wilmington, Del., January 10, 1876.
33
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Market Streets, Wilmington, it has been fitted up in a substantial manner for
a passenger station and general office.
The rolling stock remains the same as last year, with the exception that
locomotive number 1, which, having become useless (without a large amount
of repairs), it was deemed advisable to sell. (It was sold for $2,000.)
Locomotives numbers 2 and 3 have been put in good condition.
The business of the road increased considerably over the preceding year,
as will be shown by the following comparison:I2
1874
1875
Earnings
$31,871.15
$41,265.42
Expenditures on account of road operation
$30,008.39
$34,604.40
Excess of receipts over operating expenses
$1,862.76
$6,633.02
Freight carried in tons
33,144
59,984
Number of passengers conveyed
24,142
20,646
In conclusion, President Bradford wrote;
“Although not an event of the present fiscal year, we would state that,
owing to the fact that parties holding old claims against the Company were
about to obtain judgments, which would enable them to attach moneys in the
hands of our agents or parties owing us, thereby preventing us from
successfully operating the road, we felt obliged to notify the bondholders of
the situation whereupon they took steps of putting the road in the hands of a
Receiver, this being done on December 7th, 1875; the court appointing
William. M. Canby, Esquire, a very efficient gentleman, who we believe is
running the road, for the best interests of all concerned.”
Parenthetically I would say that this, in my opinion, hints at collusion. The report then
continued that the company received $12,172.78 in the years 1874 and 1875 in excess of
operating expenses. This was expended in paying back wages, old account due to parties
who at various times were in the company's debt and settled by offsetting their claims,
and by the Wilmington and Landenberg improvements.
The treasurer then submitted his report, the substance of which has already been
included in the president's report.
Regarding the payment of back wages to employees, mentioned in Bradford's report,
the West Chester Daily Local News of January 15, 1876, was more explicit. It stated,
“William M. Canby, Receiver of the Wilmington & Western R.R. Co., paid off, on Friday
morning the employees of the road to January 1, including the wages due for November
and part of December under the previous management. This latter payment was made
under the direction of the U. S. Court.” It seems incredible that these employees were so
loyal and worked so long, without pay.
That the railroad's failure to pay its debts, including employees’ wages, during the
depression or financial panic years was due to reduced revenue and not through choice is
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borne out by an item appearing in the Every Evening of February 29, 1876. Under the
headline, “Reopening of a W. & W. Station,” it read, “Wooddale Station on the Wilmington
& Western Railroad, which has been closed about two years, will be reopened tomorrow
with George M. Bennett as agent. The rolling mill of Allen (sic) Wood, near the station, is
now in full operation, and bids fair to continue working.”
The biggest news, both nationally and locally in 1876, was, of course, the Centennial
Exposition in Philadelphia. For months before the opening the newspapers had devoted a
great deal of space to its preparation. Delaware contributed a building. It was heralded as
a “great exposition of the world's industry, organized in honor of the completion of the
Centennial Anniversary of our Nation's independence.”
The Every Evening of May 6, 1876,
contained an account of the railroad
excursion trains that were to be run
from Washington and intermediate
stations to the exposition grounds,
including three from Wilmington,
starting on May 10, 1876. The article
read, in part as follows:
“To enable persons residing on the
line of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad to be present at the opening
ceremonies of the Centennial on the
10th inst. {‘inst.’ means “in the present
month”}, a train will leave Landenberg
at 6:45 A.M., connecting with the 8:10
train from Wilmington to Philadelphia
and leave the Centennial grounds at
about 7:45 for Landenberg. Through
excursion tickets will be issued at the
usual excursion rates.” See Figure 19.
On Tuesday, May 9, an article in
the same paper stated: “By reference
to our advertising columns the special
arrangement of trains on the
Wilmington and Western for the
accommodation of those who desire to
be present at the Centennial opening
ceremonies tomorrow will be seen.
Through tickets to the grounds via P.
W. & B. railroad will be sold from all
stations along the W. & W. railroad.”

Figure 19
Excursion ticket from Landenberg to Centennial Ground in
Philadelphia over W&W and PW&B in 1876. (Courtesy
Elwood S. Wilkins, Jr.)
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The advertisement read, “WILMINGTON AND WESTERN R.R. – Special train
arrangement for the International Exposition Opening! – Wednesday, May 10th, leave
Landenberg at 6:45 & 8:45 A.M., arrive at Exposition grounds (via P. W. & B. railroad) at
9:30 and 11:05 A.M. Returning, leave the Exposition grounds (via P. W. & B. railroad) at
4:00 and 6:15 P.M., arrive at Landenberg at 6:30 and 8:57 P.M. (Signed) D. Connell,
Superintendent.”
On May 10 the city of Wilmington was in a gay and holiday spirit. Stores, fire engine
houses, and the PW&B railroad station were decorated with flags and bunting. Business
was practically suspended for the day. It was estimated that 2,500 persons were on the
special trains run from Wilmington, while others used regular scheduled trains. But this
is another story that does not concern us here.
The custom of operating an excursion train every Sunday from Wilmington to Mt. Cuba
and Landenberg over the Wilmington & Western Railroad, during the summer months,
was not resumed in 1876; only one being run on August 13. However, two others were
advertised later on in the year, one on September 17 and the other October 15. They left
Wilmington at 2:00 P.M., and returned from Landenberg at 4:30 P.M., and Mt. Cuba 5:10
P.M., arriving Wilmington 5:40 P.M. Fare 50 cents.
Aside from these there does not appear to have been any other excursions to Mt. Cuba
except one on July 4 by an organization known as the Y.M.C. Philopatrian L.I. {Young
Mens’ Christian Philopatrian of Long Island}. Whether excursions were discontinued due
to the novelty having worn off or the competition of the Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia, it would be difficult to say. Perhaps it was a combination of both. On June 4
there was a special train from Hockessin, leaving 5:45 A.M., connecting at Wilmington
with the 6:40 A.M. train over the P. W. & B. Railroad to the Exposition Grounds in
Philadelphia.
On Saturday, July 22, 1876, the Wilmington Every Evening reported that a number of
bondholders of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, representing more than a majority of
the first mortgage bonds, had associated themselves together to protect their interests in
case of the sale of the road under the proceedings then pending in the United States
Court, and to secure to every bondholder his proportionate interest. Messrs. Daniel M.
Bates, William Canby, Henry S. McComb, J. L. Devou and Hugh DeHaven were appointed
a committee to take such action as the joint interest of the bondholders might require. The
committee invited all holders of such bonds to deposit them with the Guarantee Trust and
Safe Deposit Company, of Philadelphia, before September 1, to be used if necessary, in the
purchase of the road. The agreement could be made by signing there or at the office of R.R.
Robinson & Company, in Wilmington.
Subsequently there appeared in the advertising section of the Every Evening on
September 6, and for several days thereafter, a notice to the effect that “it being
represented to the committee of bondholders of the Wilmington & Western Railroad
Company that there are still some bondholders agreements, the time for making such
deposit has been extended to October 1st next. All bondholders desiring to participate in
the benefits of the arrangement should without delay, deposit their bonds with the
Guarantee Trust and Safe Deposit Company, number 318 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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Bonds for deposit may be left, as heretofore, with Messrs. R. R. Robinson & Co., 400
Market Street, Wilmington. (Signed) WILLIAM CANBY, Secretary.”
The name of Joshua T. Heald again appears in connection with the Wilmington &
Western Railroad, on Saturday, September 16, 1876. On that date he sold, presumably at
public auction, some real estate and railroad bonds, the latter including $1,200 of the road
Heald built. These were first mortgage coupon bonds and were purchased by Charles F.
Thomas for $222.
On December 4, 1876, announcement36 was made of change in scheduleA2, reducing the
number of round trips between Wilmington and Landenberg from three to two. On the
revised schedule an eastbound train left Landenberg at 6:45 A.M., arriving Wilmington at
7:55 A.M. Another left Landenberg at 1:30 P.M., arriving at Wilmington at 3:10 P.M.
Westbound from Wilmington, the first train left the depot at Market and Water Streets at
10:20 A.M., arriving at Landenberg at 12:00 Noon, and the second train left Wilmington at
5:30 P.M., arriving at Landenberg at 6:40 P.M.
Probably as a result of the road being in receivership, there does not appear to have
been an annual meeting of the stockholders in January 1877; at least I have been unable
to locate any record of one. However, the receiver made a report on December 21, 1876, of
the financial condition of the railroad.37 The report read:
“In the United States Court this morning, the official account of the
receiver of the Wilmington and Western Railroad Company was presented,
approved by the Court, and ordered filed. It shows the operations of the road
from December 7, 1875, to November 30, 1876. During that time the earnings
have been $42,222.77, and the expenses $30,300.84, leaving a balance of
$11,921.23; $201.33 collected from the account of the W. & W. R.R. Company,
added to this, making a total net surplus on November 30 last of $12,123.36.
Receiver's liabilities on account of traffic, etc., $16,552.30; receiver's assets on
accounts receivable $16,112.29; cash on hand November 30, 1876, less
amount of liability in excess of assets, $12,123.26.”
An example of the friendship that had hitherto existed between its employees and the
officers of the road was reported in the West Chester {Pennsylvania} Daily Local News on
January 2, 1877. The item stated that a package was loaded on a Wilmington & Western
train at Hockessin and on examination it was found to contain six turkeys, one for each of
the train hands, with the compliments of J. G. Jackson and several others. The turkeys
went to Conductor Alfred Hughes, Engineer Oliver, Fireman Cockran, and three
brakemen.L2
On Wednesday, March 7, 1877, the Wilmington Every Evening contained an article
reading:
“This morning, in the United Circuit Court, Judge Bradford made a decree
for the sale of the Wilmington & Western Railroad, by the Trustees named in
36
37
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the mortgage. The sale is made returnable to the Court on Tuesday, May 8th.
As the Legislature has passed an Act providing the necessary authority for
the corporate organization of the purchasers,38 the matter is now in the
course of speedy settlement. Less than $10,000 of the bonds are now outside
the associated bondholders – the holders of over $490,000 having pooled their
bonds in order to protect their mutual interests in the foreclosure
proceedings.”
Accordingly, there appeared in the pages of the Wilmington Every Evening for March
21, 1877, and for a number of days thereafter notice of Trustees' Sale of the Wilmington &
Western Railroad. It read:
“In accordance with the decree of the Circuit Court of the United States
for the District of Delaware in the suitE2 of William Calhoun, et al., vs. The
Wilmington and Western Railroad Company, et al., made on the seventh day
of March, 1877, the undersigned as Trustees executed on the first day of
January, A.D. 1872 by said Company to secure its bonds, will sell at public
auction on the twenty-fifth day of April, A.D. 1877 at 3 o'clock P.M., at the
sales room of Joshua T. Heald (how ironical) in the basement of the Clayton
House building in the City of Wilmington, . . · . to the highest and best bidder
or bidders therefor, in one entire lot, The Wilmington and Western Railroad,
extending from Wilmington, in the State of Delaware, to Landenberg, in the
State of Pennsylvania. . . .”
Then followed a long list. of the appurtenances belonging to the railroad such as
wharfs, fences, bridges, abutments, estate, properties, rolling stock, etc. The terms and
conditions of the sale were:
“ (1) . . . the estate and property aforesaid will he sold to the highest and
best bidder or bidders therefor. (2) The purchaser or purchasers must pay to
the Trustees at the time of the sale the sum of Five Thousand Dollars, and
sign the written conditions of the sale; and must pay the balance of the
purchase money to said Trustees on or before Saturday the fifth day of May,
1877. (3) The sale of the estate and property aforesaid is to be subject to the
approval and confirmation of Court. (Signed) Washington Jones, Thomas
Wood, and George W. Bush. Trustees. Edward G. Bradford, Jr., Solicitor for
Trustees.”
However, before the railroad went on the auction block a lawsuit intervened. The first
intimation of it was contained in the Every Evening and Commercial (these papers having
combined on April 5, 1877), which stated that the U. S. Court had met that morning, April
24, 1877, Judge Bradford on the bench, but transacted no business of any importance, and
adjourned in a short time. It went on to say that the Court would meet again at 12 o'clock
- This act was undoubtedly sponsored by the Trustees in anticipation of the pending sale of the
railroad. It was titled, “AN ACT to incorporate the purchasers of the Wilmington and Western Rail Road,”
and outlined the rights and privileges of prospective purchasers as well as their obligations. It was passed by
the Delaware Legislature on February 22, 1877, and will be found in the Laws of the State of Delaware,
(Wilmington, Del., 1877), p. 509.
38
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the next day when Judge Bradford would deliver his opinion in the cases of Crumlish and
others against the bondholders of the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
The following day the same paper under the headline, “U. S. Court – The Decision of
Judge Bradford in the Wilmington & Western R.R. suit,” reported:
“The decision of the U. S. Court in the case of Andrew Crumlish, et al., vs.
The Wilmington & Western Railroad, was rendered by Judge Bradford today
at noon. The Court decided that the prayer of the petitioners, asking for the
amendment of the decree of the foreclosure and sale of the road, issued some
time ago by the Court, and the admission of the petitioners as paramount to
the first mortgage liens, could not be granted, and ordered that the rules be
discharged and the petitioners dismissed.”
The petitioners were ordered to pay the costs of the suit. Mr. Nields, counsel for the
Lobdell Car Wheel Company, William H. Swift and W. G. Phillips, whose claims amounted
to about $12,000, and Mr. Higgins, counsel for Andrew Crumlish, representing a claim of
$26,509.57, both prayed an appeal from the decision of the Court, and gave notice the
proper bonds would be filed and the other requirements of the Court complied with within
ten days.
On April 26, 1877, the same newspaper {Every Evening} under the headline of,
“Wilmington & Western – The floating debt creditors vs. the bondholders,” contained the
full text of Judge Bradford's opinion sustaining the rights of the First Mortgage
Bondholders. The individual petitioners and amounts involved appeared in Judge
Bradford's opinion. They were:
Andrew Crumlish, contractor, $26,509.57.
George G. Lobdell, for services as president, $1,875.
William G. Phillips, for endorsement of promissory note, $5,000.
William H. Swift, for endorsement of promissory note, $5,000.
George Springer, for endorsement of promissory note, $4,000.
Lobdell Car Wheel Company, for endorsement of promissory note, $7,000.
Boughman, Thomas & Co., judgment on note, $460.86.
Matthew Baird, for judgment on note, $2,235.67.
Thus, the last legal obstacle for the sale of the road having been overcome by the
Trustees, a brief article appeared in the Every Evening and Commercial on April 25,
stating that,
“The Wilmington & Western Railroad was sold this afternoon at Heald's
salesroom, Fifth and Market Streets, by L. W. Stidham & Son, Auctioneers,
to William Canby, for the bondholders, for $5,000.”
A full description of the sale was given in the same paper April 26, 1877, and is here
reprinted in full. Following the headline, “The Wilmington & Western Railroad – The Sale
of the Road at auction yesterday afternoon – The Bondholders Buy it for Five Thousand
Dollars,” the article read:
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“As briefly stated in our third edition last evening, the Wilmington &
Western railroad was sold at the salesrooms of J. T. Heald in the basement of
the Clayton House, corner of Fifth and Market Streets, between 3 and 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon.”
“The sale was in accordance with a decree of the United States Circuit
Court for this district, issued on the 7th day of March, in the suit of William
Calhoun et al. vs. the W. & W. Railroad Company, and attracted considerable
attention, being largely attended by the business men of this city and
Philadelphia, who, without participating themselves, watched with evident
amused interest, the bidding of Messrs. William Canby and William C.
Spruance, who represented the bondholders of the road and the plaintiffs in
whose interests the sale was ordered, respectively.”
“At 3:05 o'clock Mr. E. G. Bradford, Jr., Solicitor for the Trustees of the
road, read the conditions of the sale and Mr. Frank C. Stidham & Son,
auctioneer, then came forward with gavel in hand and announced that he
was ready to receive a bid for the road.”
“Benjamin Nields, Esquire, here arose and stated that as counsel for the
Lobdell Car Wheel Company, W. H. Swift, W. G. Phillips, G. G. Lobdell and
Matthew Baird, he holds claims against the road, aggregating over $20,000,
and that so much of the property and effects of the road as would be sufficient
to liquidate these claims would be exempted from the process of sale.”
“Mr. Anthony Higgins, counsel for Andrew Crumlish, made a similar
announcement in the interests of his client, stating that his claim was for
$26,509.57, with interest from September 1872, and further that Mr.
Crumlish purposed prosecuting his claim to the utmost extent.”
“Mr. Bradford, in reply to the statements made by Messrs. Nields and
Higgins, said that the claims mentioned by those gentlemen had been
litigated and entirely disposed of by the U. S. Court; they had been presented
to the Court, considered and rejected, and both the Trustees and the
bondholders of the road had repudiated them one and all. He assured the
purchaser, whoever he might be, that he would take the road free of all
claims and encumbrance.”
‘What am I offered to start the sale?’ asked Mr. Stidham, the auctioneer.
‘Will you say $500,000?’”
“There was no answer and the crier dropped down and down and
presently asked, ‘Will you give me $5,000 for the road?’”
“ ‘I'll give you $1,000 to start it,’ said Mr. William Canby. Probably five
minutes were spent in crying the sale at this figure, and then Mr. Bradford
announced that the sale would positively take place.”
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“ ‘Fifteen hundred dollars,’ said Mr. Spruance.”
“ ‘Sixteen hundred,’ replied Mr. Canby.”
“Mr. Spruance bid $1,700 and Mr. Canby immediately raised it to $2,500.
The bids then successively increased $500 until the auctioneer said, ‘I am
offered $4,500 for the road,’ being Mr. Canby's bid.”
“ ‘Forty-nine hundred,’ said Mr. Spruance.”
“ ‘Five thousand,’ replied Mr. Canby, and after vainly striving to increase
the amount offered the road was knocked down to Mr. Canby, for the
bondholders, for the sum bid, $5,000. There was no cheering.”
On May 8, 1877, about two weeks after the sale of the road, the Every Evening and
Commercial under the headline, 'The Wilmington and Western – Return of the Sale by the
Trustees of the Road,” contained the following paragraph:
“Before Judge Bradford this morning the counsel for the Trustees of the
Wilmington and Western Railroad, and also the counsel for the Receiver of
the road appeared. The return of the sale by the Trustees of the road and the
time for rendering the final decision of the Court to receive the same was
extended to the first of June. The surrendering and cancellation of the bonds
asked for in the decree was made and the pro rata share to the bondholders
was tendered to the Court amounting to one percent on $3,200, making in all
$32. The Court ordered the Trustees to execute the deed of the premises, and
made an order directing the Receiver to pay sundry costs and allowances.”
Several items pertaining to the Wilmington & Western Railroad appeared in various
editions of the Every Evening and Commercial on May 31, 1877. The first stated the
purchasers of the railroad met for organization under the law of this State, that morning,
and about $400,000 of bonds were represented. The name of the Delaware Western
Railroad, was adopted and a seal fixed upon. The meeting was still in session at the hour
of going to press and its further proceedings would be reported in later editions.
A second item in the same edition read:
“As will be seen in another column, the purchasers of the Wilmington &
Western Railroad met this morning to organize a new corporation for control
of that portion of the road lying in this state. The persons interested under
the purchase will meet for the purpose of organizing a new corporation to
hold that part of the road which lies in Pennsylvania, at the station house at
Landenberg, the terminus of the road, in Chester County, tomorrow morning
at 11 o'clock. A special train for the accommodation of those interested will
leave this city at 9:45 for Landenberg.”
In another column, the editor of the paper lamented, “The Wilmington & Western
Railroad will lose the best name that could be given it by the change announced
elsewhere, but we suppose the new name was necessary.”
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Following is a full account of the meeting in the last edition of the paper:
“The first mortgage bondholders of the Wilmington & Western Railroad,
by whom the road was recently purchased, met this morning at 602 Market
Street, for the purpose of effecting the organization of a new company for the
management of the road.”
“Lewis Thompson was called to the chair and George Richardson chosen
secretary.”
“The report of the purchasing committee was received, read and accepted,
and meeting then proceeded to organize under the name of Delaware
Western Railroad Company of Delaware, by the election of the following
officers: President, William M. Canby. Directors – Daniel M. Bates, William
Canby, Henry S. McComb, James L. Devou, Henry C. Robinson, Washington
Jones.”
“Another meeting of the bondholders will be held at Landenberg,
Pennsylvania, tomorrow afternoon, at which time a company will be
organized under the name of the Delaware Western Railroad Company of
Pennsylvania. The same officers named above will be chosen and the meeting
will be similar in every respect to the one held here this morning with the
exception that the name will read ‘of Pennsylvania’ instead of ‘of Delaware’.”
“Some time during the next month a meeting of the two companies will be
held and a consolidation effected.''
On the same date Wilmington & Western first mortgage bonds were quoted by R. R.
Robinson & Company, Wilmington brokers, as selling at $12 a share.
Saturday morning, June 1, 1877, a special train left Wilmington at 9:45 A. M.
However, its engine bore the initials “D.W.R.R.'' instead of the familiar “W. & W. R.R.'' On
board the train was the newly elected President and Board of Directors of the Delaware
Western Railroad Company, enroute to Landenberg for the purpose stated in the Every
Evening and Commercial the previous day.
Its mission accomplished the party stopped at Cuba Hill on the way home “where a
handsome collation was served.”39 Thereafter the railroad was referred to in all
advertisements, notices, newspaper articles, etc., as the “Delaware Western.” Thus, the
Wilmington & Western Railroad came to an ignominious end, leaving in its wake great
financial losses, and in the city of Wilmington the names of three streets, named after its
presidents – Heald, Lobdell, and Bradford.
As is not unusual in such casualties, the editor of the Every Evening and Commercial
on June 1, 1877, had the last word. He wrote:

39

- Every Evening and Commercial, Wilmington, Del., June 1, 1877.
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“. . . The new corporation, the Delaware Western Railroad, was organized
yesterday with a strong company free from debt and with a board of directors
strong enough in business ability and financial strength to run a railroad ten
times the length of this one. It embraces among its members our largest
financier, one of the leading members of our bar, the heads of our principal
banking firms and a number of gentlemen of wealth and influence, who could
readily accomplish any extension of the road if there is really any necessity
for such extension and a reasonable promise if made it will assure increased
profits. . . .”
“The new company starts off well in selecting William H. Canby, Esq., as
its president. His management of the road while acting as receiver has been
all that could be asked, and we have no doubt that he will be able to make it
not merely pay its expenses but leave a reasonable margin for profits to the
stockholders who have gone a long time without any profit on their
investments.”
“Under his management the company has already been offering liberal
terms as inducement to those inclined to settle along it, and we do not doubt
that the number of Wilmingtonians, who will make their homes for the
summer, at least, in the lovely country through which the road runs will
increase from year to year. We do not exaggerate in saying that it is a lovely
country. We advise those who are not familiar with it to go and see it for
themselves. . . .”
Under new management and of even more importance, decreased financial obligations
as a result of reorganization, the road prospered, notwithstanding the fact it never
extended its original mileage. In fact, its value as a connecting link with Wilmington and
the west became such in the early 'Eighties' that two giant railroad corporations struggled
for its ownership.
It was finally acquired by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, successor to the Baltimore &
Philadelphia Railroad, on February 1, 1883. Thereafter, it continued to flourish as a
passenger line for several generations succumbing only when modern automobiles and
improved highways provided residents with a better mode of transportation. After the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad obtained control of the Delaware Western Railroad, it
eventually utilized the tracks and facilities (including the stations at Madison Street and
Fifth Avenue, Wilmington), of the Wilmington and Reading Railroad, for trains between
Wilmington and Elsmere until passenger service was discontinued. It was during this
interval that the old rail of the Wilmington & Western Railroad was removed between
those points.
The epitaph of the Wilmington & Western Railroad was written in the Wilmington
Sunday Morning Star, August 9, 1942, in the following words:
“The death knell was sounded last week for a three-mile portion of the
Wilmington and Western Railroad – the 70-year-old dream of Joshua Heald.
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“Those once shiny rails, laid back in 1872, will be ripped up from
Southwood to the western terminus of the road at Landenberg, Pa. For many
years the system has not carried passenger traffic for the owners . . .and in
more recent years it has been used for freight, its most important customer
being the experimental station of the Hercules Powder Company.
“When tire and automobile rationing first went into effect it was rumored
that the railroad would again be put in passenger service, but this was never
confirmed.”
At present {August, 1963}, a Baltimore & Ohio Railroad freight train makes a round
trip from Wilmington to Hockessin three times a week, serving the Hercules Experimental
Station and industries in the Yorklyn and Hockessin areas. How much longer this service
will continue is conjectural.
If the dream of the members of Historic Red Clay Valley, Inc., is realized a passenger
train pulled by a steam locomotive may someday bring sightseers to the upstream country
of the Red Clay, there to enjoy the rural scenery and be reminded of days gone by.

Figure F – HRCV founder Thomas C.
Marshall, Jr. drives a ‘golden spike’ on
opening day for the ‘Red Clay Valley Line’ on
May 28, 1966. Initial trains displayed ‘The
Red Clay Valley Line’ livery, along with
‘Wilmington & Western Rail Road’ along the
border of a diamond shaped logo on the
engine tender. The use of ‘Wilmington &
Western Rail Road’ or ‘Wilmington &
Western Railroad’ as the official livery was
still being investigated by B&O lawyers for
legal use when the first trains ran on opening
day. If the Wilmington & Western name had
been legally retired in 1877, the B&O would
grant HRCV formal approval to use the name
as the official livery for the weekly operation.
The B&O would eventually determine the
name was legally retired. The original line
used “Rail Road” in their 1867 corporate
identity and B&O lawyers suggested using
the more modern “Railroad” to ensure no
future conflict might exist. "Wilmington &
Western Railroad" is a tradename and not an
FRA recognized railroad (Wilmington &
Western Railway Corporation, formed in
1984, is however an official FRA recognized
freight railroad). Steve Jensen photo.
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POSTSCRIPT: 1877 TO 2019 M2
Arthur Volkman’s original monograph details the history of the original Wilmington &
Western Railroad Company from its beginnings through its bankruptcy in 1877. We now
know how history unfolded with respect to Volkman’s hopes and wishes expressed in his
last paragraph of the original monograph. We hope that he would be pleased that steam
trains continue to operate on the Landenberg Branch into the 21st century. We feel it
important to provide a synopsis of the line’s history from the 1877 bankruptcy to the
present time.
A detailed look at the Landenberg’s final B&O years and the first fifty years of Historic
Red Clay Valley Incorporated operation are detailed in a Special 50th Anniversary Historic
Timeline – The Wilmington & Western’s Half-century of Operation by railroad historian
Robert E. Wilhelm, Jr (published May 2016 and available electronically online at Hagley
Museum, Wilmington, DE and the WWRR.com website).
Even in the 21st century there is not a lot of detailed information available on the
Delaware Western Railroad (DWRR) which followed out of the ashes of Wilmington &
Western Railroad’s bankruptcy. The Delaware Western considered the line costing
$742,203.79 to construct (a reduction of cost from what the Wilmington & Western was
showing). Either way, the line was around 50% more expensive to construct than
originally planned back in 1869 ($500,000 initially, raised to $590,000 after construction
began).
By 1881 the Delaware Western experienced good fortunes and operations as well as
financial profits. The country was well on its way to recovery from the Long Depression
and the road was no doubt seeing the prosperity that the original founders envisioned and
wrote about in the first prospectus. In 1880 the railroad exceeded moving 2-million tons of
freight at least one-mile. Freight traffic in 1880 had increased 16% over 1879. Passengers
carried one-mile were up 33% in 1880 over 1879 as more rural workers used the Delaware
Western for travel to and from work at one of the many industries that had started to
spring up along the Delaware River and Christiana Creek waterfronts.
Controlling stock ownership of the 45-employee Delaware Western Railroad began in
1882 when the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (B&O) became interested in the line after they
failed to purchase the Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore Railroad (PW&BRR) in
February 1881. As a result, the B&O created the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railway
Company as a holding company. The B&O merged the Delaware Western with the
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railway to form a new entity, the Baltimore & Philadelphia
Railroad Company (B&PRR) in February 1883. The B&O thus maintains controlling
interest in the B&PRR and the owners of the Delaware Western are issued stock in the
B&PRR as payment.
The purchase of the DWRR provides a resolution to Delaware’s legal requirement on
railroad construction within the state. Delaware law at that time required a railroad
company to already own right-of-way within the state, if they intended to construct new
main line trackage. By the B&PRR taking control of the DWRR, the B&O gained the
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Delaware Western’s “pre-approval” by the Delaware legislature to “construct additional
miles of trackage at a later date”.
The B&PRR obtains right-of way and constructs tracks through New Castle County,
north of, and relatively parallel to the Pennsylvania Railroad leased PW&BRR right-ofway. It will be more than a year before the main tracks are finished between the MD-DE
and DE-PA state lines. The eastern section of mainline track of the Delaware Western is
rerouted towards the end of construction. Delaware Western operations during
construction are showing a 15.85% profit in 1884. B&PRR stock and bonds issued to pay
for construction reach $10.1-million by the late 1880s
The DWRR continues operation under Delaware Western Railroad livery between
Wilmington, DE and Landenberg, PA. Once the B&PRR line is operational in August 1886
between Baltimore, MD and Wilmington, DE, the Delaware Western Railroad livery is
replaced with that of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. The tracks of the former Delaware
Western between Wilmington and Marshallton, DE form part of the B&O’s main trackage
through Delaware known as the Philadelphia Division. The Delaware Western’s tracks
from Marshallton to Landenberg, PA become known as the Landenberg Branch of the
B&O.
On September 19, 1886, the B&O begins passenger operations between Baltimore, MD
and Philadelphia, PA through Delaware after a multi-year hiatus. By the end of 1886 the
B&O offers scheduled passenger service connecting Washington DC, Baltimore, MD,
Wilmington, DE, Philadelphia, PA, and New York City, NY. On July 31, 1890, the B&O
inaugurates Royal Blue service between Baltimore and New York City. The service gains
the reputation as the benchmark of luxury rail travel in the United States to which all
other US railroads will be compared.
The 1887, 1889, 1891, 1893, 1897, and 1899 issues of Poor’s Manual of the Railroads
documents the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad for all operations between Baltimore
and Philadelphia including Delaware Western operations. While the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad holds nearly all of the stock of the B&PRR, the B&O has not assumed full legal
and financial responsibility for the B&PRR’s operations even though all rolling stock have
B&O livery.
At the end of 1899 operations on the Landenberg Branch, as it has now become known,
become part of the expanding Baltimore & Ohio Railroad network. While the Baltimore &
Philadelphia Railroad Company continues to exist as a holding company into the late 21st
century, in the early 1900s the B&O redeems all of the B&PRR’s outstanding bonds and
stock and replaces those financial instruments with B&O issued stock and bonds. Transfer
and ownership including financial and legal responsibility for the Baltimore &
Philadelphia Railroad Company, created to permit the B&O to cross the state of Delaware,
is essentially complete in the first years of 1900.
In 1901 the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad is fully owned and operated by the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Because the original easements and land sales for the
Landenberg Branch were between right-of-way land owners and the Wilmington &
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Western Rail Road and were subsequently transferred to the Delaware Western Railroad
as part of the bankruptcy proceedings, and those same easements and sales were again
transferred to the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad as part of the purchase, the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad elected to keep the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad
Company intact as a Delaware corporation holding the B&O’s Delaware assets.
The B&O continued passenger service on the Landenberg Branch between Landenberg,
PA and Wilmington, DE from the late 1880s into the 1930s. The picnic grove at Mt. Cuba
closed by the start of the 1900s and the hotel complex and later amusement park at
Brandywine Springs ceased operations at the end of 1923. With no passenger destinations
on the line and the automobile becoming more popular as the means to travel to work,
passenger traffic on the Landenberg Branch declined during the early part of the 20th
century. Passenger service on the Landenberg Branch was discontinued on September 28,
1930. The last B&O operated steam powered passenger train on the branch, a special
excursion between Philadelphia, PA and Annapolis, MD, made a special side excursion to
Hockessin (the end of the line) on May 1, 1949.
As passenger service declined during the early part of the 20th century on the
Landenberg Branch, new industry along the Red Clay Valley line transforms the branch
line into the B&O’s most profitable freight branch line in the early part of the 20th century.
During the 1900s, shipments of kaolin clay, lime, limestone, tobacco, cotton rags,
vulcanized fibre, and grains for milling at Greenbank and Ashland would move along the
Landenberg Branch.
Abner Marshall discovers Kaolin clay on his farm between Hockessin and Yorklyn
which leads to additional Kaolin deposit discoveries and soon a booming Kaolin mining
business around Hockessin is shipping product by rail. This was in addition to the
Sharpless flour mills at Ashland, the Garrett snuff mills at Yorklyn, Wood’s Delaware
Rolling Mill at Wooddale, and the Marshall Rolling Mill at Marshallton all relying on the
Delaware Western and eventually the B&O for raw materials and coal as well as for
shipping finished product.
Israel and Elwood Marshall, Pennsylvania papermakers, purchase the old rolling mill
at Wooddale and convert it into a paper mill. The burned-out Clark mill at Yorklyn is
purchased and converted to a modern paper mill. Dozens of boxcars of rags are required
monthly to each mill to feed their papermaking operations and to ship their papers to the
vulcanized fibre companies in Wilmington, Newport, and Newark, DE. At the start of the
20th century the Marshalls invent and patent the Endless Fibre Machine and form the
beginnings of a business that eventually becomes the National Vulcanized Fiber Company
in Yorklyn, the B&O’s largest shipper by annual tons moved on the Landenberg Branch
for multiple decades.
By the middle of the 20th century the automobile was becoming the preferred mode of
travel in the United States and airlines are beginning to provide another mode of longdistance travel at faster speeds and less cost than what the railroads could provide. While
passenger traffic on many branch lines such as the Landenberg Branch had ended after
the Great Depression for many lines in America, the mainline routes were experiencing
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difficulty filling trains with passengers and turning profits. The B&O provides passenger
service through Delaware for 68 years before ending the service due to falling passenger
counts. On April 26, 1958, the last of the Royal Blue trains travel the B&P mainline route
as the B&O discontinues passenger service north of Baltimore.
In the 1950s the B&O’s freight business through Delaware remains profitable but
change is on the horizon. On August 9, 1942, the B&O abandons the western portion of the
14.3-mile-long Landenberg Branch from just east of Southwood, DE to Landenberg, PA.
With kaolin and limestone mines played out and the coal deposits in southeastern PA
nearly depleted, coal is no longer traveling on the B&O’s Landenberg Branch. The 885-foot
long icon of the former Wilmington & Western Railroad, and now the Landenberg Branch,
the Broad Run Trestle, is dismantled (July and August 1943) and all right-of-way land
reverts to the present owners of the property. The B&O abandons additional Landenberg
Branch tracks on January 7, 1957 between Hockessin, and Southwood, DE. Only 10.2
miles of the original Wilmington & Western Rail Road tracks remain profitable for the
B&O at the start of the 1960s.
With the twilight of steam freight operations occurring on the Landenberg Branch,
Thomas C. Marshall, Jr. of Yorklyn, DE investigates returning steam passenger tourist
operations to the branch line. Several other eastern railroad organizations have begun
successful tourist operations and Marshall believes the tranquil route of the Landenberg
Branch offers an opportunity not to be lost to future generations to enjoy. Marshall’s
objective becomes preserving a piece of American railroading for future generations to
appreciate both historically and physically.
In March 1960, Marshall, George T. Sargisson and Leroy J. Scheuerman sign the
Certificate of Incorporation for Historic Red Clay Valley, Incorporated. The group obtains
steam locomotives and Pullman coaches needing restoration for a potential tourist
operation. Their work with the B&O, Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Railroad
Administration, railroad unions, and others produces an operating lease between HRCV
and the B&O for weekend tourist passenger operations on the Landenberg Branch. The
legal agreements signed between B&O management and Historic Red Clay Valley,
Incorporated become prototype templates for other non-profits to follow in later year when
arranging similar tourist railroad operations on class one freight railroads.
On May 28, 1966, after 35 years and 8 months, the sights and sounds of a steam
locomotive is once again experienced at grade crossings along with the sounds of firstgeneration passenger coaches. Former Canadian National #92, a 2-6-0 Mogul locomotive,
pulls four former Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad “Boonton” coaches and a
wooden caboose along the Landenberg Branch signaling the return of scheduled passenger
service. Now, in addition to the B&O’s fleet of 8400-series SW-1 locomotives pulling
boxcars of freight, steam power is acknowledging the visions of Joshua Heald and the
original railroad’s founders.
On June 24, 1982, Historic Red Clay Valley becomes the new owner of the Landenberg
Branch, purchasing it and SW-1 locomotive #8408 from CSX Transportation and the
Chessie System, the recent purchasers of the out of bankruptcy B&O Railroad. With the
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purchase of the railroad the Wilmington & Western Railway is created as a freight
company with exclusive rights to freight operations on the HRCV owned right-of-way. CSX
Transportation, primarily interested in long-haul freight-only operations, relies on branch
line owners and operators to deliver freight.
When CSX Transportation and Chessie sell the branch line’s right-of-way and
enginehouse property to Historic Red Clay Valley in the early 1980s, the right-of-way
transfers are between the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad Company and HRCV. Over
much of the 20th century the B&O has granted easements and leases alongside and under
the tracks to Delaware corporations for telephone, electrical, water, advertising signs, and
similar uses. In 1982 as part of the sale of the line to HRCV, CSX Transportation agrees to
notify current easement and lease holders of the change in ownership, which should
generate an estimated $12,000 to $15,000 in annual payments to HRCV.
In 1986 when the total income fails to materialize, HRCV initiates a review and
computerization for all leases and easements for ease in tracking payments, determining
renewal dates, etc. HRCV discovers there are leases uncollected by CSX Transportation,
Chessie, and the B&O since 1932 while others are still being paid to the order of the B&O
or Chessie System and being deposited in a general account instead of properly being paid
to HRCV. Rate structures for many of the agreements are based on obsolete B&O rates set
in the early 1900s and do not reflect current rate structures and conditions. HRCV
updates contracts and agreements and by 1989 has new leasing rates and contracts based
on commercial practices. HRCV recovers those payments from CSX Transportation for
leases incorrectly paid to CSX or Chessie after the purchase date.
Over time, Hercules discontinues coal shipments to their research site having switched
to cleaner fuel sources for the boiler house alongside the railroad. The manufacturing
operations in Marshallton no longer need railroad shipments. NVF increasingly uses
trucks to deliver rags for making vulcanized fibre while using their own trucks to deliver
their products. Eventually only the occasional movement of a boxcar of bricks is the
Landenberg Branch’s sole freight business which still continues today.
At the start of the 21st century, and after more than 50 years of passenger operations,
the Historic Red Clay Valley operated Wilmington & Western Railroad continues
operations as one of Delaware’s top-ten top tourist attractions. The railroad is the 7th
oldest, standard gauge, heritage railroad (started operations in May 1966) in North
America and is the oldest tourist railroad operated entirely by volunteers! It is known as
“Delaware’s Operating Railroad Museum” and handles more than 36,000 passengers
annually.
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The Mill Creek Route N2
The following article written for the HRCV quarterly publication, The Lantern, by the
Editor is included as it provides additional detail related to the alternate route along Mill
Creek that was under strong consideration in the early 1870s for the Wilmington &
Western. The West Chester, Kennett, & Wilmington Electric Railway Company, also
known as the Kennett Trolley, eventually selected a route along Mill Creek to connect
Kennett Square with Brandywine Springs at the start of the 1900s. The following article is
based on research done by Mel Schoenbeck on the Kennett Trolley and the Editor related
to a plan to flood the Red Clay Creek Valley as an alternate site to construct a water
reservoir for the city of Wilmington.
Hoopes Reservoir and Dam is a concrete gravity dam constructed between 1924-1932
and restructured several times since. Its namesake, Colonel Edgar M. Hoopes, Jr. (18881931), was Chief Engineer of the Wilmington Water Department from 1913 through 1918.
The construction portion of the project, occurring at the time of the Great Depression, cost
the City of Wilmington $3-million. Impounding over 2.2 billion gallons of Brandywine
Creek water (the 42” pipe line between Brandywine Creek and Hoopes Dam both fills and
draws water), Hoopes provides water to Wilmington’s Porter Filter Plant when heavy
rainfall makes the Brandywine’s water supply overly turbid and muddy.
In 1924, Wilmington launched a project planning the construction of a large reservoir
outside city limits for storing water to augment the Brandywine’s supply in the event of
drought or upstream contamination. In summary, Wilmington Water Department
engineers considered multiple natural Piedmont locations associated with Brandywine
Creek, White Clay Creek, Christina Creek, Pike Creek, and Mill Creek where land might
be purchased for a new reservoir. The final decision came down to infrastructure obstacles
including rerouting the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (B&O) and obtaining water rights for
flooding the Red Clay Valley versus Old Mill Stream Valley which is a tributary of Red
Clay Creek.
The B&O’s 1927 estimate of $1,000,000 (nearly $14,750,000 in 2019) to reroute the
Landenberg Branch to skirt a proposed Red Clay reservoir area no doubt figured heavily
in the decision. Old Mill Stream’s limited flow is restrained within higher elevation rocky
slopes offered the advantage of a smaller footprint for holding 2-billion gallons of fresh
water. An Old Mill Stream reservoir required a long, high dam but T. Coleman du Pont
would donate the land and water rights. All elements considered, flooding Old Mill Stream
Valley was selected and the Red Clay Valley plan was abandoned as simply unaffordable.
Of interest to readers might be the B&O’s plans if Red Clay Valley flooding had been
selected! Passenger operations were still occurring (discontinued in September 1930) along
with significant freight movements on the Landenberg Branch (the B&O Philadelphia
Division’s highest income branch line for freight movements). The Landenberg Branch
generated solid income in the early 1900s providing B&O management little enthusiasm
to support any Landenberg Branch alteration. No matter what decision would be made,
the City of Wilmington needed to minimize fallout from business and job losses even
though the dam’s construction would create temporary jobs. The City would issue bonds
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covering all railroad, local business, and resident relocation expenses as part of the dam
project cost.
We can speculate probable outcomes the B&O might have considered if Old Mill
Stream had proven overly expensive or geologically impractical. An obvious solution would
have been simply raising the elevation of the Landenberg Branch’s right-of-way higher on
the Red Clay Valley’s sloping shoulders to skirt the reservoir. The computer-generated
image below uses an Open Streets Map of New Castle County providing road and other
major landmark references. Hoopes Reservoir is the prominent blue area at the right in
the image. Enhancing the map is Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) elevation data (1’
accuracy) courtesy of Piedmont Geologist Sandy Schenk of the Delaware Geological Survey
(DGS), which provides a 3-dimensional feel to the rolling Piedmont landscape the Red
Clay Creek flows across.

1924 – B&O Landenberg Branch (white, center right), West Chester, Kennett, & Wilmington Electric
Railway (light gray, center left), 2-billion-gallon Red Clay Valley Reservoir (proposed), Hoopes (right)
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Had the Red Clay Valley been flooded to impound 2-billion gallons, equivalent to what
Hoopes was initially constructed to contain, the darker area (top center) represents the
flooded area. The heavy black line at center bottom connects two massive Wooddale rock
outcrops representing the dam’s proposed location. The Landenberg Branch right-of-way
(white line) forms the “spine” of a virtual Red Clay Valley reservoir. Red Clay Creek is fed
by a number of named and un-named tributaries (lighter thin lines) contained in valley
settings as the creek flows towards White Clay Creek. These tributary valleys are seen in
the 3D image.
In 1924 when the study began, the West Chester, Kennett, & Wilmington Electric
Railway Company (WCK&W) tracks would still have been present but the future of the
“Kennett Trolley” was uncertain. In 1903, the WCK&W was formed to connect Kennett
Square with Brandywine Springs and the local amusement park. A connection with the
People’s Railway Company at Cedars permitted travel between Kennett Square and
Wilmington. The Kennett Trolley continued operations until the end of 1923. The trolley
tracks (5-feet 2-¼ inch gauge) were scrapped in 1925. Thanks to research by Mel
Schoenbeck, we can plot the trolley’s route (light gray line, center left, in above image).
It becomes quickly apparent that moving the Landenberg Branch to higher elevations,
while skirting the banks of a Red Clay Valley reservoir, might require tunneling as well as
constructing impressive bridges and trestles. While a higher elevation route might have
been more economical in the 1870s, by the 1920s, purchasing right-of-way lands and
relocating any infrastructure in the path of the railroad quickly exceeds the $1-million cost
estimate the B&O provided.
This implies the B&O had an alternate plan that management believed workable and
cost effective. In the late 1920s there remained little industry along the Landenberg
Branch in the area of the Red Clay Creek proposed for flooding. This knowledge, coupled
with a nearby abandoned trolley right-of-way, may have influenced the B&O’s alternate
route planning.
The daily passenger trains between Landenberg and Wilmington were still profitable
as not everyone had access to an automobile and only major Delaware roads were
becoming paved in the 1920s. Disrupting passenger schedules thus creating hardship
would be a difficult sell to the City of Wilmington. The B&O had tested a self-propelled
gasoline motor coach in 1922 on the Landenberg Branch. Perhaps B&O management
considered “doodlebug” use for connecting stations at Yorklyn and Ashland with Hockessin
as well servicing Wooddale and Faulkland with Greenbank for passenger and light freight
services.
Likewise, freight shipments between Landenberg and Wilmington had to continue. The
Landenberg Branch provided Wilmington industry and business access to Anthracite coal
and Pennsylvania lumber, minerals, and materials. Milk and eggs from farms in
Landenberg and Eden, PA as well as around Southwood, Hockessin, Yorklyn, and Ashland
would need daily shipment to Wilmington by rail. Mt. Cuba would lose local milk pickup,
but the milk cans could be hauled to Ashland Station.
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Between Wooddale and Mt. Cuba, Biederman’s Spring Hill Brewery was unlikely to
reopen. Wooddale’s Leach Quarry experienced sporadic operation and along with the still
operating sash, grist, and cider mills at Mt Cuba, would have been shuttered if the Red
Clay Valley were flooded. Only the quarry’s closing would result in a loss of railroad
revenue and job losses.
At the southern outskirts of the flooded area were the ruins of the Marshall Paper Mill
at Wooddale. A fire in 1918 destroyed the mill and it was unlikely to return to operation
and thus freight service was unlikely to return. The flour mills at Ashland might have
closed depending on how the confines of the reservoir’s northern banks were constructed.
The flour mills were a local operation receiving occasional grain shipments that could be
accommodated by truck if necessary.
One potential future customer existed. The Hercules Company’s research facility north
of Faulkland was in planning at the same time as the reservoir study. The railroad no
doubt recognized the complex might require coal service for the powerhouse. Hercules
would join Marshallton (Delaware Hard Fiber), Greenbank (County Workhouse Prison
powerhouse), Yorklyn (National Vulcanized Fiber & former Garrett Snuff Mill
powerhouses), Hockessin (General Store and Golding kaolin mines) and PA limestone
mines as locations where hoppers of Anthracite were received and empty hoppers
retrieved.
North of a Red Clay reservoir, National Vulcanized Fiber in Yorklyn was the most
prolific shipper (incoming boxcars of rags, chemicals; outgoing boxcars of vulcanized fiber
products) on the Landenberg Branch. Northwest of a Red Clay reservoir, Golding’s Quarry
(boxcars of processed kaolin in brick form headed to potteries) remained in operation as
probably the second largest shipper on the Branch. Rail service to National and Goldings
would need to continue after the reservoir’s construction. No matter what decisions
happened regarding a reservoir, the Delaware Hard Fiber Company’s freight operations at
Marshallton and mining operations west of Hockessin would be unaffected.
While we’ve been unable to find discrete documentation detailing the B&O’s precise
rerouting plan, there are strong suggestions their plan involved the former right-of-way of
the West Chester, Kennett, & Wilmington Electric Railway Company (WCK&W). The
Kennett Trolley ran south from Kennett Square eventually crossing into Delaware
alongside the Red Clay Creek. Following the Red Clay to Yorklyn, the trolley turned
westward and paralleled B&O tracks to Hockessin. West of Hockessin the WCK&W soon
followed Mill Creek on its southernly path through New Castle County. South of Graves
Road the line turned east following Hyde Run. Reaching Brandywine Springs, the trolley
serviced Brandywine Springs Amusement Park and a common station at Cedars with the
People’s Railway Company.
Ceasing operations just as the reservoir study began, B&O management might have
been interested in securing the Kennett Trolley’s right-of-way to relocate the Landenberg
Branch. A switch near Hyde Run would have transformed the 1872 tracks northward into
the ‘Wooddale Spur’. Wooddale Spur would now serve the B&O Pavilion at Brandywine
Springs (if it reopened) and continue to Faulkland where Faulkland Station could remain
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in service. New coal sidings at Hercules might provide Anthracite delivery while
operations to Wooddale would continue if warranted. New main line trackage originating
at the Hyde Run switch would follow the WCK&W right-of-way northwest along Hyde Run
eventually following Mill Creek to rejoin the Landenberg Branch west of Hockessin at
Swift Park.
In a like fashion, original Wilmington & Western tracks running due east from a new
switch west of Hockessin in the Swift Park vicinity would continue freight service to
Goldings Quarry, National Vulcanized Fiber and the repurposed Garrett Snuff Mill

Suggested B&O routing of the Landenberg Branch allowing for a 2-billion-gallon Red Clay Valley Reservoir

businesses at Yorklyn. Depending on the reservoir’s northern boundary, existing tracks
south from Yorklyn could be maintained to service the Crowell Corporation in the Lower
Snuff Mills north of Ashland and the Ashland milling industry including Ashland Station.
The image above shows a suggested rerouting of the Landenberg Branch following the
former WCK&W’s right-of-way.
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So that leaves us wondering what a present-day ride on the Wilmington & Western
might encompass had Red Clay Reservoir become reality. After leaving Greenbank Station
and crossing Hyde Run, the line turns west through Brandywine Springs County Park. A
pair of Newport-Gap Pike grade crossings might follow as the line tracked the eastern
bank of Hyde Run. Crossing to the west bank of Hyde Run, the line could nestle between
Newport-Gap Pike to the west and Hyde Run to the east. Crossing Newport-Gap Pike for
the final time, and after a McKennan’s Church Road crossing, the route continues west to
Mill Creek. Along Mill Creek was a WWRR route proposed in 1870. Turning north,
shadowing the eastern bank of Mill Creek, grade crossings for Graves and Brackenville
Roads would follow. Just east of Mill Creek Road the rerouted line rejoins 1870s-laid track
at Swift Park west of Hockessin.
While today the alternate route might offer a somewhat scenic trip, perhaps the
elimination of Mt. Cuba’s picnic grove, coupled with limited alternate intermediate
destinations in 1960, might have meant Tom Marshall’s vision of returning steam to the
Landenberg Branch had little chance of long-term success.

Figure G

Map showing the two points of abandonment of the former Wilmington & Western Railroad. On September
28, 1930 the final passenger trains operated on the Landenberg Branch between Landenberg, PA and
Wilmington, DE. There were still freight customers along the Landenberg Branch and the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad continued freight operations until the end of July 1942 between Landenberg and Wilmington. In
August 1942 the tracks were removed from just east of Southwood Station in Delaware to Landenberg. The
885-foot long Broad Run Trestle, an icon of the early line, was removed by mid September 1941. In 1953 the
last steam locomotive shifted freight cars on the Landenberg Branch from Hockessin to Wilsmere Yard as
the B&O’s fleet of General Motors Electro-Motive Division SW-1 diesel locomotives would shift freight cars
going forward. The short section of track from Valley Road to the end of line at Southwood, DE served as a
storage siding for up to 70 coal hopper cars until early 1957. With the development of the Southwood area,
the B&O removed the hopper cars in storage in January 1957 and abandoned the track between the western
side of Valley Road and the end of track at Southwood, DE. In the 1980s as part of a construction project to
widen Valley Road, HRCV reverted the right-of-way on either side of Valley Road to the State of Delaware.
The ‘western’ terminus of the original Wilmington & Western Railroad tracks is now at 39.75 degrees North
latitude and 75.71 degrees West longitude a short distance from the junction of Evanson and Valley roads.
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2019 EDITION LETTER FOOTNOTES
A

– Pike Creek, west of Mill Creek, was another important Mill Creek Hundred stream providing
multiple mills access to harness a creek’s water power. Review of the 1868 Atlas of the State of
Delaware published by Pomeroy & Beers shows Pike Creek powering a half dozen or so saw, grist
and textile mills as it flows south and empties into White Clay Creek.
B

– Original publication’s Figure 1 prospectus map from 1866 replaced with a better copy from the
Hagley Museum & Library digital archives.

– In the 1860s the western portion of the arc border between Delaware, Maryland, and
Pennsylvania remained in dispute. This uncertainty raises the question if all or part of Marshall’s
Homestead Paper Mill was in Pennsylvania and/or Delaware. The cause of the dispute was the
accuracy of the 12-mile arc, and the William Penn and Lord Calvert territories’ common east-west
boundary as compared to the mid-1700s boundaries determined by Charles Mason & Jeremiah
Dixon. The 1887 map below created by the Pennsylvania Secretary of Internal Affairs highlights
the various disputed boundaries between the three states.

C

The “wedge” and the “horn” were disputed lands north and south of the arc line between
Pennsylvania and Delaware. The DE-PA arc line is not part of the Mason-Dixon line. Originally
established as part of an informal resolution between William Penn and Lord Calvert, it wasn’t
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formally measured and laid out until 1801. The “wedge” is perhaps the better known of the two
disputed land areas and covers roughly 800 acres (see the inset). It wasn’t until the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey (an early version of the US Geological Survey) reviewed the matter in
the early 1890s that a resolution was reached. While Pennsylvania accepted the proposed
resolution in 1898, it took Delaware until 1921 to legally accept the result. Marshall’s Homestead
Paper Mill was located near or within the “horn” portion in dispute.

D

– Volkman referred to the proposed railroad as the “Wilmington and Chester County Railroad

Company” in several locations within the monograph. This is most likely a confusion resulting
from the final name chosen for the railroad of “Wilmington and Western Railroad Company”.
According to legislative records, the legal name chosen and documented was “Delaware and
Chester County Railroad Company”. It is unknown, and research does not confirm, if theories
suggesting the organizers may have considered the use of “Wilmington” instead of “Delaware” are
accurate. Volkman uses “Delaware” for later monograph references to the proposed railroad. The
text has been corrected (in three locations) from “Delaware” to “Wilmington” to avoid confusion.
– An Addendum has been added to Volkman’s original monograph which provides copies of
applicable Delaware and Pennsylvania legislative acts related to railroads directly associated with
either the Delaware and Chester County Railroad or the Wilmington and Western Railroad along
with a couple of the other railroads Volkman references. These documents are appended to assist
E
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the reader in obtaining comprehensive picture of the early history, legal, and operational details
for a railroad operated in both Delaware and Pennsylvania in the late 1800s.
The appended documents relate to the following railroads;









Doe Run and White Clay Creek Railroad Company
Delaware and Pennsylvania Railroad
Philadelphia and Baltimore Central Railroad
Peach Bottom Railway Company
Delaware and Chester County Railroad
Wilmington and Western Railroad Company
Delaware Western Railroad Company
Baltimore and Philadelphia Railroad Company

– Joshua Heald is generally recognized as the driving force behind the building of the
Wilmington and Western Railroad. In 2012, Mill Creek Hundred History Blog historian Scott
Palmer researched and wrote a short biography of Joshua T. Heald. Excerpts of Palmer’s blog
article is reproduced below;
F

It is, admittedly, true that Mill Creek Hundred
(MCH) does not boast much in the way of sons or
daughters who have made a lasting or visible impact
on the national or global level. However, if we step
down a notch to the state/local level, we do find some
residents who did make significant impacts on the
development of the region. One such MCH native
was a 19th Century businessman, son of an 18th
Century farmer, but with a decidedly 20th Century
vision. His name was Joshua T. Heald (1821-1887),
and of him Delaware historian John Thomas Scharf
said, "...it is probably not an exaggeration to say that
he did more to enhance the interests of Wilmington
than any other one man."
When he was born in northern MCH, it seemed he
was destined to live as a farmer like his father and
Joshua T. Heald (1821-1887)
most of his neighbors. However, an unfortunate
accident for him turned out to be a stroke of good luck for the city of Wilmington and the
surrounding area, including his home region. Heald would instead turn his attention to the
business world, and in the process, he would help the region transition into the new,
modern world. His vision was one that would benefit everyone, from the most powerful
industrialists to the lowliest immigrants. He also quite literally changed the map of
Wilmington and beyond.
Joshua Taylor Heald was born on May 26, 1821 to Joseph and Hannah (Mendenhall) Heald.
Joseph and Hannah originally hailed from Chester County, but moved to MCH in about
1805. They had ten or eleven children, the youngest being Joshua. Young Joshua grew up
in a stone house (still standing) just east of Benge Road, north of Old Public Road. He never
knew his father, who died just shy of Joshua's first birthday, and the boy probably attended
the Friends school just down the road. His life took a fateful turn when he was about 12 or
13, when he was accidentally cut by a knife while cutting Indian corn and lamed for life.
Now, with a life of farm work no longer an option, Joshua turned toward education.
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He moved away from the family homestead and attended several schools in Pennsylvania,
even teaching briefly in one before moving to Wilmington in 1838 at the age of 17. He began
working as a bookkeeper for the manufacturing firm of Betts, Pusey, and Harlan (soon after
to become Harlan and Hollingsworth), where he quickly impressed with his hard work and
business acumen. After only five years, he left to join Edwin A. Wilson in the book and
stationary business, forming Wilson & Heald. He would soon be running the business on
his own, and under his own name, and would become one of the leading booksellers and
binders in the city.
While working his first job, it seems that Samuel
Pusey (of Betts, Pusey and Harlan) was not the
only member of that family he impressed. In
1844, Joshua married Hannah Pusey, who I
believe was Samuel's niece. They moved in with
her father Jonas Pusey, an attorney, and started
a family that would eventually number eight
children, two of whom died in infancy. With a
family and a thriving business, Joshua's thoughts
soon turned to other, grander business ventures.
Sometime around 1850, Joshua T. Heald turned
his attention to two very related fields:
transportation and real estate. His success in
these areas would make him one of the most
powerful and influential men in the city.

Heald Home - 1873

The 1850's saw Heald start to build his fortune, power, and influence through his real
estate and banking transactions. By 1859 his standing was such that he was named one of
the directors of the newly-formed Mechanics Bank. That same year, he also became the first
president of the Wilmington Institute – the organization that still operates the free library
on Rodney Square. It wasn't until five years later, however, that Heald would commence
the undertakings that would have the greatest impact on his adopted city. They were a
near-perfect synchronicity of transportation and real estate.
In early 1864, the state legislature approved the charter of the Wilmington City Railway
Company, and Joshua T. Heald was elected its first president. It was his vision that
powered the construction of the first trolley line in Wilmington (although it was horses that
powered the actual trolleys). The first horse-drawn cars began service in June 1864, on the
line that ran from the train station (different station, but in the same place as today's),
along Front Street, up Market Street, then west along 10th Street and Delaware Avenue to
the new car barns and office on the north side of Delaware Avenue between Clayton and
DuPont Streets (where the Trolley Square Shopping Center is now).
One of the reasons (if not the main reason) why Heald's trolley line ran out in this direction
stemmed from a move several years earlier when the city of Wilmington expanded its limits
westward to Union Street. Although much of this area was still farmland, J.T. Heald the
entrepreneur saw its potential. About the same time that the trolley line was being laid,
Heald purchased a plot of land along Delaware Avenue (and the trolley line) with the
intention of developing it for residential use. This plot, 40 acres in size, would come to be
known as the neighborhood of Forty Acres.
Although his new development was technically within the city, it really was suburban
living that Heald was trying to promote to his working-class clientele. Since the trolley line
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had been extended out to Rising Sun Lane, giving it easy access to the DuPont powder mills
on the Brandywine, many of the new residents were Irish immigrants working for the
DuPont families. Still today, Forty Acres has a distinctly Irish feel. Through Heald's work,
many working-class families were able to move out of "the city", and into what really could
be thought of as the first trolley suburb in Delaware, and probably one of the first in the
nation.
And what about the area that generally is considered as Wilmington's first trolley suburb –
Elsmere? That was Joshua Heald's work, too. In 1886, just before he died, Heald began
developing the area west of the city, near the Baltimore & Ohio's Elsmere Junction. Just as
with Forty Acres, the developer urged people to move out of the crowded, dirty city and into
the suburbs. It would actually be another 10 years, though, before trolley service would
come to Elsmere.
Another effect of Heald's Delaware Avenue trolley line was that it made that street into a
showcase. Still today, when you drive along Delaware Avenue, you can see many of the
homes of late 19th Century Wilmington's most influential people, including Joshua T.
Heald. His house, seen above in an 1873 etching (with trolley tracks visible) and today, is
on the corner of Delaware Avenue and Broome Street. By the 1880's, Delaware Avenue had
become a showplace for the homes of the powerful, while just a bit further along their
workers could afford their own homes, all thanks to Heald's vision.
It wasn't just to the north and west that he envisioned the expansion of the city, though.
Heald also served as the president of the Christiana River Improvement Company, an
organization that lobbied for the development of the area to the south and east of the city.
Although the city never really stretched all the way to the Delaware as some thought it
would, their work did lead to much of the industrial development along the Christina and
in South Wilmington in the late 1800's.

Heald Home - 2012

For all the work he did improving the city of
Wilmington, Heald did have one more venture
that greatly benefited his home area of MCH.
As early as the early 1860's, businessmen were
looking for another route along which to build a
railroad into Wilmington. Although the Civil
War pushed the project back, by the late 1860's
it was back on again. Eventually, a route along
the Red Clay Creek was agreed upon, and
funding was sought for the new line. The man in
charge of securing the funding for the new
Wilmington and Western Railroad was Joshua
T. Heald. He turned the first shovel of dirt near
the Fell Spice Mill in 1871 when work began on
the line, and Heald was named as the first
president of the railroad.

Unfortunately, when the railroad suffered almost immediate financial difficulty in 1873 due
to a nationwide economic crisis, Heald lost much of his personal fortune, which he had
invested into the line. This didn't stop him, though, and he soon formed the banking and
real estate finance firm of Heald and Company, which he ran until his death. Joshua Taylor
Heald passed away on July 22, 1887, at the age of 66, of typhoid fever.
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From his humble beginnings in the hills above Hockessin, Heald went on to become one of
the most influential and respected men in Wilmington, and in the state. His vision and
civic-mindedness helped him become possibly the most important figure in the late 19th
Century growth of the city and the county.
Additional Facts and Related Thoughts:
 The Mechanics Bank that Heald was a Director of in 1859 closed after only a few
years. To take its place, the First National Bank of Wilmington was formed in 1864,
with Heald named a Director of that as well.
 Another proof of Heald's position in the city: when President Grant visited the city
in 1873, just before being inaugurated for his second term, his reception was hosted by
Heald at his home.
 In 1870, Heald was nominated on the Republican ticket to run for the U.S. House of
Representatives but lost in a close race.
 After being involved in its first incarnation, Heald helped to reorganize the
Wilmington Board of Trade in 1868, after it had been idle for a number of years. The
Board eventually became the Delaware State Chamber of Commerce.
– Chandlersville was one of two so-named locations in America in the 1800s. The Pennsylvania
village of mill workers adopted the Chandlersville name in respect to Enoch Chandler who founded
and operated a large woolen mill along the White Clay Creek starting in 1825. The Chandlersville
post office was established on November 17, 1847. A grist mill, a bone and fertilizer mill, a comb
mill and a match factory were powered by the White Clay Creek in the area of Chandlerville.

G

The Chandlersville post office was changed to Landenberg in 1869, named after Martin
Landenberg(er) who had become the woolen mill owner. The change coincided with interest from
two railroads proposing service to the mills in the area. In addition to the Delaware & Chester
County Railroad Company (Wilmington & Western Railroad), the Doe Run & White Clay Creek
Railroad Company had been formed on August 20, 1868 to provide a route along the White Clay
Creek and through DE.
One of the cited goals of the proposed White Clay route was hauling coal from PA mines to DE
ports to feed the steam ships distributing goods along the east coast. Processed iron ore from
southeastern PA mines heading to Wilmington’s iron shipbuilders and railroad coach builders
offered yet another freight opportunity. This railroad eventually became the Pennsylvania &
Delaware Railway Company and connected Pomeroy, PA with the port at Delaware City, DE.
Several corporate identity changes eventually saw it named the Pomeroy & Newark Railroad
Company in PA and the Newark & Delaware City Railroad in DE (both becoming part of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in the 1880s).
– The ticket information was written out in Volkman’s original monograph as part of the
paragraph. The ticket appearance depicted is provided for effect as part of this revised monograph.

H

– The Hagley Museum and Library Digital Archives contains the original hand-drawn pen and
India ink on linen Baltimore & Ohio Railroad valuation maps created in June 1918 for the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The maps cover the railroad’s route as documented in 1918
from Landenberg Junction near Route 141 to the line’s terminus in Landenberg, PA. The eight
maps are digitized and available online. Each map includes a table of deed data detailing
easement and land transactions between landowners along the Wilmington and Western
Railroad’s right-of-way and the railroad company (summary table of data included in the
Addendum). The maps are part of the “Robert E. Wilhelm, Jr. Collection of Red Clay Valley
Materials” and are available for access online at “digital.hagley.org”.
I
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– Review of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 1918 Valuation Map V-9.4-4 (below) reveals two
entries related to Samuel M. Green. They cover land parcels No. 22 (NCC Deed Book M26, page
443) for trackage and parcel No. 23 (NCC Deed Book W-9, page 392) for “conveying water rights
and ground for pipe line” to a cistern to be built at a natural spring in the hill to the northeast of
the tank’s proposed location. Parcel 22 represents a land strip 60-feet wide (the typical right-ofway width the WWRR used) by 1,300-feet long totaling 1.79 acres (78,072 square feet).

J

The valuation map documents the former Samuel Green property now owned by Mrs. Henry Daud
in 1918. The property eventually became part of the Eleanor Marshall Reynolds Trust. Mrs.
Reynolds gifted the land to The Nature Conservancy as a means to preserve pristine open space in
Delaware. In 2007, as part of planning Auburn Heights Preserve, the State of Delaware purchased
the property from The Nature Conservancy. The location of the water tank is noted within the
railroad right-of-way at lower right.

At the upper left is the vacant former Garrett #4 Snuff Mill which wouuld have been owned by the
Helme Snuff Company when the map was issued in 1918. In 1901 a quarter of the world’s snuff
was being made at the Garrett mills in Yorklyn and Lower Mill, DE (3.5 million pounds annually).
Declared a monopoly by the Supreme Court, the American Snuff Company became three smaller
companies. In 1911 the Helme Snuff Company was given ownership of the former Garrett
operations in Delaware. A railroad trestle siding served the mill warehouse having been
constructed in the mid-1880s. As it is no longer shown on the valuation map, it was probably
removed when Helme shut down mill operations in 1912 and scrapped the machinery and
equipment contained in the buildings before placing the property up for sale.
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– Constructed in the mid-1870s and doubled in size in the mid-1880s, the #4 Garrett snuff mill
(below left, courtesy of Chester County Historical Society) was owned by the American Snuff
Company, a subsidiary of James Buchanan Dukes' American Tobacco Company by 1907. When the
U.S. government broke up the American Tobacco Company’s snuff and tobacco monopoly, mill #4
became part of the George W. Helme Company in 1911. A year later the #4 mill was the first of the
five former Garrett mills to close. Snuff milling declined at Yorklyn as more efficient operations
took over production and on October 1, 1954 the last of the original Garrett mills was shut down.
The mill equipment was scrapped and the remaining 75 men were laid off.

K

After discontinuing operations at Mill #4, the mill was gutted of all machinery and equipment and
eventually sold to The Crowell Company in February 1920. Crowell, a manufacturer of gummed
cloth and paper tapes, was looking to expand operations beyond their Brooklyn, NY facility.
Crowell shipped raw materials and finished product via motor freight until a 1964 fire completely
destroyed the facility which was not rebuilt. The siding, a trestle siding constructed by Garrett in
the mid-1880s, is not shown on the 1918 valuation map above. The trestle and switch were likely
removed when Helme shut down operations after 1912.
L

– William E. Grant’s original Figure 2 (above right) replaced with a better image.

– Alan Wood provided two tracts of land totaling 0.426 acres (18,577.2 square feet) for the 60’
wide right-of-way and for Wooddale Station. See the HRCV monograph “Ironworks on Red Clay

M

Creek in the 19th Century – The Wooddale and Marshallton Mills of New Castle County,
Delaware” by Carroll W. Pursell, Jr for more information on Wooddale Mill.
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In the late 1880s, Israel and Ellwood Marshall of Yorklyn were looking to expand their
papermaking business and knew Wooddale Mill was for sale. In 1891 (some reports suggest 1894)
the Marshalls likely took control of the mill under a lease to purchase agreement. Israel, Elwood
and Dr. Taylor Mitchell, the husband of their sister Mary, founded Marshall & Mitchell Company
at Wooddale, DE and converted the former iron rolling mill to making wood-pulp paper. Three 600pound beating engines and a 62-inch Fourdrinier paper machine were installed at Wooddale.
Relying on both water power and steam power, the widest trimmed sheet the mill could produce
was 58-inches. Eventually the mill started producing rag paper for the Marshall’s vulcanized fiber
operation in Yorklyn. A photo of the Marshall & Mitchell mill, courtesy of the Chester County
Historical Society is shown below.

Wooddale Station (left) and Marshall & Mitchell Paper Company
Charles S. Philips Collection – January 14, 1896

– Volkman noted the date as September 25, 1872 however the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
valuation map of 1918, map V9.4-6, indicates September 5, 1872 for the date of the deed and
September 27, 1872 as the date the deed was recorded in the NCC Recorder of Deeds book T-9,
page 39. The total area involved was 1.129 acres (49,194 square feet). On April 18, 1871, Evan
Brown agreed to release to the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company a total of 1.96 acres
(85,378 square feet) of land providing the right-of-way for the railroad.

N

On August 9, 1942 the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad officially abandoned the track from east of
Limestone Road to Landenberg, PA. Valuation map V9.4-6 indicates that the property provided by
Evan Brown was quit claim returned to those owning the former Brown property. Examination of
NCC deed maps reveal the original route of the railroad in Delaware is now owned by the
maintenance associations for the local housing developments.
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– A review of valuation map V9.4-6, suggests the siding was a passing siding. The valuation
drawings document locations of switch components for turnouts and sidings. When the line was
abandoned in 1942 the B&O updated the valuation drawing to remove the track that had been
abandoned. The erasures show what appear to have once been documentation for a passing siding.
It appears on 1918 valuation map that a passing siding started just southwest of Limestone Road
and paralleled north of the main track to a point just northeast of the DE-PA state line. A set of
valuation photos taken by the B&O in November 1927 call out an abandoned siding which does not
appear to still be connected to the main tracks in the vicinity of Limestone Road.

O

– The 1918 valuation map does indicate that a quarter acre of land for Faulkland Station was
transferred by deed between Franklin Fell and the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company.
What is more interesting to note is that 4.26 acres of railroad right-of-way crossing Franklin Fell’s
property, starting at Hyde Run and continuing northeast and crossing Faulkland Road, then
continuing behind Faulkland Woods to Brookmeade II & III, was obtained by being condemned
versus having been granted or deeded. A photograph of Faulkland Station in 1896 is shown below.

P

Faulkland Station – Charles S. Philips Collection – January 14, 1896
The Faulkland Road iron truss bridge is to the right foreground of the station. The road,
foreground left served the spice mills and is now open area and driveways for residences.

– The Addendum includes a listing of all the property transfers recorded on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad 1918 Valuation Maps for the Landenberg Branch. Land was conveyed by release (a
grant of easement permitting the railroad to place tracks and cross the owner’s property for a
defined period of time), and actual transfer of property by deed from the owner to the railroad, or
by the owner not wishing to grant a release or sell the property outright whereby the railroad had
the needed access condemned and took ownership.

Q

It should be noted that while many landowners completed their land agreements before the
railroad began operations on October 19, 1872, several completed their land agreements as late as
early 1873. A few of the releases and deeds were filed with the New Castle County Recorder of
Deeds as late as 1917. The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad did a major upgrade to the railbed so that
heavier cars could be handled in 1907. This is when the iron Pratt truss bridge (11A) was installed
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on the line to eliminate a very long trestle spanning a low area and the Red Clay Creek at
Ashland. No doubt the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad, the owners of the Landenberg Branch
and a fully owned subsidiary of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad uncovered additional releases and
deeds requiring filing with the NCC Recorder of Deeds. Finally, as part of the nationwide railroad
valuation effort begun in 1913 and requiring all railroad to supply the Interstate Commerce
Commission with accurate valuation maps and data by June 1918, any missing land transactions
had to be resolved and documented with the NCC Recorded of Deeds.
– The original publication’s Figure 3 from 1873 Harkness Magazine – “Wilmington and its
Industries” image replaced with a better copy. Volkman’s caption for Figure 3 originally started

R

out as “Trestle, or drawbridge, across Christiana…”. The caption was changed to reflect that a
swing bridge design was provided.

On March 7, 1871 the Delaware legislature passed an Act (see Addendum for a copy; Volume 14,
Chapter 64) requiring the “Wilmington and Western Railroad Company, in constructing its road
across the Christiana River, shall, and the said company is hereby required to erect and maintain
a draw or pivot bridge at the crossing of said stream, of not less than thirty-five feet in clear width,
for the passage of vessels, and shall also provide, at the expense of the said company, proper
attendance upon said bridge, as is customary in such cases.”
The bridge constructed in 1872 was of the broad classification of a moveable bridge design as it
moved the truss structure allowing passage of tall ships on the river. A “pivot” or “swing” bridge
rotates the truss structure 90-degrees and parallel to the flow of the body of water being crossed. It
requires a central pier and operator at the pier to turn a crank to rotate the balanced structure. A
“draw” design lifts one end of the truss structure higher to provide clearance.
Below is an aerial image of the Christina River area south of Wilmington taken for the National
Park Service’s Historic American Engineering Record in the early 1930s. At the right center edge,
the former WWRR right-of-way and central pier for the swing bridge is visible.
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– Volkman may have been referring to the lithograph at right. While the description provided fits
the rock cut at Wooddale, the image from the September 1873 issue of Harkness Magazine was
captioned for “Cuba Hill Ridge” which would
have been the Mt. Cuba rock cut. The image
shown is the only image we’ve found during
our research.

S

– A Mr. Darlington was contracted to
construct the fifty bridges, trestles, and
wood-box lined ditches for the new road. For
the fourteen major bridges and trestles
required, wooden beams for the supporting
and securing of ties and track on top were to
be 14” deep by 12” wide with multiple beams
used under each rail as necessary for the
weight of the trains and the distance
between the trestle bents (support between
the creek bed and wooden beams under the
railroad ties and track) supporting the
structure from the creek bed.

T

Trestles required ample stone pad
foundations resting on the creek bottom. A
wood base was constructed deep in the creek
bed (but not on bedrock) upon which each
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stone pad was constructed. Each trestle bent was to be constructed with four 12”x12” vertical and
angled posts resting on, and capped with, 14”x12” beams secured with cross-bracing.
The drawing below from the B&O’s engineering division shows the detail typical of the wooden
trestles on the line by 1918 when valuation maps and details were documented. Built in 1871-2,
the trestles were all strengthened in the latter 1890s to enable them to support the heavier weight
of larger railroad freight cars that were coming into use. Additional trestle strengthening was done
in the first decades of the 1900s.

The numerous wood box lined ditches under the roadbed were replaced with clay pipe and later
ductile iron pipe to eliminate the constant repairs necessary for wood box linings. In the early and
mid-20th century, many of the Red Clay tributary crossings originally constructed using wooden
stringers were replaced with either riveted steel stringers or large diameter concrete pipe.
– The original publication’s Figure 4 from prospectus is replaced with a better copy from the
Hagley Museum & Library digital archives. The one-page figure is split into two independent
figures so that they may be better examined. The original Figure 4 caption read “Prospectus of
Wilmington & Western used to solicit stock subscriptions. Map shows how promoters originally
intended to extend line for westward connections which was never realized.” Captions 4A and 4B
are new.

U

The original publication’s Figure 5 from prospectus replaced with a better copy from the Hagley
Museum & Library digital archives.
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Figure 4 now Figure 4A (left half) and Figure 4B (right half)

Figure 5 original
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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a thanks for their efforts and to insure our future.
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– In 2012, Mill Creek Hundred History Blog historian Scott Palmer researched John G.
Jackson. As Jackson was, as Volkman suggests, “next if not equal in importance to President
Heald”, excerpts of Palmer’s blog article are reproduced below;
V

John G. Jackson was a native son of Hockessin, born into
one of the largest landowning families there at the time.
He was born in 1818 in the Dixon-Jackson House, which
his grandfather James Jackson had purchased in 1771.
The child of Thomas (1777-1861) and Jane Griffith (17841853) Jackson, John was the second of two sons, two years
younger than his brother James C. Jackson (1816-1907).
John spent his early years being schooled first at home by
his parents, then at the Friends school nearby (the
Jacksons, like many of their Hockessin neighbors, were
Quakers). Young John had a voracious appetite for
knowledge, and supplemented his schooling with hours
spent reading books from a local library. It was from these
books that he discovered a passion for astronomy that
would stay with him his entire life.

John G. Jackson (1818‐1897)

In 1832 at the age of fourteen, John was sent off to study at the Westtown Boarding School
near West Chester. After attending Westtown for several years as a student, Jackson
became first an assistant teacher, and then a full-time teacher and lecturer in 1838. He
spent only one-year teaching astronomy and science there, as health concerns forced him to
resign and go off to lead a more active life, as Scharf tells us.
Jackson next, after serving a short apprenticeship, went to work as a surveyor and
conveyancer (which seems to be a sort of real estate lawyer). After about a year of that, he
and another man rode west to Pittsburgh, then took a boat down to Cincinnati. There he
spent the winter of 1840-41 working in the U.S. Land Office, transcribing field notes and
putting together maps from government surveys of Northern Ohio. It would not be his last
contact with a government job. In the spring of '41, Jackson and another teacher set off on a
lecturing tour of southern Ohio, speaking on scientific topics and carrying their equipment
with them.
After his lecture tour, John G. Jackson eventually made his way back to Hockessin, and in
September 1842 married Elizabeth Baily. The two took up residence in the family home,
while John began his business career in earnest. As he had done previously elsewhere,
Jackson took work locally as a surveyor and conveyancer. He also started a business in the
south end of one of his family's fields, south of Valley Road. The land there, it turned out,
was rich in limestone. Slightly different than the softer limestone mined by the Eastburns,
Jackson's lime was harder and well-suited for building. He even submitted a sample to the
committee building the Washington Monument in DC, but was not awarded that
prestigious contract. A picture of his lime kiln is below.
By 1848, Jackson's quarry and other ventures (including a sawmill) were profitable enough
that he was able to move himself and his family out of the Dixon-Jackson House (which
remained with his brother James) and construct a new home overlooking his lime business.
His house still stands, north of Valley Road and east of Southwood Road. Across Valley
Road he erected a large red barn, located right about where the entrance to the Hockessin
library is today.
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Jackson's first experience with a
public position arose in 1857, when
he was appointed a Notary Public.
He was reappointed in 1864, but
resigned the position later that year
when he was elected to the state
legislature on the Republican
ticket. In 1866, Jackson moved up
to the State Senate, where he
served one four-year term. The
state legislature was strongly
Democratic at the time, but Jackson
never seemed to mind being in the
minority. By 1878 he had moved
even further from the mainstream,
when he was named as the
Congressional nominee in Delaware for the Greenback Party. None of the major histories
mention it, but he was also the gubernatorial nominee for the Greenbacks in 1882. This
may be due to the fact that while he received almost a quarter of the vote in 1878, he likely
pulled in far fewer by 1882.
Politics wasn't the only place in which John G. Jackson was unafraid to stand up for what
he believed in, regardless of public perception. As mentioned earlier, he was raised in the
Quaker faith, but as the years went by, he slowly drifted away from it. In what I think
might be one of his more interesting episodes, Jackson seems to have dabbled in the
Spiritualism movement that arose in the late 1840's. Although I have not read through it
fully, this work seems to be a defense – written by John G. and James C. Jackson – of their
interest in Spiritualism from attacks by the Society of Friends. Also involved (this is my
fairly informed guess, since only initials are used) are John's wife Elizabeth and his cousin
Jane Griffith.
Returning now to more worldly pursuits, there was one more venture, vital to Hockessin, in
which Jackson was intimately involved. While seated in the State House and Senate, one of
the fields he was active in was the incorporation of railroad companies. One of these
happened to be the Wilmington and Western Railroad. Not at all coincidentally, Jackson
was also an original member of the Board of Directors of the railroad, and served as its
Chief Engineer. He helped to lay out its course,
and it was also no coincidence that the line
happened to run right by his lime quarry.
Unfortunately for Jackson, not only was he a
board member of the Wilmington & Western,
he was also a major investor. When the line
went bankrupt only a few years after its start,
he ended up losing a good deal of money. It
seems that by this time, though, Jackson was
already looking towards retirement. In 1880 he
sold his lime quarry business.
Right about this same time, he built a new
house for himself and Elizabeth called Sunset Cottage (above right), named for its
southwest fronting as well as for his own Sunset Years he planned on spending there. The
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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couple had raised two sons in their first home on Valley Road. William, the eldest, followed
in his father's footsteps and became a civil engineer, working with his father on the
Wilmington & Western and helping to build the bridges for the line. When John moved into
Sunset Cottage, William took over the original 1848 home. The younger son, Thomas, also
an engineer who helped build the Wilmington & Western, had by that time moved away,
first to western Pennsylvania and then to Fort Wayne, Indiana.
John Jackson's new Sunset Cottage, located on the south side of Southwood Road just off of
Valley Road, certainly appears to have been the perfect retirement home for him. It was a
little smaller than the old house, but with something the old home didn't have – its own
telescope. For the long-time avid astronomer, his new observatory (at the top of the Sunset
Cottage picture above) was surely a point of pride. From here he observed in 1882 a transit
of Venus that he had predicted as a young man in 1837. Also, in 1882, Jackson made a
moon observation from his Sunset Cottage telescope which caused a bit of a sensation
around the world. He thought he saw a mist or cloud on the moon, implying an atmosphere,
which to some implied that life might be possible. And in case you think the "around the
world" part is exaggeration, the "discovery" was even mentioned in a paper in New Zealand.
Jackson was fortunate enough to spend nearly twenty years in his Sunset Cottage. His wife
Elizabeth died in 1894, and John followed her three years later, passing away in March
1897. Sunset Cottage still stands, albeit with a different look today. Sometime several
decades after John G. Jackson's death, it was heavily damaged in a fire and rebuilt in a
different style, without its signature dome. One source says the fire was in 1922, while this
newspaper article from 1940 says the fire was in 1933. In either case, the house now bears
little resemblance to the house in which Jackson lived.
Now, 115 years after his passing, not many people know the name John G. Jackson. In his
home town of Hockessin during his life, though, I think there were very few who didn't
know him. Jackson was many things during his 79 years: scholar, teacher, adventurer,
surveyor, engineer, businessman, spiritualist, astronomer, writer, lawmaker, developer and
advocate for the working class (to be elaborated upon in the next post). If there's one thing
that seems to have been a constant, it's that a lot of thought, care, and passion went into
everything he did. It's those qualities that made John G. Jackson one of the most wellknown and highly thought of men in history of Hockessin, and of Mill Creek Hundred.
– In March 1964, two months after Volkman released this publication, HRCV initiated an
initiative to purchase Greenbank Mill and 7.7 acres of mill property, including water rights, from
Saul Cohen for $11,500. The deal closed in June 1964 with Roy Magargal continuing as miller in
residence.
W

HRCV’s long term goal was to halt the decay and neglect that had occurred, and to transform
Greenbank Mill into a complementary attraction to the tourist railroad. The operating mill would
display life as a miller living in the 1700s and 1800s. A secondary objective would be to display and
highlight Newport, DE’s Oliver Evans’ patented milling inventions which revolutionized the
milling industry. Evans’ inventions are considered as representing the first example of automated
industrialization in the world. His prototype flour mill equipment was first installed at Evans’ mill
at Faulkland, DE and within a few years Greenbank Mill had been equipped with improved
milling equipment of Evans’ design.
HRCV began restoration of the mill and offered open house events on select days. In August 1969,
three juvenile arsonists burned Greenbank Mill. Their excuse was they were drunk and didn't
know what they were doing (they would be acquitted via directed verdict). The "Madison Wool
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Factory" was totally gutted and 30 percent to 50 percent of the original mill destroyed. All milling
activities ceased after 179 years of continuous operation that commenced in 1790.
Historic Red Clay Valley, working to restore the fire damaged mill, worked with local authorities
and historians to secures the nomination of Greenbank Mill and the adjacent farmhouse and
properties with the National Register of Historic Places (Listing 73000513). The Greenbank
Historic Area was listed on July 2, 1973.
In January 1988 after working to restore a large portion of Greenbank Mill, HRCV formed
Greenbank Mill Associates as an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. With the
formation of the independent non-profit, the Greenbank Mill property and mill were transferred
from HRCV ownership to Greenbank Mill Associates, Incorporated.
Abbott’s Mill Nature Center in Milford Delaware provides one of the few operating examples of
Oliver Evans patented milling equipment. Abbott’s Mill Nature Center is a partnership between
the Delaware Nature Center, the State Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs, and the
Division of Fish and Wildlife. Abbots Mill is generally open daily except select holidays.
X

–The original publication’s Figure 6 replaced by a better copy.

– Figure 7 taken by William E. Grant replaced with a better copy. The caption was updated. It
originally read “Figure 7 – Old Wilmington & Western Station at Yorklyn, built in 1872, the only
depot extant. In foreground is Clarence T. Crossan, whose father, Theodore Crossan, was an
engineer on the line. Building is still in use as a freight station on B&O. The name of the
community was formerly Auburn. (Courtesy W. E. Grant, Sr.).”

Y
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The B&O Railroad ceased using Yorklyn station in 1966. On July 13, 1967 the B&O Railroad
transferred the station and associated 0.68-acre of land to NVF. On February 2, 1968 NVF sold the
station to HRCV for $1. In early April 1968, HRCV moved the 32’ by 52’ Yorklyn Station from its
basement foundation (used to store milk and one of only a couple WWRR stations with basements)
at Yorklyn to a new foundation at Greenbank a short distance north of where the original WWRR
Greenbank Station once stood.
– The 40-ton rock blasted out of Cuba Hill (Mt. Cuba rock cut) resting where it stopped rolling in
1872 still rests where it landed in the 21st century. The newspaper clipping implies the rock was
blasted through the air 200 feet distant. Other accounts detail the rock was blown out of the 50foot deep cut to the peak of the rock formation being cut through. The rock then rolled 200-feet
down the side of the rocky hillside to where it rests today. Courtesy of the Tom Gears Collection.
Z

– Original publication’s Figure 8 from 1873 Harkness Magazine – “Wilmington and its
Industries” image replaced with a better copy.

A1
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B1

– Copy of the original October 7, 1872 article is provided below. (Tom Gears Collection)

C1

– Original publication’s Figure 9 taken by William E. Grant replaced with a better copy.

– Because the telegraph was critical to a railroad’s successful operation as noted by Volkamn in
a following paragraph, reproduced below is an article by the editor for the Spring 2018 edition of
The Lantern detailing railroad telegraph operations such as might be found on the Wilmington &
Western Railroad in the late 1800s.
D1

A majority of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad depots included Western Union telegraph stations
and those along the Landenberg Branch constructed in 1872 were no exception. Railroads
relied on the telegraph to transmit train orders to conductors and engineers. Stations built
during Wilmington & Western Rail Road construction in 1872 provided area residences and
businesses both telegraph and postal system access. In the late 1800s to early 1900s, the
local railroad station was perhaps the most important location within a community.
The first telegraphic codes appeared in the 1850s. As telegraph companies charged by the
transmitted word, it wasn’t long before a single codeword represented a commonly used
phrase. An early requirement, codewords had to be pronounceable, in common use to reduce
telegrapher errors, and a viable word of Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Latin,
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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Portuguese, or Spanish languages. To facilitate an individual business’ unique terminology
and phrasings, many companies issued supplemental codewords for telegraph
communications.
For decades following the invention of the telephone, the telegraph remained supreme as
the most cost effective and reliable means to quickly exchange messages long distances.
Western Union's slogan in 1901 was "The Pioneer of Cheap Rates!" To transmit a message
from Wilmington, DE to New York City, NY in 1873, Western Union charged 40-cents for
up to 10 words and 3-cents a word after that. By 1883 the cost had dropped to 25-cents for
10 words or less and 2-cents a word after that. In 1908 the cost for up to 10 words was 30cents with additional words still costing 2-cents each. The typical full-time Western Union
telegraph operator in the Philadelphia area averaged $71 a month in 1908 (postal
employees averaged $56 per month).
Government documents from 1901 indicate the Western Union Telegraph Company
accessed more than 972,766 miles of telegraph wire serving more than 23,000 offices.
Nearly 70-million messages were transmitted in 1901 at an average cost of 31-cents per
message. Western Union profited 6-cents on each 1901 message earning them $6.67-million
in profit. There were seven trans-Atlantic cables to England for European customers; the
first laid in 1866. The average U.S. telegram length in the early 1900s was 11.93 words
with most messages less than ten words.
Several kinds of messages were handled. Non-revenue messages, termed “service”
messages, pertained to Western Union or host railroad business along a route. “Wire”
messages were transmitted to keep the telegraph system working and troubleshoot outages.
“CND” messages, represented “commercial news department” subscription revenue
messages which included headline news and current prices of stocks trading on the New
York Stock Exchange. The remaining messages were per-message and per-word revenue
generating private messages either for personal or business communication.
To facilitate the sending of telegraphs, an 800+ page codebook titled "Western Union
Telegraphic Code" was used. This book contained common phrases one might wish to use in
communications along with calendar, weight, length, financial, and other related reference
phrases. Phrases could contain “fill in the blank” word(s) where the sender supplied the
code word for each blank. The code word of the phrase, followed by the code word(s) for any
blanks that were part of the phrase made up the message.
Most telegraphic codes included a numerical identification for each code word. The sender
and receiver would agree on a “key number” and the sender would add that key number to
the desired word’s numerical identification and instead use the resulting word of the code
in the transmitted message. The receiver would then subtract the key number from the
word received to obtain the actual word the sender intended.
Below, from the Marshall Collection at Hagley Museum and Library, is a photo of a young
telegrapher working the Baltimore & Ohio's Yorklyn Station Western Union telegraph.
While the young man’s name is unknown, the wall calendar displays March 1904 and the
lit kerosene lamp and dark window suggests either pre-dawn or post-sunset. From the
uniform, the young man is probably a railroad employee sending a “service” telegram
related to railroad operations. Station masters, train conductors and engineers, and
maintenance-of-way foremen were often trained and authorized to use Western Union
telegraph stations.
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A single telegraph wire
on poles alongside the
WWRR tracks is seen
in some of the Charles
Philips 1890s images
displayed throughout
the HRCV business
office. By running the
telegraph line(s) along
a railroad’s right-ofway, Western Union
gained easy access to
remote locations while
the railroad received
free telegraph service
between their stations
to communicate with
trains.
A typical contract
called for Western
Union to supply all
poles, wire, insulators, batteries, Morse telegraph equipment, message stationary, and
similar to the railroad. The railroad transported and installed the poles and wire on their
right-of-way and maintained the line according to Western Union requirements as well as
provided space in their stations. If a single wire were installed, as was the case on the
Landenberg Branch, free railroad service messages between stations had priority over paid
commercial messages over the wider telegraph network. If sufficient commercial messages
were present, two or more lines might be installed and one would be dedicated for railroad
use.
Sending a telegraph in the late 1800s would have been an effective means for a business
such as Marshall Brothers in Yorklyn or Marshall & Mitchell Company in Wooddale to
receive orders for industrial rag paper or for placing orders for cotton waste from textile
mills. In 1904 a Yorklyn or Wooddale telegrapher might receive the following Marshall
message; "gaincha pernilongo 36 red 005 polysemum raverust ". Western Union charged by
the word and the seven-word message conveys; "Please send us the following order
(gaincha) by the end of June (pernilongo) 36-inch wide (Marshall produced papers as wide
as 62"), red (the most common color of more than a dozen produced), 0.005-inch thick
(various paper widths and thickness were offered), 12,000 pounds (polysemum), (Marshall
paper was wound on large rolls and sold by the pound), and that the order was to be
shipped using the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (raverusto)". A roughly 30-word conversation
is reduced to seven code words saving significant telegrapher time and sender cost. The
response telegram, consisting of two Western Union code words, from Marshall might have
been "gachage raceuiarium," meaning: "Your order has been accepted, and the cost is 6cents per 100 pounds."
In addition to the Western Union Telegraphic Code, there were other commercial codes in
use. The ABC Electric Telegraphic Code was a British code used by financiers, merchants,
shipowners, underwriters, engineers, brokers, agents, etc. and was first published in 1872.
The E. A. Adams Cable Codex was used primarily in the steam ship industry.
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The Western Union Company started as the New York and Mississippi Valley Printing
Telegraph Company in 1851. The company expanded quickly by absorbing eleven peers. In
1856 the Western Union Telegraph Company name was adopted. By 1861 the company had
installed its first transcontinental telegraph line which contributed to the eventual end of
the Pony Express.
In 1884, Western Union became one of the original eleven companies tracked as the Dow
Jones Industrial Average of stocks issued through the New York Stock Exchange having
acquired over 500 smaller telegraph companies! Today we refer to stock prices as appearing
on a “stock ticker”. The term represents the Western Union paper tape updating the world
with current stock pricing from New York.
In the late 1800s Western Union offered the ability to transfer money between parties. In
the mid-20th century, sales gimmicks such as “singing telegrams” and “candygrams” were
offered by Western Union. They were the first telecommunications company to own a
constellation of geosynchronous satellites (Westar) for transmitting messages. By the 1980s
Western Union was downsizing as the business model eroded due to telephone, radio, and
other forms of communication.
By 2006, the Western Union was handling only 20,000 telegrams a year, and the business
was no longer profitable. In February 2006, the last telegraphs bearing the, Western Union
logo were transmitted after 155 years of service. Today a service such as International
Telegram (iTelegram), which purchased the Western Union telegram and telex businesses
during Western Union's 1991 bankruptcy proceedings, is the only means to send a
telegram.
– The Wilmington & Western Railroad purchased a used locomotive, #53, from the Philadelphia,
Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad before the start of line construction as a way to move
materials from Wilmington to the construction sites. It was renumbered to Number 1.

E1

The Wilmington & Western Railroad Company, on February 14, 1872 signed a contract with
Matthew Baird & Company of Philadelphia, PA for three new American class 4-4-0 locomotives.
After Matthias Baldwin died in 1866 the Baldwin Locomotive Company, the largest producer in
the United States, had changed its name to Matthew Baird & Company. In 1873 it became
Burnham, Parry, Williams & Company. In 1891 the firm’s name changed to Burnham, Williams &
Company until 1909 when it incorporated in the founder’s name as Baldwin Locomotive Works.

May 1, 1872 article from Every Evening (Tom Gears Collection)

Two engines ordered were Class 16½ C (Numbers 3 & 4). The third locomotive ordered was Class
22½ C (Number 2) providing more power for freight moves. Advertised for passenger and freight
service, specifications and representative photographs for each of the soft coal-fired engines, are
shown below. Both engines were wagon-top boiler designs with diamond stacks, employed simple
Link valve motion, and relied on two pumps instead of injectors to maintain boiler water.
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M. Baird & Company ad from Poor’s Manual of the Railroads, 1871
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Lobdell wheels set at 4’-8½” track gauge was specified with “Wilmington and Western” painted in
fancy script on both sides of the tenders. Operating pressures were not specified on either the
order sheets or in the Baldwin catalog material. In that era, the use of 3/8” thick cast iron plate to
construct boilers of less than 48” diameters were standard. Operating pressures were nominally
one-hundred pounds per square inch according to period engineering literature. A note on each
engine’s order requested the water capacity be increased with the applicable reduction in the space
allowed for soft coal in recognition of access to only three water towers on the new line.

Matthew Baird Company Shop Photo of a Class 16½ C Locomotive
Bore/Stroke: 12”x22”; Engine Weight: 22 tons; Drivers: 56¾”; Load Pulled on Level; 665 tons

Matthew Baird Company Shop Photo of a Class 22½ C Locomotive
Bore/Stroke: 14”x24”; Engine Weight: 27.5 tons; Drivers: 56¾”; Load Pulled on Level; 835 tons
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Matthew Baird Company Order Book Entry for WWRR Class 16½ C Locomotives
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Matthew Baird Company Order Book Entry for WWRR Class 22½ C Locomotives
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– Volkman did not have a photograph of the opening day ticket in the original monograph. A
photo of an actual invitation and lunch ticket was provided courtesy of the collection of Mary
Simons. Volkman’s original from the monograph is shown below.
F1

– The Little Mill Creek is a small tributary of the Christina River and should not be confused
with Mill Creek which is a tributary of the White Clay Creek. Little Mill Creek starts with a
tributary just south of Hillside Road between Centerville Road at the west and the Kennett Pike
(Route 52) to the east. Flowing south several smaller streams feed Little Mill Creek including
Chestnut Run Creek which has its start east of the intersection of Center Road (Route 141) and
Lancaster Pike (Route 100). Little Mill Creek flows through the middle of CSX’s Wilsmere Yard,
then makes its way east crossing North DuPont Road (Route 100) before turning south again to
cross both Maryland Avenue (Route 4) and Route I-95 before emptying into the Christina River.

G1

– The September 4th, 5th, and 6th 1871 editions of Every Evening carried an unsigned article
regarding the new railroad then under construction. Those articles, reproduced below, provide
additional insight into the attitudes, thoughts, and opinions of the era in which the Wilmington &
Western Railroad was constructed. In many ways the articles’ descriptions of the Red Clay Valley
remain equally applicable today and the author’s suggestion of “leaving our readers to indulge
their imaginations with pleasant fancies of summer homes amid these pleasant surroundings of
hill and dale and running steam, of sunny lawns, and wooded bluffs. . .” is visionary.
H1

The three articles were each formatted as single columns occupying more than a half-page of
length. Due to the archived quality of the original newspaper, the articles are transcribed below.
The grammar, punctuation, and layout have been transcribed verbatim and are not edited (with
the exception of the date added to the title block) to reflect historic writing practice(s). The reader
will note alternate spellings in use over a century ago for numerous words including Kiamensi
(Kimensi) and many now-hyphenated words.

OUR NEW ROUTE WEST.
A Day's Tramp Over the Line of the
Wilmington and Western Railroad
Monday, September 4, 1871
Desirous of laying before the readers of Every Evening all the facts in relation to
the new and important enterprise which promises eventually to give to Wilmington
a shorter and more direct connection with the Great West, we, in company with
another gentleman, last week walked over that portion of the road now in process
of construction. We started on Monday morning and first struck the line of the
road at

NEWPORT PIKE CROSSING
Just this side of Little Mill Creek. Up to this point it runs parallel with the
Wilmington & Reading Railroad, but just beyond the pike it deflects to the
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southward through Robinson's woods, and thence follows a pretty direct line till it
crosses the Newport and Gap Turnpike a short distance above the residence of
Samuel Cranston, about 1½ or 2 miles west of Newport. It continues from this
point, in a nearly direct line in a westerly direction, till it strikes the

RED CLAY CREEK.
On the lands of James Cranston, at a point about opposite Marshall's Rolling Mills.
Here we encountered the first heavy work we had found on the line thus far, it
being a fill of 28 feet. Here, too, the road first strikes the thriving manufacturing
district which lies along the Red Clay, the first establishments being the

KIMENSI WOOLLEN MILLS AND MARSHALL'S ROLLING
MILLS,
Above mentioned. The Kimensi [sic] mills have recently passed into the
proprietorship of the enterprising firm of Pilling & Dean while the rolling mills are
old and well-known sheet-iron mills doing an excellent business. The road now
follows pretty closely the line of the creek, crossing it quite frequently to avoid the
numerous curves of the sinuous course. The next establishment on the line is

WM. G. PHILIPS & BRO.'S MILLS
Where a large business is carried on in the manufacture of bent felloes, sleighrunners, camp-stool frames &c. Wm. G. Philips is by the way, a director of the
company and one of the most energetic friends the road has. Next to these and but
a short distance above them we come to

FELL'S SPICE MILLS,
A large establishment with a national reputation, to which the road will provide a
great convenience and benefit, and from whose freights it will doubtless derive no
incosiderable [sic] revenue. Just before it reaches these mills, it skirts the grounds
of the once beautiful and famous

BRANDYWINE SPRINGS,
Formerly a favorite resort for the most fashionable class of Summer loungers. The
place can readily be restored to its former beauty, and it is altogether probable that
the ease of access secured to it by the new road will lead some enterprising
capitalists to take it again in hand, rebuild the large hotel, destroyed years ago by
fire, and call back to its beautiful shades and health-giving waters its glories of
auld lang syne.

THE RED CLAY VALLEY.
Which is very beautiful up to this point all along from the place where the road
first strikes it, just beyond here greatly increases in beauty, an in the woods of the
Mesers Fell just above the spice mills, art has given just the needful touches to the
landscape to make the natural beauties more appreciated. Here, along this beautiful
valley, it seemed to us, as we strolled through it in early morning; must arise the
pleasant villas which are to be in the near future
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THE COUNTRY HOMES OF OUR CITIZENS.
The banks are high but have many gentle, lawn-like slopes to the edge of the pure,
swift-running stream, and then, again, there are numerous steep declivities and
abrupt bluffs, which give just that dash of ruggedness necessary to the picturesque.
It is but a few minutes ride from the city and has every advantage that could be
asked for such purposes as we have suggested. Here leaving our readers to indulge
their imaginations with pleasant fancies of summer homes amid these pleasant
surroundings of hill and dale and running steam, of sunny lawns, and wooded
bluffs, we will defer any further description of the new road to tomorrow's edition.

OUR NEW ROUTE WEST.
A Day's Tramp Over the Line of the
Wilmington and Western Railroad
Tuesday, September 5, 1871
We resume to-day our description of the line of the new railroad, which we brought
in yesterday's issue up to the point where the road passes Fell's Spice Mills. The
next manufacturing establishment on the line is

WOOD'S ROLLING MILLS.
The well-known and extensive iron works near the Lancaster Pike about five miles
from this city. In the mill-dam of these mills we noticed a little home made [sic]
paddle wheel boat on which was conspicuously printed the scarcely poetic title of
"The Lady of the Dame."

TWO GRIST MILLS
Are the next establishments we find in the line the first one being rather a small
one known as Speakman's Mill. A short distance beyond this, are more extensive
flour mills of Sharpless and Brothers, at Ashland a pretty little village of a few
houses. About a mile beyond these we came to

GARRETT'S SNUFF MILLS
Probably the most extensive establishment of the kind in the country. They are two
in number, less than half a mile apart, and their average product is about 80 barrels,
or 16,000 pounds of Scotch snuff per week. The snuff is of the rubbing kind and
is manufactured almost exclusively of Kentucky and Missouri Tobacco. This is
but just, as the chief market for the manufactured article is in the South and
Southwest, where the dipping habit is not yet rubbed out. We arrived here at noon
and were hospitably entertained by Mr. Press the superintendent of the mills, who
doubtless has a kindly feeling for members of the press. He has been
superintendent of these mills for twenty years.
The road here leaves the valley of the Red Clay Creek, and passes through what
is known as Kaolin Valley in which are evaluated extensive. Passing through this
valley is reached the beautiful Hockessin valley, far famed for rich farms and
thrifty intelligent people and passes directly along side [sic] of
HRCV volunteers donated their time to prepare this
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JACKSON'S LIME QUARRIES,
Owned by John G. Jackson, Esq., Chief Engineer of the road, and one of the men
to whose energy and pluck the Wilmington & Western owes its existence. These
quarries produce a splendid quality of lime, especially sought after by builders, and
have heretofore been without any sufficient outlet. They will bring a large and
lucrative freight traffic to the road, while the road will be of incalculable benefit to
them by giving them easy access to market.
After leaving these works the road passes through a difficult piece of country,
for some miles with several heavy cuts and fills until it reaches

LANDENBERG
Its terminus, a small manufacturing village in Chester County, about 17 miles from
the city, formerly known as Chandersville. Just before reaching this place the road
has to make a wide circuit around the hill on the banks of the White Clay Creek,
the valley of which creek it here strikes. The chief industry of Landenberg is the
worsted manufacture carried on quite extensively in the mills of

MARTIN LANDENBERER & CO.,
which give employment to a large number of hands and are kept running twenty
hours per day. The village itself is not much of a place but has great expectations
for the future to be opened up to it by the new road or rather roads, for the proposed
Delaware & Pennsylvania Road is expected to be built from this point to Delaware
city. In fact, many of the people seem to look upon this last named [sic] project
with even more favor than they show toward the Wilmington Road. This we
presume is because the other has been longer talked of. Here we rested for the night
having reached

THE PRESENT TERMINUS
Of the road, the Wilmington and Western Railroad Company is actually building,
but which we hope will soon prove to be a way station on a great through line. To
build the road to this point, however, will prove of untold benefit to Wilmington,
bringing as it will, to our wharves the products of the rich manufacturing,
quarrying, and agricultural region we have hastily described, and also giving us,
by a road now building from Landenberg, Westward, direct connection with the
great Pennsylvania Railroad. We leave, however, a brief notice of the connections
of the new road to another number of our paper.

BEYOND LANDENBERG.
Project Connections of the
Wilmington and Western
Wednesday, September 6, 1871
Landenberg is, as we have stated, the present terminus of the Wilmington and
Western Railroad, and its extension beyond this point is as yet problematical,
though the problem is one almost certain of a gratifying solution. In fact, it is
already being solved if we can consider
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THE PENNSYLVANIA & DELAWARE ROAD
An extension. This road was projected to connect with the Delaware and
Pennsylvania Railroad at Landenberg, giving a continuous line from Pomeroy, a
station on the Pennsylvania Central Railroad, near Parkesburg, southward to
Delaware City, in this State. Work has already been commenced on the lower end
of this route, and though it has not made very rapid progress its friends are
confident of success. The upper portion, however,

FROM POMEROY TO LANDENBERG
Is in the hands of another corporation, and is being pushed forward quite
vigorously, and it will certainly be built whether the connecting road is built or not.
From Pomeroy eastward, considerable grading has been done, but for some reason,
little or if anything has been done immediately west of Avondale.

FROM AVONDALE TO LANDENBERG,
The grading is entirely completed, the masonry of all the bridges is finished, and a
considerable force is busily engaged in the construction of the superstructure. The
road follows the course of the White Clay Creek, and crosses it again and again,
four times, if we mistake not, within a mile of Landenberg. The completion of
these bridges will render

THE ROAD READY FOR THE RAILS
And give Landenberg connection with the Baltimore Central railroad. The
completion of this road to Pomeroy will. of course, in connection with the
Wilmington and Western, give Wilmington a much more direct route West via the
Pennsylvania Central, than we now have.
But the interesting question to the friends of the Wilmington and Western, (ad this
ought to include all Wilmington,) is, What is the Prospect for a new

NARROW GUAGE RAILROAD
Through the Southern tier of Pennsylvania counties via Oxford, Peach Bottom,
Hanover, Gettysburg, and Connellsville? To gather information concerning the
prospects of this project we visited Oxford. There we found excellent quarters in
the Octorara House and were so fortunate as to find our genial friend, Judge
Passmore there. We found him an enthusiastic friend of the project. He also
introduced us to Mr. E. H. Rollins, one of the proprietors of the Oxford Press. and
also agent of the Baltimore Central Road at Oxford. He is one of the hard workers
in behalf of the projected road

FROM OXFORD TO PEACH BOTTOM,
An gave us the gratifying intelligence that the project is certain of success while
his information was to the effect that the proposed extension west from Peach
Bottom was equally certain of being built. So far as the road from Oxford to Peach
Bottom was concerned the subscriptions are nearly completed. It is to be a narrow
gauge road. Oxford is devoting its enthusiasm and its cash to this project and has
apparently thought but little of the link
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BETWEEN OXFORD AND LANDENBERG,
Thought we found considerable interest in and curiosity around it, the feeling
concerning it, however, appears to be that if it is built it must be built by the
Wilmington & Western Co., and the property owners along the line. The distance
is about twelve miles, and it appears to us that the construction of this link is
necessary to the success of both projects, and the two ought to unite together in
building it. Wilmington can well afford to lend liberal assistance, as its advantages
to her will be incalculable, for the new gauge, as will be added to the natural
advantages she already has as the proper shipping point for the products of interior
and southern Pennsylvania.
– The Delaware and Pennsylvania Railroad Company was incorporated February 26, 1857 by
the Delaware Legislature.
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The Doe Run & White Clay Creek Railroad Company was incorporated under a Special Act of the
Pennsylvania Legislature on August 20, 1868. Under a decree of the Court of Common Pleas of
Chester County, Pennsylvania, the name was changed to Pennsylvania & Delaware Rail Road
Company on August 9, 1870.
A consolidation and merger of the Delaware & Pennsylvania Railroad Company and the
Pennsylvania & Delaware Rail Road Company to become the Pennsylvania & Delaware Railway
Company was filed in Delaware and Pennsylvania in May 1873. The Pennsylvania & Delaware
Rail Road Company's 10,000 shares of $50 par value stock, and the Delaware & Pennsylvania
Railroad Company's 8,000 shares of $50 par value stock were converted to 18,000 shares of $50 par
value stock in the name of the Pennsylvania & Delaware Railway Company. Additionally, the 7%
bonds of the Pennsylvania & Delaware Rail Road Company ($700,000 total) and the 6% bonds of
the Delaware and Pennsylvania Railroad Company ($570,000 total) were converted to 7% bonds of
the Pennsylvania & Delaware Railway Company due July 1, 1903 (an additional $332,000 was
issued as well). The line listed 38.62 miles of track connecting Pomeroy, Pennsylvania with
Delaware City, Delaware.
Pennsylvania & Delaware Railway Company property sold at foreclosure in August 12, 1879 to a
pair of newly formed companies; the Pomeroy and State Line Railroad Company (incorporated
February 26, 1880 in Pennsylvania) and the Newark and Delaware City Railroad Company
(incorporated April 30, 1880 in Delaware). In December 1881 the two companies were consolidated
and merged back together again to form the Pomeroy and Newark Railroad Company after the
right-of-way south of the line's crossing of the Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore Railroad
Company (11.82 miles) was sold by the Newark and Delaware City Railroad Company to the
Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore Railroad Company. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
signed a 99-year lease for the Pomeroy and Newark Railroad Company on March 1, 1880. The
following year the Pennsylvania Railroad Company took control of the Philadelphia, Wilmington,
& Baltimore Railroad Company and in November 1902 the Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore
Railroad Company was merged into the Pennsylvania Railroad's Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington Railroad.
– The reference to the first train “stopping for water” would have most likely been the Yorklyn
water tank. It has been suggested that water was available at Landenberg for the Wilmington &
Western Railroad however research has not uncovered a documented location or ownership. The
1918 valuation map does not indicate a Landenberg water tank as part of the B&O’s Landenberg
Branch. There are historical indications that a Landenberg tank might have belonged to the
Pennsylvania & Delaware Rail Road Company but we do not know when it was put in operation. A
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dam across the White Clay Creek in the vicinity of the Landenberg Station which supplied water
to a mill race might have served as the water source for a tank.
The Wilmington Commercial’s article mentions that the cow was “inspecting the quality of the fish
plates”. These are referred to as splice or joint bars as well. Examination of Charles S. Philips’
photographs taken in the 1890s of the line, indicate the use of simple, 4-bolt fishplates holding the
rails together. Railroad annual reports (excerpts appear in Henry Varnum Poor’s Manual of the
Railroads) indicate the rails remained 56-pound iron through the Delaware Western Railroad
years (in 1881 only ½-mile had been converted to steel; perhaps only newly added sidings). The
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad annual reports through 1891 indicate continued use of iron rail
for the line.
Photos taken by Charles S. Philips in the mid-1890s indicate the rail was more than likely still the
original 56-pound iron rail installed without the use of tie plates and minimal ballast. B&O
records show the first major strengthening of the trestles across the Red Clay Creek occurring in
1895-7. Poor’s data for 1897 indicates that only steel rail was in use in weights of 67 and 85
pounds.
– When HRCV purchased the Landenberg Branch in 1982, there was only a short segment of
140-pound rail on the line. The major road crossings had 131-pound welded joint rail while most of
the rest of the line was a mix of 85-pound and 100-pound rail. The rail used by the B&O for the
Landenberg Branch was known as “relay rail” as evidenced by date codes stamped on the rails.
Over the years of HRCV ownership, as rail has been replaced, rail weights have been increased,
especially in crossings where 180-pound rail may be found.
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Rail used on high-volume routes experiences fatigue and wearing of the rolling surface with use.
The flexing due to heavy cars can cause the internal structure of a rail to develop voids and cracks
which lead to rail breakage and derailments. As a precaution, railroads generally replace a highvolume route’s rail long before the rail’s useful life is used up.
Railroads take the main route rail that is being replaced, and turn it into “relay rail” for service on
secondary routes were the traffic may be lighter, speeds slower and train weights less. Rail lengths
that were welded during installation on primary high-volume routes (generally starting in the
1960s) and slated to become relay rail have the rail ends drilled for attaching fish plates to splice
rails together during relaying. As relay rail is placed on secondary and branch lines (like the B&O
did with the Landenberg Branch) it is oriented such that maximum life can be obtained. The rail
being removed from secondary and branch lines is then used for sidings if its condition is
acceptable or the rail is scrapped having most of its useful life used up.
Curves on primary and secondary routes will be re-laid more frequently than tangent (straight)
sections. The wheel flanges rubbing against the outside rail on a curve cause wear to the inside of
the outer rail over time. This wear requires that curves have the rails transposed; the outside rail
(also called the high rail on sharper curves) becomes the inside rail (low side rail) and vice versa so
as to equalize the wear faces of the rail. Generally, after curves have been transposed one time and
the wear has reached the design limits for the rail, replacement is required. The need to replace
rail in curves often sets the stage for the replacement of rail, ties, and ballast for a long section of
right-of-way. Tangent track as well as curve track is replaced with new rail with the used rail from
tangent sections becoming relay rail while the worn-out rail from curve sections is scrapped.
– Volkman’s Figure 10, while very close to what the Wilmington & Western operated, has been
replaced with an actual image of a B&O locomotive at Landenberg Station in 1895 from the
Hagley Museum & Library’s photographic archive, along with an updated caption. Volkman noted
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the smokebox had been extended (note the original smokebox length in the Baldwin shop
photographs in Footnote E1) which is also seen the replacement image. A comparison of the engine
stopped at Landenberg Station to the locomotive that Volkman used originally (below) it might
cause one to conclude they are indeed the same engine. Baldwin was the most prolific of locomotive
builders and the Wilmington & Western chose a “catalog” engine of which no doubt hundreds were
manufactured for numerous railroads of the era.
Locomotive #638 appears to be one of the two Division I Class 16½ C engines purchased in 1872 by
the Wilmington & Western based on cab features and other details. Only two coaches are being
pulled which also indicates the lighter Class 16½ C engine would be a preferred choice over the
larger and more expensive to operate Class 22½ C locomotive.

Figure 10
Type of locomotive used in late ‘seventies' and doubtless similar to those used on Wilmington & Western. Oil
was used in the headlights, and the earlier balloon-type smokestack was modified to type shown. (Cf. with
drawing of W& W locomotive partially shown in Figure 8.) Large "cow catcher" was actually intended to
push animals and other obstructions off track. (Courtesy George F. Nixon, President, National Capital
Historical Museum of Transportation, Inc., Baltimore.)

– The use of Gauge Cocks on a boiler to determine water level were part of the design of the first
boilers. Even with cocks installed, failure to use them made low water boiler explosions a common
railroad accident. Their operation is as Volkman describes. The only improvement to a set of
gauges or “try” cocks was the sloped installation of the cocks at the back of the boiler so that a drip
pan could be installed to carry the water out of the cab instead of spraying the cab floorboards with
water and making for slippery conditions.
M1

The first glass tube water style indicator specified for installation on a locomotive under
construction was for a Mohawk & Hudson Railroad engine in 1831. Even though the boiler
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operated at low pressure, the device proved troublesome and dangerous due to accidental breaking
of the glass. While some sort of glass indicator was always preferred, the glass quality in the early
1800s would not withstand the increased design pressures being generated in locomotive boilers as
locomotives became more powerful. There was also the problem of poor water being used which
tended to create a beer-like foam thus rendering a glass gauge useless. In 1872 when the WWRR
locomotives were ordered, glass tube water indicators were still considered an unreliable and
dangerous extravagance.
It turns out that railroad headlight glass, signal lens, marker light lens, and lantern globes were
also fragile in the 1800s. By the end of the 1800s, fires started by hot shattering glass, as well as
injuries to railroad workers from lantern glass accidents, were becoming a major source of
operating loss to the railroads. The railroads challenged Corning Glass Works to come up with a
better glass for railroad use to eliminate the breakage. As a result of Corning’s success around
1900, borosilicate glass became available for the making of robust lenses, globes, and “dead side
indicators” also known as glass sight glasses. This same glass became Corning Pyrex glass that
could be used for making cookware and laboratory glass.
By the late 1800s, locomotives were required to have two sets of gauge cocks in the cab at the back
of a locomotive’s boiler (note the WWRR order with Baldwin that a single set of gauge cocks was
still acceptable in 1872). With borosilicate glass available, sight gauges came into common use and
in 1911 the Interstate Commerce Commission required all new steam locomotives to be equipped
with both a set of gauge cocks and a borosilicate glass sight glass at least 3” above the boiler crown
sheet. The sight glass was to include three valves for testing that it was functional and “blowing
down” the gauge. The glass tube water indicator had to be enclosed in a protective shield in case
the element ruptured and it had to be lit from the backside for easy reading. The newer designs
were an immediate success for their safety aspects and as the reasons for boiler water foaming
were now controlled, the gauges proved more accurate and reliable than gauge cocks.
– “Signal Oil” has often been referenced as “just another name for kerosene”. This isn’t exactly
true from a chemical composition viewpoint. In the late 1800s, illuminating oil from Galena-Signal
Oil Company was used by a majority of U.S. railroads. It was a special blend of kerosene that
burned longer and whiter than an equivalent volume of standard kerosene. In fact, until Corning
Glass developed special colored glass, the colored signal lens used in signal equipment had to be
matched to the fuel used in some applications!
N1

In 1862 Eli E. Hendrick received two patents on improvements made to lubricating oils. He
dissolved “caoutchouc” (an un-vulcanized natural rubber also sometimes called India rubber) in a
high-grade oil. This oil became known as “Hendrix Lubricator” and was found superior to the
lubricating oils currently in use.
In 1866 Charles Miller and John Coon purchased the rights and patents to manufacture Hendrix
Lubricator and began offering it to the railroads who found it superior to lubrication oils then in
use. Hendrick patented, in 1869, an improved lubricating oil based on “plumboleum” (a mineral oil
and lead oxide combination) which he added to refined oil. As the lubricating oil included lead
oxide in the recipe, the product was given the name “Galena”. The oil was so successful that the
name of the company was changed to Galena Oil Company.
Already selling Galena lubricating oils to railroads, Charles Miller and his brother-in-law Joseph
C. Sibley, formed the Signal Oil Company within Galena Oil Company, in 1873. Taking lessons
learned from Eli Hendrick to heart, Sibley blended highly refined kerosene (what we might call
Jet-A today) and animal fat-based oils together at elevated temperatures using a patented process.
The result was a fuel tailored specifically for railroad lantern and signal use. The company’s
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“Signal Oil” burned longer and brighter as compared to an equal volume of kerosene. The product
was marketed as Perfection Signal Oil.
Galena-Signal Oil Company lubrication and illumination oils are estimated to have been used by
95% of railroads in the U.S. The Galena-Signal business was eventually purchased by Standard
Oil but was split off from Standard Oil in 1911 as part of the government’s antitrust activity.
Valvoline bought the company in 1931.
– George Westinghouse, Jr was a prolific inventor obtaining over 360 patents during his
lifetime. His first patent at age 16 was for a grain and seed winnowing machine. Three years later
Westinghouse patented improvements to the rotary steam engine.
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In 1869, in his early 20s, Westinghouse was awarded the first of many patents related to train
braking which up until that time was performed as Volkman describes; manually. While vacuum
and pressure braking systems were in use by a few railroads, they were not fail-safe and still
required brakemen for the cars to manually apply the brakes. Westinghouse's braking system
(first patented April 13, 1869; patent 88,929) revolutionized train braking due to its fail-safe
pressurized design. The Railroad Safety Appliance Act of 1893 made air brakes compulsory on all
U.S. trains. Westinghouse Air Brake Company equipment remains in use in the 21st century on
the Wilmington & Western's vintage locomotives and passenger cars.
Purchasing patents to combine with his own inventions, Westinghouse developed electrical and
compressed-air designs for a railroad signal system. These ideas evolved into the Union Switch
and Signal Company, founded in Pittsburgh in 1881.
Westinghouse knew that natural gas was plentiful beneath the earth however it was considered
dangerous because it was at high pressure. After he had a drilling rig punch a hole 1/3 of a mile to
reach a pocket of natural gas in the back yard of his home outside of Pittsburgh, PA, Westinghouse
was granted 28 patents related to the pressure regulation, control, and metering of natural gas in
1884 and 1885. Today's gas appliances use gas control designs that automatically stop the gas flow
if a flame is extinguished or the pressure drops too low that are based on Westinghouse's original
ideas and patents.
Westinghouse understood the advantages of Nikola Tesla's alternating current electrical system
designs over the Edison direct current design. The Westinghouse Electric Company was formed in
1884 and in 1888 Westinghouse obtained exclusive rights to Tesla's patents as well as persuading
Tesla to join his company.
Westinghouse's interest in railroads and electrical power were brought together with the first use
of alternating current to power the Manhattan Elevated Railway in New York City, and later with
the New York subway system. Westinghouse developed steam turbines for maritime propulsion
which also required his engineers to develop a gearbox able to change the high RPM of a turbine to
the slower speeds required for a propeller. Before he died in 1914, Westinghouse had founded 60
companies with a total worth reaching $120 million and employing over 50,000 workers
– Figure 11, an advertisement for Harlan and Hollingsworth Company, is replaced with a better
copy from Henry Varnum Poor’s Manual of the Railroads - 1872.
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Added below is an advertisement for Jackson & Sharp Company (also from Poor’s), also mentioned
by Volkman in the text. Jackson and Sharp Company was another large railroad car builder in
America in the 1870s. Between the two companies, nearly three-quarters of all coaches produced
through the 1880s came from Wilmington. These two companies producing hundreds of railroad
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cars per year, along with the various horse carriage makers in Wilmington in the late 1800s
earned Wilmington, Delaware the reputation as the “Queen City of Coach Building”. With the
Lobdell Wheel Company producing patented iron wheels for freight car, passenger coach, and
locomotive use (note the specification of Lobdell wheels for the Baldwin locomotives the WWRR
ordered), Wilmington was a major industrial town in the late 1800s employing thousands of
workers in numerous occupations supporting not only railroad businesses but shipbuilding as well.
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– Examples of a brakeman’s club (right), telltale signal (left top) before a tunnel in West
Virginia, and a link & pin coupler (left bottom) similar to what might have been found in use on
the Wilmington and Western Railroad in the 1870s.
Q1
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– Baltimore & Ohio valuation records show shed (shelter) stations at Mill Creek, DE next to
Valley Road and at Eden, PA next to Broad Run Road. These may have been the shed stations
Heald referred to. There are references to a “Broad Run Station” but it is unknown if there was an
additional shed station by that name or it was an alternate name for the station at Broad Run
Road located in Eden, PA. In the late 1800s, Eden, PA was east of the Broad Run Trestle and creek
while Broad Run, PA was an area west of the Broad Run Trestle and creek. There are also
references to a shed station where the railroad crossed Barley Mill Road at Spring Valley, DE. The
only shed stations documented with photographs are Mill Creek, DE and Eden, PA.
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These shed stations do not appear on the normal passenger time tables although the shed type
stations may have served as “whistle stops” where a train stopped only if there were passengers
present to board or had notified the conductor that they wished to disembark. The photographs
below of the shed stations at Mill Creek and Eden, taken in November 1927 by the Baltimore &
Ohio Valuation Team, are looking eastbound. The Mill Creek and Eden shed stations are located
approximately midway between Hockessin and Southwood Stations (Mill Creek Station) and
Southwood and Landenberg (Eden/Broad Run Station).
Note the freight platform beyond the station on the opposite side of Broad Run Road from the
station. Eden station, as well as Mill Creek Station, were unattended freight stations primarily set
up for farmers to ship cans of milk to Wilmington’s diaries as well as pick up returned empty cans.
Also note the wide right-of-way to the left of the tracks in the Eden photograph. B&O valuation
maps show this area once included a siding for the limestone quarry located here (the Broad Run
Trestle and Landenberg are behind the photographer). The limestone quarry was on either side of
the tracks where the photographer would have been standing. The quarry had long played out by
1927 when this photograph was taken thus the siding has been removed. Also note the single
telegraph wire on its pole at the left side of both photographs.

Shed Station at Mill Creek, Delaware (looking towards Hockessin).
Valley Road is the grade crossing at center-bottom in the photograph.
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Shed Station at Eden, Pennsylvania (Looking towards PA-DE state line). Valley Road is the
grade crossing at center-bottom in the photograph. Level area at left once hosted a
siding for the limestone quarry operation along both sides of the right-of-way.

– Southwood station was a standard station and not a shed station as Volkman suggests, as
shown in this B&O valuation photo from 1927. The station is obscured by underbrush at center left
of the photo below. The overpass beyond the station is Limestone Road (Route 7). The view is
looking eastbound. There was once a siding left of the tracks.

S1

Station at Southwood, Delaware (looking towards Limestone Road (Route 7) seen passing over
the WWRR track (center). Roof of Southwood Station can be seen behind hill and heavy
underbrush at center left. The station’s siding formerly paralleled the track to the left.
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– The “long wooden platform at Mt. Cuba, along Red Clay Creek” that Volkman references was
most likely at the Mt. Cuba Picnic Grove area. The photograph below from the B&O Valuation of
1927 shows the “railroad's office located in a house some quarter of a mile distant purchased by
the officials”. In the 1870s, as Volkman points out later in the text, the Mt. Cuba area served as a
picnic and park area as well as hosted an occasional religions retreat.
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The Charles S. Philips Collection also includes photos of the Mt. Cuba area taken in the mid-1890s
and the area is little changed from the 1927 image shown. The Philips photo does show fenced-in
areas across from the house and the Mt. Cuba Road bridge as a covered bridge. Both images show
the siding that in 1927 has added the wooden platform for ease in loading a box or flat car as well
as the siding being closer to the main tracks.

Station at Mt. Cuba, Delaware. The delivery truck (center) is using Mt. Cuba Road. The covered bridge
carrying Mt. Cuba Road over the Red Clay Creek has been replaced by an iron truss bridge (center right).
A boxcar sits on one of two sidings that were at Mt. Cuba Station in this B&O photo from 1927.

– In July 1863 the U.S. Postal Service charged 3¢ to handle a ½-ounce letter. That was
decreased to 2¢ on October 1, 1883. On July 1, 1885 the cost was changed to 2¢ per ounce. The cost
varied between 2¢ and 3¢ per ounce until August 1, 1958 when postage became 4¢ per ounce.
Postage costs have risen steadily since and as of this writing (2018) postage is 50¢ per ounce.
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In the early 1860s, baggage cars were converted to Railway Post Offices (RPO), and mail was
sorted and postmarked on the train as it traveled from station to station. Postal agents working
the trains had to know the junctions and stations along their assigned routes along with details
relating to how mail was delivered from those stations and junctions. Routine testing required an
accuracy rating of better than 96% to maintain postal service employment.
For the Summer 2003 edition of The Lantern, John L, Kay and Frederick S. Dickson wrote an
article titled How Mail Was Moved on the Wilmington & Western Railroad. It is reproduced here
to provide information related to the mail operation on the line in the early years of its operation.
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How Mail Was Moved on the Wilmington & Western Railroad
by John L. Kay and Frederick S. Dickson

The Wilmington & Western Railroad began operating in the fall of 1872 to connect
Wilmington with the Newark & Pomeroy Railroad at Landenberg, Pennsylvania. Pomeroy
was then a connection point for trains to Pittsburgh and the west.
The Post Office Department appointed Solomon Hersey of Wilmington as
Mail Route Messenger at a salary of $400 per year on August 3, 1872. His
duties included receiving bagged mail at Wilmington for points along the
route, delivering it to the post offices, delivering mail for points beyond
Landenberg to the Landenberg clerk, and receiving letters handed to him at
each station. These he cancelled with the ‘WIL & WES RR’ postmark of
1879 shown here, and sorted them on the train. (The spelling of Landenberg/Landenburgh
differs in various records.)
For a short time between February 15, 1879 and September 23, 1880 the Mail Route
Messenger went from Wilmington to Pomeroy at a salary of $750 per year. No special
postmark of this era is known.
This ‘WILM. & LANDEN AGT.’ Cancel shows that the clerk was later
classed as a Route Agent at a salary of $900 or more per year. This cancel
continued in use as late as 1885, even though the route became part of the
Railway Post Office system on August 1, 1882.
The Route Agent and later the RPO Clerk did all distribution of the letters
and had pouches ready for dispatch to through trains at Wilmington. The
‘WILM & LAND. R.P.O.’ cancel was used about 1892-1905.
This ‘WILMING. DEL. & LAND. R.P.O.’ cancel was used about 1905-1917. RPO service
was discontinued on the Wilmington & Western April 27, 1917.
Passenger service was discontinued during the Depression of the 1930’s, but
freight is still moved several times a week to Yorklyn and Hockessin. The
railroad became part of the Chessie System until it was scheduled to be
abandoned in 1982, when it was bought by Historic Red Clay Valley,
Incorporated and was returned to its original name. It is now operated
mainly by volunteers who man the track and train crews and rebuild the
antique rolling stock.
Post Office
Marshallton
Greenbank
Faulkland
Wooddale
Mt. Cuba
Ashland
Yorklyn/Auburn
Hockessin
Southwood
Landenberg

Opened Date
February 11, 1878
No Post Office
November 27, 1872
November 27, 1872
March 12, 1877
November 8, 1872
June 13, 1873
December 16, 1863
No Post Office
November 30, 1848
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Closed Date
Still Open
No Post Office
December 31, 1914
May 31, 1911
July 15, 1933
July 15, 1933
Still Open
Still Open
No Post Office
Still Open

Most of the post offices along the route or the Wilmington & Western opened soon after the
railroad furnished the means for delivering mail. Four of them were discontinued when
rural free delivery became available from larger post offices, but four are still operating.
Four stations did not have post offices, but MRM, Agent or RPO clerk would have received
and canceled outgoing mail handed to him at any station.
Mail for the Brandywine Springs Post Office less than one mile west of the railroad was
handled through the Faulkland Post Office. It is believed that mail for Mermaid and
Limestone Road came on the Wilmington & Western at one time. If so, it probably was
transferred at Southwood on Limestone Road or at Hockessin.
– For Figure 13, the hand drawing was replaced with an image of the actual G.A. Hopkins Atlas
of Wilmington map from Hagley Museum & Library.

V1

Figure 13
First Wilmington station of W&W was on present C Street at Causeway (cf. Figure 8). Track continued
east on C Street to Bradford, and thence to terminal off Christiana Avenue. The WYE at Bradford
Street permitted turning engine without a turntable. The trestle over the Christiana was actually
a drawbridge (See Figure 3). The G. A. Hopkins Atlas of Wilmington (1876) shows the
above route in full detail in relation to the streets.

Below is an 1893 map of the same area from Atlas of New Castle County Delaware from Actual
Surveys, Official Records, and Private Plans that was compiled and published by G. W. Baist
(courtesy of Hagley Museum & Library). The original Wilmington & Western Railroad tracks are
now marked with their new owner, the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. The Wilmington & Northern
Railroad’s tracks (future Reading Railway), originally built by the Wilmington & Brandywine
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Railroad are shown along with those of the Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore Railroad
(future Pennsylvania Railroad).

– The Delaware General Assembly passed a law in Volume 14, Chapter 64 stating the minimum
bridge requirements for the Wilmington & Western Railroad to cross the Christiana River.
W1
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– For Figure 15, the hand drawing was replaced with an updated drawing containing additional
information.

X1

FIGURE 15
Route of Wilmington & Western through Red Clay Creek Valley with X's marking the former
stations. The track still runs as far as Hockessin – but was removed from Hockessin to Landenberg.
(Drawing by William E. Grant, Sr.)

– Henry Gannett is considered “The Father of Government Mapmaking”. He was also described
as the “Father of the Quadrangle” which is the basis for all U.S. topographical maps of the United
States. Henry Gannett was a major force behind the formation of the U.S. Geological Survey. His
"Dictionary of Altitudes," first published in 1884, was issued in four editions including 1891, 1899,
Y1
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and 1906. Volkman’s original table was missing data for West Junction (Landenberg Junction),
Marshallton, Brandywine Springs, Wooddale, and Southwood. Those have been added to the
monograph.
– For Figure 16, William Grant’s photo was replaced with
a better-quality photo from Ronald Foreman which includes
the diamond crossing being controlled.
Z1

Figure 16Z1
“High Ball” signal, one of the last of its kind, standing at the foot
of Fifth Avenue and Duncan St. and still in use. Similar signal
was used in West Yard to govern movement of W&W trains over
PW&B tracks. Ball was raised and lowered by hand to signal
approaching train whether it was safe to cross over.
(Courtesy W. E. Grant, Sr.)

The Map of New Castle County published in 1881 by G.M.
Hopkins & Company, below, details the W&W tracks
entering at left center, the Wilmington & Northern (W&N)
entering at upper left, and the PW&B tracks entering from
lower center in 1881. The highball signal would have been
just right of center in the image.
Also note the crossover between the W&N (Reading) and the W&W (B&O) tracks a short distance
east of the crossover of the W&W and the PW&B tracks. This high ball signal was the 3rd one still
in use in the country when it was retired and relocated to Greenbank Station.

– Volkman states further in the monograph that commencing April 7, 1873, trains leave
Wilmington at 7:00 A.M., 10:40 A.M. and 5:35 P.M.; and arrive at Landenberg at 9:10 A.M., 11:57
A.M. and 7:01 P.M. respectively. Trains leave Landenberg at 6:45 A.M, 10:55 A.M., and 3:50 P.M.;
and arrive at Wilmington at 7:55 A.M., 1:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. respectively.
A2
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The Travelers’ Official Railway Guide for the United States and Canada containing Railway Time
Schedules, Connections, and Distances; Ocean and Inland Steam Navigation Routes published
January 1874 by the National Railway Publication Company included the following schedule for
the Wilmington & Western effective October 1, 1873. As the Wilmington & Western didn’t begin
operations until late October 1872, the January 1873 (top below) edition is the first we’ve found
showing a listing for the railroad.
The October 1, 1873 schedule of two trains in each direction was changed by May 25, 1874
(September 1874 issue of the Railway Guide) to a three-trains each direction schedule and
remained in effect until September 14, 1875 (September 1875 issue of the Railway Guide) when
the schedule changed back to two trains in each direction. The two trains in each direction was
still listed in the January 1876 Railway Guide. For the summer of 1876 the schedule changed to
three trains again but returned to two trains on December 4, 1876.
A January 1879 Railway Guide shows the Delaware Western operating a schedule of three trains
in each direction starting on February 24, 1879 and that the schedule in Landenberg was
coordinated with trains running to Pomeroy, PA. Note the spellings of “Green Bank”, “Wood Dale”,
and “York Lyn”.

Railway Guide – October 1873

Railway Guide –, January 1879
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– Volkman provided the railroad’s appointments as part of the original monograph’s text. As we
found a Wilmington Evening Journal newspaper article from opening day containing the same
appointments along with new information of interest, the actual newspaper article was substituted
for Volkman’s text in the monograph along with a new paragraph. Below is Volkman’s original
monograph paragraph referenced to the Jeffersonian, of West Chester, PA, October 26, 1872:
B2

The same paper continued that the following appointments had been made:
Wilmington Freight Agent
– G. N. Caleb
Ticket & Telegraph Agent
– F. L. Devou
Agent at Greenbank
– A. J. Williams
Agent at Hockessin
– William Palmer
Agent at Landenberg
– R. V. Moore
Conductor – Passenger train
– C. W. Bainard [sic]
Conductor – Freight train
– Alfred Hughes
The article states in the last paragraph that “The time table will probably be published in our
advertisement columns tomorrow.” The October 22, 1872 edition of the Journal carried the fare
schedule for the new railroad.

– By the time the Wilmington & Western began operations in October 1872 the world’s economy
was revealing indications of instability. Materials like pig iron had experienced cost increases
more than double ($30 to $61/ton between 1871 & 1872; $19/ton by 1879) with other raw materials
seeing similar price increases. Labor strikes and the formation of unions occurred frequently in
response to soaring company profits being paid to management while worker’s compensation and
working conditions deteriorated.

C2

What was about to unfold over the next decade has been designated the first international
economic crisis and recession. Neither Heald, or any of the others, in the joy of seeing their
railroad constructed and becoming operational, foresaw that by late 1875 the line would cost them
their hard-earned fortunes and be in receivership as Volkman explains further along in the
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monograph. Had any of them the insight that history now provides, in all likelihood they might
have left the Delaware & Chester County Railroad a good idea that was never developed.
In May 1873, six months after the WWRR’s opening, the Vienna stock market collapsed. In
September 1873, Jay Cooke & Company, a leading Philadelphia Bank and the first to pioneer the
use of the telegraph for securities transactions, failed. The bank, unable to sell $100,000 worth of
Northern Pacific Railroad bonds, became insolvent. The resulting run on Cooke & Company began
what historians now call the “Panic of 1873”. Within days, additional banks entered receivership
shuttering the New York Stock Exchange for two weeks (start of World War I in July 1914 is the
longest closure at four months).
Fifty-five railroads seek receivership protection in 1873 and another sixty railroads fail in 1874.
Over 18,000 businesses close in 1873-74 and unemployment for the century-old nation hits 8.25%.
The economic boom had become an abrupt bust initiating the six-year “Long Depression”; the first
world-wide depression.
WWRR construction costs exceed original estimates due to the difficulty blasting through rock
along the route chosen and the need to move large amounts of fill to keep grades less than onepercent. Prices for timber, rail, and other materials were experiencing near-daily price increases.
By the time the railroad operated a regular schedule in 1873, $720,206.76 had been spent on its
construction according to annual reports (see data in the Addendum). The company was scheduled
to make quarterly payments of 7.3% interest on $451,831.99 worth of 20-year bonds ($32,983.74 in
payments as of November 1, 1873). While a dividend not to exceed 8% had been suggested and
perhaps promised to those purchasing stock, none is declared on $248,807.50 of capital stock
issued.
In its first year of operation, the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company moved 39,308
passengers and 20,030 tons of freight (equivalent to moving 250,375 tons one mile) according to
company annual reports filed with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The railroad debt was
approaching $40,000 after the first year of train operations, maintaining equipment, and paying
employees. The effects of the Long Depression were negatively affecting the railroad’s cash flows.
On January 30, 1873 the Delaware legislature authorized (Laws of Delaware, Volume 15, Chapter
115) the company’s bond issuance limit raised from $600,000 to $1,500,000. On November 1, 1873
the Wilmington and Western Railroad Company was estimated to have $39,896.09 unencumbered
form a floating debt agreement. As shown in annual report data, few if any, buyers turned up to
purchase the additional bonds authorized. As Volkman has described in Chapter 4 of the
monograph, revenues do not cover operating expenses and will be insufficient to cover upcoming
interest payments on previously issued bonds. It is becoming abundantly clear the Wilmington &
Western is in financial trouble as expenses continue to exceed payment commitments.
– This accident description seems to have some questionable information presented. Volkman
does not cite a source but he comments; “. . . the mail train that left Landenberg at 4 o'clock the
afternoon of Monday, March 24, 1873, ran into a rock slide about a mile north of Wooddale. . . “.

D2

Wooddale Station is located on a Landenberg Branch track map near the 3.4 milepost. A mile or so
towards Mt. Cuba from Wooddale would make the accident location between Barley Mill Road and
Mt. Cuba Road. On either side of Mt. Cuba Road, the railroad had to cut the banks back for the
right-of-way so it is conceivable that one of those rock outcrops produced the rock slide which
caused the accident. There are additional rocky cuts between Mt. Cuba to Ashland including the
Mt. Cuba rock cut but that makes the distance two miles or more from Wooddale.
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Regardless of where the accident occurred, Volkman goes on to state; “The telegraph operator at
Ashland was away from home at the time and the conductor had to walk seven and a half miles to
Wilmington to report the wreck.”
We know the railroad had a telegraph line from Wilmington to Landenberg with telegraph stations
in each of the train stations. Why would a conductor walk 7½-miles into Wilmington to summon
assistance? It appears that Mt. Cuba would have been the closest railroad station for the conductor
to walk to. If not the Mt Cuba station, perhaps Wooddale Station although we know it was closed
for part of 1873 into part of 1874?
If there were no telegraph operator at Ashland, it has to be assumed this conductor didn’t have
station keys and or he wasn’t qualified to operate the telegraph (telegraph agreements permitted
railroad employees to use telegraphs for train operations as part of the Western Union contract as
noted earlier in these footnotes). What about walking back to Yorklyn or Hockessin stations and
using their telegraphs?
It seems a hike into Wilmington wasn’t the best choice. We suspect once the conductor got to
Barley Mill Road or Lancaster Turnpike, he might have been able to get a ride in a wagon or send
word to the home office. It is easy to wonder these things in the 21st century and as we don’t know
all the circumstances the crew was dealing with, the fact that there was an accident and it appears
that no one was injured, is the important information presented.
– With the abundance of railroads failing due to the Long Depression that started in 1873 and
which continued for six years, various publications documented the various business stages each
railroad was experiencing. One such publication was The Commercial and Financial Chronicle;
Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, a weekly Saturday publication. The newspaper’s tag-line indicated
their purpose; “Representing the industrial and commercial interests of the United States”. The
following five articles detailed the ongoing WWRR bankruptcy, receivership, and reorganization.
Research has uncovered nearly identical articles appearing in other banking and financial
publications.

E2

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, V17, N438, P661, November 15, 1873
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Commercial and Financial Chronicle, V18, N452, P192, February 20, 1874

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, V21, N546, P565, December 11, 1875

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, V22, N561, P304, March 25, 1876

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, V24, N618, P386, April 28, 1877

– The early founders of the Wilmington & Western Railroad involved many prominent Delaware
natives who gained wealth and power from their ownership of a prominent business established
within New Castle County. Henry Simpson McComb, a Wilmington, Delaware native, got his start
in leather manufacturing. The majority of McComb’s wealth and reputation was earned through
ownership of the Mississippi Central Railroad (MCRR). The MCRR ordered a 4-4-0 locomotive in
1909, which is still providing service in the 21st century on the WWRR thanks to the purchase and
donation of #98 by Thomas C. Marshall, Jr. The McComb City Railroad Depot Museum, located in
F2
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the 1901-built McComb railroad depot in McComb, Mississippi, is named in McComb’s honor.
McComb’s involvement in the Transcontinental Railroad’s Credit Mobilier scandal during the
1870s coincided with his involvement in the WWRR’s receivership and reorganization. This
created speculation and hearsay regarding McComb’s motives and interests.
In 2014, Mill Creek Hundred History Blog historian Scott Palmer researched Colonel Henry
Simpson McComb. Excerpts of Palmer’s blog article are reproduced below;
Henry S. McComb (1825-1881) rose from very
humble beginnings to become one of the wealthiest
and most powerful men in Delaware. The second
of five children, McComb’s blacksmith father died
when the boy was only seven. Consequently,
young Henry spent little time in school, as he was
forced to find a job to help support his family.
After working for a couple years in a newspaper
office, Henry was apprenticed to a tanner. Being a
bright boy, he picked up the trade quickly. He also
spent much of his free time making up for the
schooling he missed as a young boy. In fact, he so
impressed his teacher, Judge Willard Hall
(Federal Judge, head of Wilmington schools, and
school namesake, among many other things), that
Hall gave him a personal loan to start his own
leather business.

Henry S. McComb (1825-1881)
This, it seems, was all McComb needed to get
started. He began his business at age eighteen,
and by twenty-five was one of the leading businessmen in the city. This is reflected in the
fact that in 1853, McComb married Elizabeth McKean Bush, daughter of Charles Bush, the
part-owner of Bush and Lobdell, the country’s largest manufacturer of railcar wheels at the
time.
By age thirty, Henry McComb had one of the largest leather companies in the country. At
the outbreak of the Civil War, he was able to land several lucrative government contracts
for items such as tents, knapsacks, and leather goods. Because of the exemplary manner in
which he fulfilled his contracts, he secured the admiration and friendship of many high
officials, including Secretary of War Edwin Stanton and even President Lincoln. When a
military governor was suggested for Delaware, the position was offered to Henry S.
McComb. He advised against the idea, and the proposition was dropped. Instead, McComb
raised and equipped at his own expense the Fifth Delaware regiment, which he commanded
as Colonel.
After the close of the war, through his military and political connections, McComb was
pulled into the construction of the Union Pacific Railway, part of the Transcontinental
Railway. He took part in the infamous Credit Mobilier scam, one of the biggest scandals of
the Grant presidency (and that's saying a lot). If you like reading about corporate/political
scandals, this is a good one. McComb, though, was unhappy with how the spoils were
divided, and ended up leaking documents to a newspaper, leading to the public disclosure of
the massive fraud.
After this affair, McComb turned his sights on broken-down Southern railroads looking to
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recover from the war. He first acquired the Mississippi Central Railroad and greatly
expanded it, even founding the new railroad town of McComb, Mississippi. He went on to
purchase several other small lines, and for a time served as the president of the Southern
Railroad Association. Unfortunately for him, his ventures turned sour during the Panic of
1873, and all were absorbed by larger railroads.
He did have one more railroad venture in him, though, and in 1880 purchased the
struggling eight-year-old line known then as the Delaware Western Railroad. It's better
known by its original name, the Wilmington & Western Railroad. Henry McComb was
briefly involved in the high-stakes negotiations between the Pennsylvania and the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroads (and others) to build a second East Coast Corridor line. The
former leather merchant's part ended with his death in 1881, just as things were heating
up.
By the late 1850's Henry McComb
was already quite wealthy, and he
decided that he should have a
home befitting his stature in
Wilmington, DE. In 1859 and 1860
he purchased his property (which
eventually amounted to the block
bounded by 11th and 12th Streets,
as well as, Market and King
Streets), which had on it a large
home built some thirty years
earlier by Dr. George Stephenson,
a prominent physician from
Pittsburgh.
McComb moved into the house and
in 1865 (presumably after the war)
began a major renovation of it. The
renovation took more than seven
years, completely changing the look
of the mansion, bringing it "up to
date" with the newest Second Empire style. According to an article from the March 18, 1934
edition of the Delmarva Star, McComb's architect may have been the same one who
designed Philadelphia's City Hall.
As noted, Colonel McComb (as he was referred to) owned the entire block, which in addition
to the house contained large stables, a milk house, and even a one cow dairy. During most
of McComb's lifetime the house overlooked not Rodney Square, nor even the old courthouse,
but instead faced the Market Basin reservoir. The new courthouse opened in January, 1881
– McComb died in December of that year. After his passing the house went to his daughter
Elizabeth and her husband, James Price Winchester. The Winchesters owned the home for
more than 50 years.
In 1933 the Winchesters sold the property to the US Government for the (then) princely
sum of $500,000. That would amount to more than $10 million today (2019). The house was
soon razed (as seen below) and construction of the new Federal Building began in 1935. It
was completed in 1937.
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For a number of reasons, including the strong Quaker influence upon the city, Wilmington
was never host to many large, opulent mansions. It did have generally recognized as very
beautiful, elegant homes, though. Few homes within the Wilmington city limits said
"Wealthy Industrialist" better than the Henry S. McComb’s mansion.
To add to Scott Palmer’s information, McComb was an indentured apprentice while learning the
leather trade in his teens. This was a common practice where young teens could learn a trade by
becoming indentured to the business owner for a given period of time. After working as an errand
boy and then as an ink roller boy for the Delaware State Journal, he became an apprentice with
Isaac Pusey of Wilmington’s industrialist Pusey family. McComb was given scraps of leather from
Pusey’s operation and he turned them into things he could sell for a profit. Pusey is said to have
mused that the young McComb was making more money selling leather scraps then Pusey was
paying himself from his business.
At 18, McComb bought out the remaining two years of his indentured service and began working
with James Webb, a leather craftsman and currier. McComb eventually bought Webb’s leather
interest and expanded the business. With the start of the Civil War, McComb secured lucrative
government contracts as Scott Palmer reported. Colonel McComb subcontracted the government
work ensuring that his company supplied the raw leather and other materials needed. In
Philadelphia, six large buildings warehoused supplies furnished from Colonel McComb operations.
McComb is most often connected with the Credit Mobilier (no connection to the French bank of
similar name) scandal. The scandal involved the building of the eastern portion of the
Transcontinental Railroad with the Union Pacific Rail Road and Credit Mobilier of America
construction company. The first part of the scandal involved the construction company charging
the Union Pacific marked up prices for construction of the railroad line. The construction company,
while portrayed as an independent company and not affiliated in any way with the Union Pacific,
was in fact totally under Union Pacific’s control and leadership and several U.S. congressmen
served as directors in both organizations. As the U.S. government was paying for the tracks to be
constructed (Union Pacific’s profits would come strictly from operations), the Union Pacific and
Credit Mobilier directors were able to skim excess project profits of nearly $44-million from the
government through “indirect billing”.
The second portion of the scandal involved Credit Mobilier and Union Pacific stock being offered to
congressmen and other government officials at attractive discounts (below par value in most
cases). Because Credit Mobilier was able to show consistent profits due to its major contract with
the Union Pacific (and indirectly the U.S. government), the construction company’s stock enjoyed a
steady increase in market value and dividend payments as did the railroad’s stock
For those holding Credit Mobilier stock, significant dividends were paid. As shares continued to
accumulate, congressmen and others associated with the scheme, would quietly sell their below
cost obtained shares on the stock market to anxious public investors so as not to attract attention
that they might be accumulating too much voting power in the company. Those selling the stock
were then rewarded with huge capital gains profits. The stock just sold would be replaced with
new, below par cost shares.
Because of constant “unforeseen” expenses and cost overruns, these same government officials
would sign off on inflated billings, construction status reports, and similar Transcontinental
Railroad construction matters. These same elected officials continued appropriating additional
taxpayer money to the project, approving any legislative rulings necessary to keep the graft
covered up, extended project’s timing, and did not minimize project expense.
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Henry McComb, following the Transcontinental Railroad construction closely over more than four
years, constantly tried to press Oakes Ames to sell McComb additional Credit Mobilier shares at a
discount because of its great value. Ames had become President of Credit Mobilier in 1867 and his
U.S. Representative position provided him the ideal setting in which to commit fraud. Ames
refused to sell McComb discounted shares as Ames consistently claimed he “needed more friends
in Congress”. Unfortunately for Ames, his correspondence with McComb slowly unveiled the
corruption occurring.
In 1872, the New York City newspaper The Sun, which had been doing in-depth research into the
construction effort, uncovered potential indirect billing and below value stock pricing. In parallel
with The Sun’s investigations, McComb had entered into a lawsuit with Ames. McComb purchased
Credit Mobilier stock at market value from Ames instead of the New York Stock Exchange and
after the sale Ames disallowed the transaction. McComb attempted to complete the purchase and
after several unsuccessful attempts, along with Ames publicly insulting McComb, McComb shared
his copies of the Ames-McComb correspondence documenting the graft with The Sun. With hard
evidence in hand, the newspaper was ready to expose the corruption and fraud that was ongoing.
The paper’s story revealed the construction company had billed $72-million (slightly over $3-billion
in 2019) for work worth only $53-million (approximately $2.25-billion in 2019). Oakes Ames, a U.S.
House of Representative from Massachusetts was named along with thirteen others from congress
(including James A. Bayard, Jr. from Delaware). Additionally, the ensuing scandal brought down
Vice President Schuyler Colfax (R-IN). The scandal became a major election issue for our 20th
president, James A. Garfield who had accepted Union Pacific stock indirectly from Ames but then
returned it keeping only some dividends that had been paid.
The Credit Mobilier scandal of the 1870s broke with the coming of the telegraph and the rise of
multiple dishonest practices related to American railroading. The Long Depression, numerous
railroad scandals, and the telegraph and newspaper’s ability to publicize the details combined to
allow such scandals to play out in near real time. The scandal was as large, and consumed the
nation’s attention in the 1870s, similar to the way the Pentagon Papers, Watergate Break-in, and
Whitewater scandals unfolded in the 20th century.
While McComb was in a position to be indicted in the crimes committed, the fact that he was never
able to obtain discounted shares in Credit Mobilier from Ames, but had receipts showing the
purchase of his shares at market prices, kept him from prosecution. While McComb was
reprimanded in the newspapers for selling his Union Pacific and Credit Mobilier shares a few days
before The Sun article was published, he could not be prosecuted as the first insider trading laws
were not passed by Congress until the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
– Figure 17 was replaced by the same area of the 1893 Atlas of New Castle County Delaware
from Actual Surveys, Official Records, and Private Plans compiled and published by G. W. Baist
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(courtesy of Hagley Museum & Library).
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Figure 17
(1) – Second location of Wilmington & Western Railroad Station, July 13, 1874.
(2) – Third and final location of Wilmington & Western Railroad station, July 24, 1874
(Present B. & 0. Freight Office built on this site.)
(3) – Location of Wilmington & Reading Railroad Station, circa 1872.
(4) – Location of Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore R.R. Station, circa 1872.
(Drawing by William E. Grant, Jr.)

– Volkman details the celebration for Bayard Taylor
more extensively than he does other events noted in the
monograph. In the 1800s, American literary figures such
as Nathaniel Hawthorne, Washington Irving, Joel Barlow,
James Russell Lowell, Philip Freneau, and Bayard Taylor
were well-known writers who enjoyed international
recognition. They accepted invitations to serve the U.S. in
a diplomatic assignment partially based on their skills
with the written word and diverse backgrounds and
experiences.
H2

Bayard Taylor (he would add James in later years) was a
poet, translator, travel author, diplomat, and literary critic
of the mid-to-late 19th century. Taylor, born in Kennett
Square (January 11, 1825 – December 19, 1878), fancied
himself a poet, however he is perhaps best remembered for
Bayard Taylor (1825‐1878)
his literary works. In 1844-6 he toured England, France,
Germany, and Italy on foot sending graphic accounts of his
travels back to the New York Tribune, Saturday Evening Post, and the United States Gazette.
Through these writings he gained wide recognition and following in America.
Upon Taylor’s return to the U.S. he joined the Tribune staff and in 1849 was sent to the Sierra
Nevada Mountains of California to report the events of the gold-rush that gripped the nation. He
eventually toured Mexico and published a two-volume book in 1850 titled El Dorado; or,
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Adventures in the Path of Empire which sold ten thousand copies in America and thirty thousand
copies in the United Kingdom within the first month. From 1852 until 1855 he toured Calcutta,
China, Japan, Egypt, Palestine, Sicily, Spain, and India all of which were covered by the Tribune
and in books he published upon his return to Kennett Square.
Taylor married Maria Hansen, the daughter of Peter Hansen, a Danish/German astronomer in
October 1857 (his first wife, Mary Agnew, died in 1850 of tuberculosis after less than two years of
marriage). When Taylor was not traveling the world, he and his second wife resided north of
Kennett Square (in East
Marlborough Township; not
Kennett Township) at Cedarcroft.
The Taylors resided at Cedarcroft
from 1859 to 1874. The mansion
is preserved as a National
Historic Landmark.

Bayard Taylor’s Cedarcroft Estate

Engraving from History of Chester County by Futhey & Cope, 1881

In 1862 he was appointed to the
diplomatic service of St.
Petersburg, Russia and in 1863
became the Chargé D'affaires at
the Russian capital. Upon his
return to the U.S., Taylor penned
The Story of Kennett (first
published in 1866) chronicling
typical American life in Chester
County following the American
Revolution.

In the manuscript, Taylor highlights many locations around Chester County, PA and New Castle
County, DE. The Fairthorn family in the work is believed to represent some of Taylor’s family
members. The Story of Kennett immortalized highwayman “Sandy Flash”, a real-life outlaw of the
time with the given name of James Fitzpatrick. Taylor described Sandy’s ‘Robin Hood’ type antics
around Mt. Cuba where the savory villain is said to have maintained a hideout. In the late 1860s
the Taylors toured the rocky mountain areas of Colorado on horseback.
During 1870-71, Taylor combined his love of poetry and knowledge of Germany to translate
Goethe’s Faust. His translation is generally regarded as one of the best ever done and was well
received. It remains in print as one of the most acclaimed interpretations of this classic. As a result
of his work, Taylor was appointed Minister to Berlin in 1878 however he passed away in Germany
in late 1878 before completing his assignment.
When the October 10, 1874 event honored James Bayard Taylor as he now preferred to be called,
Taylor had obtained an international level of recognition and following. He was friends with
Abraham Lincoln, Ralph Waldo Emerson, John Greenleaf Whittier, James Russell Lowell, Horace
Greeley, and Samuel Langhorne Clemens (Mark Twain). Bayard Taylor remains well honored and
remembered around Kennett Square and Chester County, PA with public buildings and streets
bearing his name not to mention numerous events each year that include the use of his name.
– The Wilmington & Western Railroad Company’s fiscal year was based on October 31st. The
Addendum includes financial data from several Poor’s Manual of the Railroads for selected years.
From the information presented by Volkman and the Poor’s data, the reader should recognize the
railroad’s precarious performance during the Long Depression era lasting from 1873 through 1879.
I2
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The monograph’s table, below, has a fourth column added with 1875’s financial data from the
Commercial & Financial Journal. After three years of operations, October 1872 through October
1875, the company generated $5,986.47 operating profit from freight and ridership. According to
the Commercial & Financial Journal, Volume 22, Number 561 for March 26, 1876, the railroad
had sold a locomotive (Poor’s shows 3 locomotives for the 1874 report but only 2 locomotives for the
1876 report) for $2,000, had received $1,176 from insurance claims, and had sold $471 in
additional stock subscriptions during 1875. In October 1875 the Company had $12,172.78 on the
books and more than that sum in unpaid bills. The company’s $451,831.99 of 7.3% interest, 20year bonds (as of October 31, 1873) required $32,984 a year to meet bond interest payments of
which the Company was in arrears since 1873. No stock dividends had been declared.

Year Ending October 31
1873
Receipts
$35,319.24
Expenses
$37,858.55
Profit/(Loss)

($2,539.31)

1874
$31,871.15
$30,008.39

1875
$41,767.42
$34,604.40

$1,862.76

$6,663.02

While the railroad’s founders no doubt had good intentions, the confluence of events unfolding at
the start of the Long Depression were affecting the Company. It is interesting to note that had the
original $500,000 estimated cost that Heald boasted about during the September 9, 1869 meeting
in Hockessin been what the railroad actually cost to build and set into operation, instead of the
actual $796,516.51 Poor’s indicates for October 31, 1873, the Company might have been in
financial trouble.
On October 31, 1875 the Company’s books according to annual reports recorded a debt load of
$249,503.50 in stock, $500,000 in 7.3% interest, 20-year bonds, and $163,497.04 in floating debt.
The Wilmington & Western Railroad Company, in 2019 dollars, had expended roughly $18-million
to construct and start operations on a 19.2-mile railroad and was now carrying roughly $21-million
in dept. Many 21st century companies are far more leveraged than the WWRR was!
– The statement “weakened the supports of the two railroad bridges between Faulkland and
Ashland” cannot is questionable as to accuracy. There are seven trestles (trestles have supports
along their length; bridges are supported at two points only) between Faulkland and Ashland.

J2

Approximately three-quarters of a mile west (railroad cardinal direction and not compass
direction; see explanation below) of Faulkland the railroad crosses the Red Clay Creek (trestle 7A).
Further west at Wooddale are two trestles for crossing the creek with the Wooddale rock cut
separating them (trestles 8A & 8B). Next are the pair of trestles across the creek at Mt. Cuba (10A
& 10C). Finally, just before reaching Ashland, trestle 11A (now an iron bridge) was the 2nd longest
wooden trestle on the line back in 1873. That makes for a total of six wooden trestles between
Faulkland and Ashland covering a track distance of approximately 4½ miles.
As stated, “The passengers each way then walked across the bridges and boarded the trains on
opposite sides”, we can eliminate trestles 7A and 11A since these trestles are not paired. That
suggests the damaged trestle pair to be either the 8A & 8B trestles at Wooddale or the 10A & 10C
trestles at Mt. Cuba (bridge 8B at Mt Cuba carried the railroad over a mill race).
Walking across trestles is possible, however doing so exposes one to the potential for a nasty fall
and possible broken bones. Railroad ties on trestles are spaced roughly a tie width apart. To cross,
one steps on each tie in succession. Wooden railroad ties used for trestles in the 1870s were saw
cut having flat surfaces and uniform dimensions of the ties and the space between ties. Oils
dripping from the engine, and as it was February, potentially ice and snow buildup might have
made obtaining sure footing even more precarious. Miss-step a foot landing squarely on a tie’s
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center surface, or have a foot slip into the void between two ties, and the individual is likely to fall
with their leg dropping between a pair of ties.
Railroad Coordinates and Directions
Concerning the use of direction with respect to the Wilmington & Western, railroads use a cardinal
direction system instead of an actual compass direction system. The Wilmington & Western
Railroad Company used the cardinal system when the line was constructed in 1871-2 and it has
remained in use since that time. The use of a cardinal directional system is also known as
“railroad directions”.
In the cardinal system, a railroad has a starting point and an ending point regardless of the route
taken. For the chartering of the Wilmington & Western the new railroad connected Wilmington,
Delaware with Landenberg, Pennsylvania. If you look at a mapping website such as Bing, Google
or Yahoo maps and plot Landenberg, PA and Wilmington, DE you’ll note that the east-west
straight-line distance between the two points is greater than the north-south straight-line
distance. Hence the name of the line was chosen as Wilmington (origin point) & Western (the line
travels west more than it does north) Railroad.
Wilmington & Western trains are referenced as going “west” or “east” regardless of the compass
direction at any given point on the line. All trains leaving Wilmington go “westbound” to
Marshallton, Greenbank, Wooddale, Mt Cuba, Ashland, Yorklyn, Hockessin, Southwood, and
eventually arrive at Landenberg the route’s destination even though for 7½ miles the compass
direction is nearly true north.
– The original hand-drawn Figure 18 (next page) is replaced by a pair of maps. Figure 18A is an
Open Railway Map indicating the route of the Wilmington & Western across Pennsylvania. Figure
18B is the Map from Right-of-Way and Track Map, V-8.3, page 2, The Baltimore & Philadelphia
Railroad Company operated by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, Baltimore Division,
Landenberg Branch, June 30, 1918 with revisions; Office of the Valuation Engineer.

K2

– Three brakemen might seem excessive today however the Wilmington & Western operated
without the benefit of George Westinghouse’s recently introduced pneumatic air brake equipment.
Thus, a typical Wilmington & Western consist in the 1870s and most likely 1880s required
brakemen for every couple of cars on a consist. The brakeman’s job was to listen to steam whistle
signals from the engineer and apply or release each car’s brakes manually buy setting a large
wheel on each car. See earlier footnote Q1 for additional information.

L2

– Added the Postscript to provide a historical update of the Landenberg Branch’s major events
post-bankruptcy of the original Wilmington & Western Rail Road Company. Readers wishing a
detailed history of the Wilmington & Western Railroad operated by Historic Red Clay Valley,
Incorporated are invited to read “Special 50th Anniversary Historic Timeline – The Wilmington &
Western’s Half-century of Operation; May 1966 ~ May 2016” edited by Robert E. Wilhelm, Jr.
Copies in digital format are available online at wwrr.com and digital.hagley.org.
M2

– In the 1920s the City of Wilmington required additional potable water storage as the existing
city reservoirs were strained during droughts. A solution proposed involved damming the Red Clay
Creek at Wooddale to form a 2-billion-gallon reservoir. This would have required the B&O to
relocate the Landenberg Branch or abandon it by the start of the Great Depression. The B&O’s
solution might have been to utilize a section of the recently abandoned Kennett Trolley right-ofway to re-route the Landenberg Branch.

N2

Historian Robert E. Wilhelm, Jr. researched the reservoir project and looked at the alternates the
B&O might have considered and proposed. The City ultimately decided to dam Old Mill Stream, a
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tributary of the Red Clay Creek, to construct Hoopes Reservoir and Dam. We’ve included excerpts
of several History Obscura articles written for HRCV’s quarterly publication The Lantern with
this monograph. The articles examined the route of the Kennett Trolley along Mill Creek which
was one of the two initial routes proposed for the Wilmington & Western in the 1870 and thus
provides additional insight as to those early decisions to choose the Red Clay Creek route.

.
Figure 18

Detail of Landenberg area, terminal point of Wilmington & Western where connections
were made with P. & D. R.R. upper extension of stream marked "White Clay Creek.''
is called Broad Run. (Drawing by William E. Grant, Jr.)
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Addendum
In Delaware and Pennsylvania as the first American corporations formed in the 1790s, a
legislative Act was required in order to form the incorporation. The formation of a
corporation allowed for the raising of capital from many sources and provided a means for
Americans to invest, and hopefully profit, from corporations that did well. While
corporations existed before the Civil War, it wasn’t until after the war that especially the
railroads made use of corporate protections and laws.
An Act specifies the purpose, structure, and other relevant details related to a corporation,
as well as changes over time, and is a historical record of the corporation. Until the start of
the 1900s, all private corporations established in Delaware required an Act of the
legislature in order to form. Eventually the Delaware legislature established a set of
guidelines allowing private corporations to form without the need for a legislative Act if
their charters curtained specific legal requirements as part of their incorporation.
A similar situation existed in Pennsylvania were corporations required a legislative Act as
part of their incorporation in the 1860s and early 1870s. Pennsylvania did away with the
necessity of legislative oversight in the late 1870s, we have early railroad corporate
documentation for railroads in Pennsylvania and nothing from the late 1870s on.
During the review and reissue of this monogram we’ve made frequent reference, as did the
monogram’s author Arthur G. Volkman, to these various Acts. They are provided as an
addendum to this work so that the reader may reference the complete documents
referenced by Volkman. On the following page in an index of the legislative Acts related to
the Wilmington & Western and its successors. There are Delaware Acts from 1861
through 1899 and Pennsylvania acts from 1868 through 1873.
Another source of corporate information are financial records. While Delaware did not
publish annual reports, Pennsylvania did. We’ve recovered financial data for the years
1872 through 1878 from the "Annual Report of the Auditor General of the State of
Pennsylvania" and the "Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania". This data includes corporate and State of Pennsylvania
performance. This financial data includes the formation of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad Company, the company’s three years in receivership, and the first year of
Delaware Western Railroad Company operation.
Another excellent source for financial data is Poor’s annual issues of “Manual of the
Railroads of the United States”. In 1919 Moody’s absorbed Poor’s and financial
information related to the railroads was published as “Moody’s Manual of Railroad and
Corporation Securities”.
Finally, we are including a listing of the land owners who transferred land or right-of-way
to the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company in the late 1860s through the early
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad ownership days from the 1819 Valuation Maps.
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Laws of the State of Delaware

Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88 - March 5, 1861
Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 509 - February 2, 1865
Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185 - February 5, 1867
Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 491 - March 10, 1869
Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 497 - January 30, 1873
Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 501 - March 3, 1873
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 64 - March 7, 1871
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 145 - March 24, 1871
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 512 - April 4, 1873
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 115 - March 23, 1875
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433 - February 22, 1877
Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 16 – Chapter 454 - March 1, 1881
Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 164 - February 26, 1883
Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 560 - February 4, 1885
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 609 - April 15, 1885
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 18 – Chapter 744 - March 27, 1889
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 18 – Chapter 761 - April 25, 1889
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 211 - May 1, 1891
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 355 - May 6, 1891
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 858 - April 18, 1893
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 20 – Chapter 163 - April 5, 1895
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 20 – Chapter 654 - April 7, 1897
Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 21 – Chapter 327 - February 9, 1899

Laws of the State of Pennsylvania

Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 1158 – April 17, 1869
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 1030 – April 13, 1870
Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 277 – March 9, 1872
Doe Run & White Clay Creek Railroad – Number 425 – March 24, 1868
Peach Bottom Railway – Number 721 – March 24, 1868
Peach Bottom Railway – Number 579 – March 29, 1872
Peach Bottom Railway – Number 570 – April 7, 1873

To aid in finding a relevant Act, each page header displays the name of the Act shown on
that page. All of the Delaware Acts are followed by the Pennsylvania Acts in the order
listed above. All of the Acts are from digitally scanned books in the collections of the
Internet Archive (from various university library holdings) or the National Archives in
Washington, D.C.
To fill white space, we have included some newspaper articles from the WWRR era.
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88

Early freight receipt. Kathie Lilly Collection
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 88
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Brandywine Railroad – Volume 12 – Chapter 509

Each of the Wilmington & Western’s stations included Western
Union Telegraph Service. (Tom Gears Collection)
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 185

Flooding of the Red Clay Creek is
documented in this February 4, 1875 article
from the Evening Journal. This event is
discussed in Volkman’s original monograph
and lettered footnote J2 further discusses the
accuracy of what was reported. This may be
the article which Volkman used as reference
for his discussion. (Tom Gears Collection).
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 491

As noted by Volkman, the picnic grove at Mt. Cuba
was used extensively by the Wilmington & Western
Railroad for various gatherings and celebrations.
This ad from July 1873 details one such event. (Tom
Gears Collection).
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 13 – Chapter 491
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapters 497 & 501

Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 501

Vulcanized Fibre was discovered in England
by Thomas Taylor and patented in 1871 in
the U.S. A manufacturing plant was
established in 1873 in Wilmington relying on
industrial rag paper supplied by the
Marshall Family of Kennett Township, PA.
At the start of the 1900s Israel & Elwood
Marshall invented the Endless Fibre
Machine which revolutionized vulcanized
fibre manufacture leading to the forming of
the National Vulcanized Fibre Company.
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Laws of DE – Delaware & Chester County Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 501
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapters 64 & 145

Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 145
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 512

From the October 19, 1872 issue of the Evening
Journal is acknowledgement of the first day of

operations of the Wilmington & Western Railroad.
(Tom Gears Collection).
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 14 – Chapter 512

The George W. Stone Company was awarded the contract for ballast,
ties, and laying of track for the Wilmington & Western. Marbleton
Quarry Company was incorporated February 8, 1875.
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 115

Delaware Spring Works was one of several
manufacturers of springs for horse-drawn
carriages and wagons that transitioned to making
springs for railroad cars, locomotives, and trolley
cars in the city of Wilmington.
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433

Jackson & Sharp Company, also known as the Delaware Car Works, was one of several major railroad and
trolley car builders in Wilmington employing hundreds of workers in the 1800s.
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433
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Laws of DE – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Volume 15 – Chapter 433

Lobdell Car Wheel Company was a prominent manufacturer of
wheels for locomotives and railroad cars located in Wilmington.
This 1874 full page ad from behind the title page of Wiley’s
American Iron Trade Manual was typical of the ads Lobdell ran
in major publications of the 1860s and into the 1890s. Lobdell
patented a manufacturing process that hardened the running
circumference and flange of a cast iron railway wheel as well as
other innovations making Lobdell branded wheels superior to
much of their competition at the time. With the expiration of
their patent and steel replacing iron as the material of choice for
railway wheels, the Lobdell Company eventually went out of
business. (Franklin Institute Library).
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 16 – Chapter 454

Things haven’t changed much in more than fifty years as a mixed passenger and freight train crosses the
Broad Run Trestle in the 1940s in this undated photograph. By the land contour, the train is on the eastern
part of the 884-foot long trestle, the longest on the line. To the left is Eden, PA and Southwood, DE and to
the right is Landenberg, PA. Engines in the 1870s and 1880s would have pulled the consist from Wilmington
to Landenberg and used the turntable in Landenberg for turning the engine so that it could pull the train by
the locomotive tender back to Wilmington. With B&O ownership, larger engines would have been used and
the turntable in Landenberg was now too short for engine turning. The B&O simply ran and engine around
the train using the siding in Landenberg and coupled the locomotive to the train at the front of the engine as
seen here for the return trip to Wilmington. The consist is three box cars, a passenger car, and caboose.
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 16 – Chapter 454
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 16 – Chapter 454
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 16 – Chapter 454

Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 164
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 164
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 560

Bellah & Elliott Hardware was one of
several general hardware suppliers in
Wilmington that initially supplied the
horse-drawn carriage and wagon
industry that later became a supplier
to the various railway coach and
trolley manufacturers in the city.
Wilmington was also a major
shipbuilding city and establishments
such as Bellah & Elliott also served
the shipbuilding industry.
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 560
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Laws of DE – Delaware Western Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 560

A July 25 1890 Wilmington Morning News article mentioning
one of the Baltimore & Ohio’s engines became disabled the prior
day near Landenberg. As the year was 1890 and after the B&O
had purchased the Delaware Western Railroad, the engine
involved is most likely one of the original engines the
Wilmington & Western Railroad purchased from Matthew
Baird & Company in 1872. Baird would eventually become
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Baird built three engines for the
railroad. Engine #2 mentioned in the article was constructed as
a Class 22½ C and would have been the original Wilmington &
Western’s largest steam locomotive. See lettered footnote E1 for
more details on the original order with Baird & Company.
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 17 – Chapter 609
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 18 – Chapter 744
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 18 – Chapter 761
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 211

There were 58 tanneries and leather manufacturers in Wilmington over the decades.
Earley & Toman one of the larger concerns (Shoe & Leather Reports. February 1890)
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 211

Constructing the railroad required blasting through rocky outcrops at numerous locations between
Landenberg and Wilmington. The construction methods of the day would have started with drilling a
series of holes in the rock followed by filling them with black powder. Setting off the power would
cause the rock to fracture and laborers would then remove the rock and rubble resulting from the blast
using ropes, pulleys, and oxen. Newspaper reports posted during the line’s construction phase noted
several accidents occurring. Two construction crews were used with one crew starting in Wilmington
and laying track towards Landenberg while the second crew started in Landenberg and worked
towards Wilmington. Both crews met at Mt. Cuba were a large cut through hard rock was attacked by
both crews from east and west. As soon as the Mt. Cuba Rock Cut was complete and the tracks joined
operations could begin. The article is from the West Chester Village Record dated February 28, 1872.
(Tom Gears Collection).
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 355

Edge Moor Iron Company was a major iron
supplier to many of the industries in
Wilmington. Their offices were in
Wilmington with branch offices in
Philadelphia and New York City.
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 19 – Chapter 858

Wilmington became a major location for the
manufacture of horse-drawn carriages and wagons in
the mid-1800s. As the railroad and trolley industries
grew at the end of the 1800s, carriage manufacturers
turned to supplying the rail industries. With multiple
companies in Wilmington turning out railroad
passenger coaches and trolley cars, a number of supply
companies sprang up in Wilmington and throughout
the state in support of the carriage and coach
businesses. Delaware, also known as the ‘The
Diamond State’ (so nicknamed by Thomas Jefferson
according to legend because of Delaware’s “jewel”
location along the Atlantic Seaboard), included
companies such as Diamond State Car Spring
Company that had corporate and business offices in
Philadelphia but manufacturing in Wilmington.
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 20 – Chapters 163 & 654

Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 20 – Chapter 654
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Laws of DE – Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad – Volume 21 – Chapter 327

F. Blumenthal & Company was one of several leather wholesalers
that maintained their production facilities in Wilmington but sold
to an international market from their corporate offices in New York
City. The importing of hides, the tanning of hides, and their
shipment to all parts of the U.S. as well as internationally was
possible due to the railroads that serviced Wilmington as well as
the fact that the Port of Wilmington remains relatively ice free
during the winter months due to the higher salt concentration of
the water. (Shoe & Leather Reports, February 1890).
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Laws of the State of Pennsylvania
Laws of PA – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 1158 – April 17, 1869
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Laws of PA – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 1030 – April 13, 1870

1901 Pulp & Paper Magazine ad for Pusey & Jones’ Canadian representative.
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Laws of PA – Wilmington & Western Railroad – Number 277 – March 9, 1872
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Laws of PA – Doe Run & White Clay Creek Railroad – Number 425 – March 24, 1868

B&O engineer William B. Dudkewitz, the editor’s grandfather, in the early 1960s at Yorklyn water tank
shortly before his retirement. Dudkewitz started with the B&O as a fireman in 1917-18. He was eventually
assigned to Wilsmere Yard in 1924 where he served the remainder of his railroading career as a B&O
engineer until retirement in 1963. He frequently delivered freight to industries on the Landenberg Branch.
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Laws of PA – Doe Run & White Clay Creek Railroad – Number 425 – March 24, 1868
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Laws of PA – Doe Run & White Clay Creek Railroad – Number 425 – March 24, 1868

Initially the line was constructed
using 56-pound (pounds per yard
of length) cast iron rail. Steel rail
was being developed at the time of
the railroad’s construction in 1871
but was not used initially.
Typically, sidings were left iron
rail as they were not heavily used
or traveled. Conversion of the
main branch line to steel rail
occurred selectively with iron rail
breakage and with the 1890s
upgrades for increased freight car
loadings. Note the thick vertical
web and bulbus cross-section of
the railhead unlike the more
rectangular railhead used today.
(Andrew Schiebel photograph.)
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Laws of PA – Peach Bottom Railway – Number 721 – March 24, 1868
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Laws of PA – Peach Bottom Railway – Number 721 – March 24, 1868

December 21, 1872 article from
the Middletown Transcript. (Tom
Gears Collection).
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Laws of PA – Peach Bottom Railway – Number 579 – March 29, 1872

Pusey & Jones Company was one of the largest employers in Wilmington.
They operated in three major business areas; railroad cars, iron-hull (and
eventually steel) shipbuilding, and pulp & paper. The company began in
1848 as a small machine shop but was soon building wooden ships and
constructed the first U.S. built iron-hulled ship, a schooner named ‘Mahlon
Betts’, in 1854. The company became the largest shipbuilder in the U.S. in
the later 1800s and again during World War I. By 1887 they were
constructing steel-hulled ships.
In 1867 Pusey & Jones built their first papermaking machines beginning
with a pair of 86-inch Fourdrinier machines for Rockland Paper Mills
(eventually Jessup & Moore Paper Company) north of Wilmington. Pusey
& Jones papermaking equipment was shipped worldwide. While best
known for their papermaking equipment and iron and ste.el hulled ships,
Pusey & Jones also constructed railroad sleeping and parlor coaches
specializing in narrow-gauge cars during the 1800s
Three of Pusey & Jones yachts are still sailing having lasted longer than
the company which closed in 1959.
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Laws of PA – Peach Bottom Railway – Number 570 – April 7, 1873

First Wilmington & Western Timetable
published in the Wilmington Evening
Journal.
The Delaware R.R. mentioned refers to the
Wilmington & Western’s Landenberg
connection with the Pennsylvania &
Delaware Railroad formed in 1868. After
several additional mergers and name
changes, the Pennsylvania & Delaware
Railroad became the Pomeroy & Newark
Railroad in December 1881. It eventually
became part of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The P.W.&B.R.R. refers to the Philadelphia,
Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad that ran
through Wilmington which eventually
became part of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The Wilmington City R.R. refers to the
Wilmington City Railway Company which
was the first horse-drawn street railway in
Wilmington (1864). It was formed by Joshua
T. Heald who also spearheaded the
development of the Wilmington & Western
Railroad Company.
(Tom Gears Collection)
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WWRR Financial Data – 1872 to1878

Delaware & Chester County Railroad to Delaware Western Railroad Years
Financial and operating data related to the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company and
its immediate predecessor, Delaware & Chester County Railroad Company, and its
successor, the Delaware Western Railroad Company, is confined to government, legal,
financial, and newspaper records as a complete historical file of either company is not
known to exist.
After stock control of Delaware Western was obtained by the Baltimore & Philadelphia
Railroad which was formed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, historical recordkeeping
remained much as it had been. Delaware Western Railroad operations were profitable as
the company no longer had the burden to pay the construction bond interest along with
stock dividends.
By the late 1870s the Long Depression was ending, kaolin mining was now occurring at
multiple sites around Hockessin, The Garrett Snuff mills had added sidings for their new
mill buildings, the Marshall brothers were receiving tons of cotton rags for making paper
which they shipped to Wilmington vulcanized fibre makers by rail, and other mills on the
Red Clay were returning to prosperity.
After the B&O completed construction of what became known as the Philadelphia Division
(which now included the former Wilmington & Western right-of-way), the now named
Landenberg Branch’s operational and financial data was consolidated into the B&O’s
overall Philadelphia Division reporting. It wouldn’t be until Historic Red Clay Valley
began operating on the line in 1966, and took ownership of the line in 1984, that
passenger and freight data records specific to the branch were kept. Those records are
beyond the scope of this monograph.
Below are operational and financial data for the years 1872 through 1878. This data
includes the formation of the Wilmington & Western Railroad Company, the company’s
three years in receivership, and the first year of Delaware Western Railroad Company
operation. This information was compiled from the "Annual Report of the Auditor General
of the State of Pennsylvania" or "Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania".
Another excellent source is the “Manual of the Railroads of the United States”. The
publisher’s name was added in 1895 changing the publication to “Poor’s Manual of the
Railroads of the United States”. In 1919 Moody’s absorbed Poor’s and financial
information related to the railroads was published as “Moody’s Manual of Railroad and
Corporation Securities”.
While the layouts differ from year to year, the annual publications begin with an excellent
overview of the railroad industry for the preceding year. The publications include many
railroad related ads for companies associated with railroading as well as route maps for
the major lines.
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While data is mostly from the Pennsylvania Annual Reports as they are the most
extensive, where applicable Poor’s information has been used. Where data was not
available, gray italic entries are estimated as the average of the previous two years' and
following year’s data. Blank entries indicate data not present and not able to be estimated.
As you review each of the entries, please keep the following in mind;
 There are variations as to how data is presented in various publications. For
example, the total length of the line may differ. In 1867 the line was envisioned to
connect Wilmington with Oxford but with the 1869 reorganization the distance was
cut back to Landenberg. Some sources may cite the line’s length as 35 or 36 miles
reflecting the intention to connect Wilmington, DE with Oxford, PA. History tells us
the line was officially 19.92 miles long connecting Wilmington, DE with
Landenberg, PA.


Ground was broken for the start of construction, on July 8, 1871, and road between
Wilmington and Landenberg opened for public business October 23, 1872. The
envisioned extension from Landenberg to Oxford had not yet located. With the
nation’s financial difficulties developing soon after the railroad began operations,
the idea was dropped. Several preliminary surveys and been made but no route had
yet been established. Indications are that a final Landenberg to Oxford route was
slated be determined during the coming spring or summer of 1873.



Initially the line was constructed using 56-pound (pounds per yard of length) cast
iron rail. Steel rail was being developed at the time of the railroad’s construction
and while not used initially, the branch line was converted to steel rail in the late
1880s after the Baltimore & Philadelphia Railroad began routine operations
between Philadelphia, PA and Baltimore, MD. Typically, sidings were left iron rail
as they were not heavily used or traveled. Conversion of the main branch line to
steel rail occurred selectively with iron rail breakage and with the 1890s upgrades
for increased freight car loadings.



The entries for “carried one mile” in reference to passengers or freight (in tons) are
financial metrics allowing for comparisons between companies. A passenger, for
example, could travel from Wilmington to Greenbank, or Hockessin, or to
Landenberg. That passenger shows up as a single passenger carried without respect
to distance. By including the “passengers carried one mile” data, performances of
different railroads can be compared.



The 1873 Data shows operating results since opening on October 19, 1872; the first
year of operations. The line cost $796,516.51 to construct. Note that in the first year
of operations the railroad did not earn enough to cover expenses; Receipts:
$34,135.73; Expenses: $37,859.55.



The Financial Panic of 1873 resulted in the failure of fifty-five railroads in 1873 and
another sixty railroads failed in 1874. Runaway inflation and a trade deficit placed
the country in what became referred to as the Long Depression. Over 18,000
businesses failed and unemployment in the century old nation hit 8.25%. The
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nation, along with the rest of the world suffered the effects of the Long Depression
lasting into 1879. The Long Depression was triggered by several events including
the U.S. eliminating silver as a co-currency standard leaving gold as the monetary
standard. Failure of several U.S. banks and general oversupply from strong
economic growth after the Civil War are also cited causes contributing to the event.


The Wilmington & Western Railroad handled passengers and freight associated
primary with the following railroad stations: Kiamensi/Marshallton (Kiamensi
Woolen Mills and Marshall Iron Rolling Mills), Greenbank (Phillips Spoke &
Carriage Factory, Kiamensi Spring Water), Faulkland (Brandywine Springs Hotel
& Chalybeate Springs, Fells Spice Mill), Wooddale (Delaware Iron Works rolling
mill, Biedermann’s Spring Hill Brewery, Leach rock quarry), Mt. Cuba (picnic/park,
Speakman Mills), Ashland (Sharpless flour mill), Yorklyn (Garrett Snuff Mills,
Clark Woolen Mill (Marshall Brothers Paper Mill after 1890)), Hockessin (general
store including lumber and coal); Southwood (Kaolin and Limestone quarries,),
Eden/Broad Run, PA (limestone quarries, milk shipments), Landenberg (General
Store, Feed/Grain businesses, carload transfer point with the Pennsylvania
Railroad).



See the Postscript: 1877 to 2019 for a summary of important historical financial and
operational history notes. The B&O was a well-documented railroad and numerous
historical books and records are available related to its operations.

The entries in the various publications mentioned above include physical details of the
line including rolling stock, financial and operational data, and the company’s officers.
Presented as a table, the reader gains insight into Wilmington & Western monthly
operations. Below are some additional data that was presented as part of the
documentation in Poor’s and Mood’s reports.
Number of stations – 12
Number of bridges/trestles – 14; Feet of bridges/trestles – 1,837
Number of Culverts – 26; Feet of culverts – 394
1873 – February 8th, Brakeman John T. Johnson injured while coupling cars
at Landenberg, PA. Died afterwards from the effects of the injuries sustained.
1874 – Chief Engineer's position abolished in March. John G. Jackson laid off.
Duties assigned to the General Superintendent who was David Connell.
1875 – December 7th, William M. Canby appointed receiver by United States
District Court.
1877 – The property and effects of the Wilmington & Western Railroad were
transferred effective May 1st from the hands of William M. Canby, receiver, to the
Delaware Western Railroad Company. Bought a locomotive for $2,305.00.
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Valuation Map Land Ownership & Transfers
Below is a listing of all the property transfers recorded on Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 1918
Valuation Maps for the Landenberg Branch. There is a total of eight valuation maps for
the Landenberg Branch when the valuation was issued in 1918. The V9.4-n (Delaware; 6
maps) and V8.3-n (Pennsylvania; 2 maps) cover the branch is each respective state. The
last identifier is the map number. V9.4-3 is the 3rd valuation map in the six Delaware
maps and covers the right-of-way from Spring Valley, through Mt. Cuba to east of
Ashland.
It is interesting to note the number parcels of right-of-way that weren’t legally settled
until just before the valuation was issued. Any land parcel transactions after 1900 are
indicated by a light gray field in the data below.
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RELEASE – In the data above, a ‘release’ occurs when the landowner provides right-ofway passage to a railroad but retains ownership of the property. In the event the railroad
ceases operation, the land remains owned by the original owner and not the railroad.
DEED – A ‘deed’ is transfers ownership of the right-of-way from the owner to the railroad.
In the event the railroad ceases operation, the land is a railroad asset to be sold.
CONDEMNED – For entries showing ‘condemned’, it indicates the landowner was not
interested in having the railroad cross their property. The railroad was required to go
through a legal process to purchase the land parcel against the landowner’s will. As the
owner is paid for the land, in the event of a railroad ceasing operations, the land is
considered a railroad asset to be sold.
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